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West Winch / North Runcton Neighbourhood Plan Questionnaire – September 
2012 Some Initial Analysis. 

 

No of Returns: As at Saturday 29th September, 1801 questionnaires had been returned. These can be broken down into areas2 as follow: 
• N. Runcton village. (The Green, Common + Chequers Lane, New Road, Cedar Grove, Rectory Lane) 85 returns from approx 200 households – 42%3 

• N. Runcton (Hardwick End – A10 – incl Mill Lane, Babingley Place, Hunters Rise, Regent Avenue, Willow Drive) 14 returns from approx 70 households ‐ 20% 
• West Winch – (including the ‘north village’ – Back Lane, Chapel Lane etc), Coronation Avenue, the central village (Hall Lane and environs) and the south 

village (Setchey). 81 returns from approx 1100 households – 7%. 
 

Thoughts on this: The low return from Winch may have been partly due to the postal delivery and return process that was employed. However this is 
clearly not the only issue, as the return rate for the A10 portion of Runcton was also poor and these questionnaires were hand delivered and followed up. 
The return rate within Runcton village varied – where Cedar Grove had the lowest return rate. Without reading too much into these trends – we might 
consider the extent to which these low responding areas have a ‘sense of community’ and the extent to which residents do/don’t socialise and know their 
neighbours? This could in turn perhaps be linked to the physical layout / design of areas, the level of car dependence vs walking/cycling, and the amount of 
social interaction that is possible?? Perhaps worth considering re any new development … 

 
Age of respondents: Of all questionnaires returned all respondents had indicated ages – but it appeared that not all forms indicated the ages of all 
members of the household, some only apparently indicating the age of the person who filled in the form. From the information received: 

• 11 (6%) households had pre‐school children 
• 11 (6%) households had primary school children 
• 14 (8%) households had children 11‐18 
• 18 (10%) households had young adults 18‐25 
• 16 (9%) households had adults 25‐35 
• 33 (18%) households had adults 35‐50 
• 54 (30%) households had adults 50‐65 
• 97 (54%) households had adults 65+ 

For reference, the office of National Statistics data 2010 which were as follows: 
Names All people: % aged 0‐15 All people: % aged 16‐29 All people: % aged 30‐44 All people: % aged 45‐64 All people: % aged 65+ 
North Runcton 13.65 11.13 14.79 26.23 34.2 
West Winch 14.22 11.22 15.43 29.76 29.37 
King's Lynn +West Norfolk 17.49 13.99 17.11 28.01 23.4 

 
1 Late returns increased this number to 187. Some analysis figures have not been updated with the final 7 receipts. 
2 This assumes 200 households in N. Runcton village, 70 in N. Runcton Hardwick and 1100 in West Winch. 
3 Closer analysis showed Cedar Grove and Rectory Lane had a lower return rate of less than 30% ‐ whilst nearly 50% responded from the rest of the village. 
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It would appear that older retired people have been relatively more ‘efficient’ at returning their questionnaires – although we have a spread of age groups 
represented  in the households that responded ‐ and hopefully we have therefore gained information relevant to all age groups. 

 
The number of people from each age group, purportedly covered in the survey (ie living in the households that responded), are as follows: 

Pre‐school Primary School <18 18‐25 25‐35 35‐50 50‐65 65+ Total people 

13 17 21 24 24 52 83 158 392 

 
Neighbourhood Plan: 
Of the 187 respondents, 171 (91%) answered ‘yes’, they supported the parish councils developing a neighbourhood plan. 15 left this question blank – which 
may mean they had no preference or might mean they missed the question. One person (North Runcton) said ‘No’ – but they also gave no reason, no name 
and no address. (Of the late 

 
Question 2: Facilities and Services: See also Appendix A. 
2a. What facilities /services do you know and use? 
2b. What do you like / not like about them? 
2c. What new services / activities would you like? 

 
Question 2 (a, b, c) was about what people used, what they liked, what they would change and what new facilities they would like. It was apparent that the 
way we framed question 2b was confusing for some people as it combined what they liked with what they would like to change. Many people didn’t say 
what they particularly liked as they answered that in 2a by saying what they used. Some people then used 2c to say what they would like to change as well 
as what they would like new. So we have analysed the answers to questions 2b and 2c together, but only counting each persons response once. 

 
There were two main themes in the responses to “What do you like and want to keep?” 85% of those who answered said, “the village feel and open 
spaces”. The other big theme was appreciation of the existing local clubs and social networks. 

 
In answer to “what facilities/activities do you use/enjoy now?” there were 51 different facilities or activities mentioned. (see spreadsheet). The most 
common were the commons and footpaths/ tracks – ie external ‘rural’ assets essentially being used informally … 
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In answer to the questions about what they would “like improved or new” ‐ some answers were quite detailed about village facilities and might be better 
addressed by the individual Parish Councils rather than through a Neighbourhood Plan. We have separated those out for the PCs to discuss. (see 
spreadsheet in Appendix A). However matters listed include issues such as dog fouling, and traffic related issues(speeding) – which are likely to be 
exacerbated by a growth in population and therefore do need to be considered by the neighbourhood plan. 

 
The remainder fell into 25 categories ‐ (see spreadsheet) in Appendix A ‐ and following bar chart for the top 15. 
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The overall impression from these answers is that people in the villages care very much about the local environment. They value the sense of community, 
the open, green spaces and the ability to walk and cycle through the area. 

 
They join in the activities on offer. They like to use the social spaces, the William Burt Centre (West Winch) and Village Meeting Place (North Runcton). 
However they would like these buildings to be improved in terms of general updating, modern heating systems etc. 

 

Many of them would like to see more local facilities as the area develops with health provision being most important. Local shops might become more 
viable with a larger population. It is encouraging to see a preference for walking, cycling and public transport where possible and enthusiasm for outdoor 
activities and sport. Also good to see is requests for more community events and social activities. 
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Question 3: Environment: 
Question 3 asked respondents to identify features they felt would be important to protect / enhance in future development within the parishes. It was 
intended the question might also help identify the extent to which respondents knew and understood the local environment. Part 3c particularly asked for 
observations of known breeding wildlife at or near the property. 

 
3a. What historical buildings / features are worth protecting? 
There were four features that received significantly more responses than others: 

• West Winch and North Runcton churches (and churchyards) = 45 (ie about 25% of respondents) 
• Lanes and tracks = 40 + (with specific name checks for Watering Lane and Clarks Chase in Winch and Rectory Lane, Common/Chequers Lane and Illington Lane in 

Runcton, and specific concerns including rat‐running and increased traffic on the roads and general loss of rural character. 
• ‘Village character’, an agricultural setting, open land and separation between the villages =30+ 
• The commons = 29 

 
Other responses included: 
Sports fields (William Burt – 6, NR cricket field – 5); WW windmill – 5 (and calls for repair); WW Church Hall / Old School and Runcton VMP – 10; Historic buildings and 
features in general (including walls in Runcton) – 7; Post office and school in WW; Farm buildings; Woods and hedges – 6; carrstone cottages – 3; The ‘Green’ ‐ NR (5). 
Some specific features in WW included ‘the Clappers’ (2), The ‘Manor House’ (Manor Farm?), ‘The Oucroy field’, The Pound (3), views west from Hall Lane (3), the pasture 
at corner of Hall Lane / Gravelhill, The ‘chapels’ (3). 

 
3b. What specific open spaces, tree, hedges, meadows, ponds, ditches are worth protecting? 
The commons again come out as the single most appreciated feature of both parishes that should be protected – with 50 references. 

• Specific references to the character the commons give the villages – including 2 references to grazing cattle and 2 to mature hedges and trees. Several comments 
about concerns of present condition / management of NR common. 

• Ponds – 25 references – especially ‘the two ponds on NR common’. 2 specific references to ponds north of NR village (on Towler land). 
• Playing fields and play facilities – over 30 references – with over 20 specific for William Burt area in Winch and 6 for NR cricket field 
• 15 specific references to ‘the Green’ at N. Runcton (and 1 specifically of the Beech tree thereon) 
• 13 references to trees in general – and specific reference to ‘trees on common next to Commonside’ (Winch) and ‘trees behind houses on New Road (Runcton). 
• 12 references to hedgerow and several comments about need for management and maintenance of hedges and need for hedge replacement. 
• 9 references to ditches and several about concerns with drainage in the parishes. 
• 8 references to permanent pasture and ‘meadows’ – and specifically pasture at Gravelhill, WW. 

 
   

 

• 4 specific references to woodland (and specifically Sheeps Course) 
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• 2 specific requests to safeguard the arable land ‘buffer’ between Winch playing fields and the A10. 
• Other specific references to Puny Drain, Nar Valley Way (footpath), derelict land at Constitution Hill (Hopkins site), general field boundary trees and roadside trees 

and ‘habitat’. Specific requests for new public open space and new woodland. 

 
3c. What specific wildlife / habitats are worth protecting? What breeding wildlife do you know about? 
A variety of birds, animals and plants were noted: 

• Over 25 references to ‘garden birds’ – which appear to include: Blackbird, Robin, Wren, Tits – Blue, Great, Coal and Long‐tailed, Chaffinch, Greenfinch, Goldfinch, 
Dunnock, House Sparrow, Starling, Collared Dove and Thrush(es) 

• Other specific references to birds included Owls (11 general references and a further 10 specific references to Barn Owl and 3 to Tawny Owl) 
• More than 10 references to Woodpeckers (and 6 specifically Green Woodpecker and 3 specifically Greater Spotted Woodpecker) 
• Over 20 references to Swifts – including nesting records in Winch and Runcton. 
• Swallow (7), House Martin (3) (they nest around North Runcton common and its seems also in Winch). 
• Other birds noted include Jays (5), Sparrowhawk (6), Kestrel (1), Pheasants (4), (Partridge (1), Magpies (1), Rooks, Crows and jackdaw (1), Heron (3), Swan (1), 

Ducks (presumably mallard) (5), Moorhen (3), Skylark (3), Geese (3), Gulls (1), Harriers (1). (The latter was from West Winch Common). 
• The most common mammal reported was Hedgehog – with 53 separate reports from both WW and NR. 
• There were 20 references to ‘deer’ – a further 5 specifically of Roe and 8 of Muntjac. One of Fallow may be erroneous. 
• Other mammal reports were Fox (15), Rabbit (11), Grey Squirrel (13), Hare (4), Mole (6), Badger (7), Rat (3), Field Mouse (3), Shrew (1), Vole (1), Weasel / Stoat (1). 
• Reptile reports were relatively common in both Winch and Runcton – Frog (18), Newts (9), Toad (9), Grass snake (8) and 2 of ‘lizard’ (one from Millfield Lane in 

Winch and one from North Runcton common. Further evidence needed – it may be confusion with common newt?) 
• Insects noted included Hornet, Hornet Hawkmoth, Hummingbird hawkmoth, and more general ‘butterflies’ (4), ‘dragonflies’ (5), ‘moths’ (3), bumble bees and 

honey bees 
• There were few specific reports of plants – but Bee orchids at Constitution Hill and off Garage Lane in Winch. 
• There were few specific reports regarding habitat – although ponds, ditches, hedges etc have been extensively noted under the other questions. One reference to 

the moat at Manor Farm, Winch. There are several references to blackberries and hedgerow fruit. 
 

Summary of  findings from question 3: 
i. It is clear that the ‘historic cores’ in both Winch and Runcton (i.e. around the churches and oldest settlement) are recognised and cherished. There is 

a need to safeguard and enhance them in any future development. This should include consideration of the wider ‘setting’ ‐ trees and other assets 
(walls / open space etc). 

 
   

ii. The setting of the villages in farmland is well regarded but is clearly going to be problematic to retain in its entirety with the extensive proposed 
development. Local landscape character and the outlook for many properties will change. The challenge for the neighbourhood plan will be to retain 
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particularly important spaces and features and ideally thread them together into multi‐functional ‘landscape assets’ which are good for landscape 
character, amenity and recreation use, biodiversity and other uses. Retaining viable tracts of agricultural land will be important. 

iii. Even with their restricted access and use – the common lands are a cherished asset in both parishes and are very important for village character and 
biodiversity. One particular comment said ‘don’t let our commons become urbanised like commons at Wootton’. However managing them as 
livestock grazing in a much larger community may become problematic in future? 

iv. The rural character of a number of roads, lanes and paths is repeatedly noted, and the perceived threat to them from increased traffic volumes and 
associated ‘urbanising’ trends (widening/kerbs/foot pavements). Successfully maintaining a rural character for these routes and corridors could be 
seen as one of the principal challenges for the neighbourhood plan? 

v. Many people obviously take great pleasure in local wildlife. It may not be possible to absorb the level of development proposed and keep some 
species in the area – especially large mammals such as Roe deer and Badger. Species that enjoy an open arable landscape (rooks / partridge / skylark) 
may also be problematic. However providing an appropriate scale and complexity of wildlife corridors to sustain local wildlife should be a goal of the 
neighbourhood plan. This should also ideally protect/ connect existing known landscape features and important wildlife habitats. 

vi. New habitat creation should be designed to sustain / expand areas suitable for local indigenous species – newts, toads and grass snakes, owls and 
woodpeckers, bats and others. 

vii. Open space planning should consider ‘wild food’ and other ‘rural’ activities people enjoy. 
viii. Although the responses indicate there is a great variety of knowledge and understanding about the local environment, it is on the whole positive to 

see how many people do have considerable local knowledge and are very observant. (It may be worth floating the idea of starting a biodiversity 
recording group who can report to county. This might be of particular use to monitor changes(for better or worse) as development in the parishes 
proceeds). 

Question 4: Resident Preferences: (See also Appendix B) 
 

4a: What do you like most about where you live? 
4b: What do you like least and would like to improve? 
4c Suggest changes to make the villages better places to live? 

 
4a What do residents like most … Question 4 asked for householders preferences. Some households indicated more than one preference. Question 4a 
asked what they liked most about where they lived (and they would wish to protect / retain).  Of the 185 households replying 50 (27%) felt that open fields,
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green and open spaces, farms, countryside and farmland were what they liked most. 21 (11%) said they felt they were in the countryside yet only a short 
distance to town and Hardwick shops.  13 (7%) appreciated the low level of through‐traffic away from the A10 and A47. 19 (10%) liked the fact they lived 
in a ‘traditional’ village and not a town or suburb with 40 (22%) enjoying the rural village life and feel, stating they felt relaxed and safe. 16 (9%) said the 
neighbourhood/community was friendly but the largest number, 63 households (34%) saying the thing they liked most about where they lived was the 
peace and quiet, being isolated and tranquil. 

 
4b What do residents like least … Question 4b asked what they liked least about where they lived and what they would wish to see changed / enhanced. 
42 households (23%) disliked the A10 stating various reasons including noise, high volume of traffic, tailbacks, queues and causing congestion. 6 (3%) also 
stated problems with access/egress onto and from the A10 and A47. 12 (6%) cited problems on New Road, North Runcton with cars using it as a cut 
through between the A10 and A47 with 7 (4%) saying lorries are one of their dislikes. 10 (6%) disliked speeding motorists on village roads. 13 (7%) say the 
current bus service is poor with some services having been withdrawn. The A10 bus stop is too far away for elderly residents of Freebridge Haven. 7 (4%) 
commented on the lack of local facilities in North Runcton and general drainage problems were raised by 4 (2%) residents of West Winch and North 
Runcton. 10 (6%) said they disliked the thought of new housing near them, that the size of development was a worry and thought the villages would 
become a suburb or a town. 8 (4%) mentioned problems with a business in North Runcton but this is currently being addressed by the County Council. A 
vast spread of issues – but roads, traffic and transport seem to be a particular issue? 

 
4c. What changes are required … Question 4c asked for any other changes that had not already been mentioned in Questions 4a and 4b. Comments from 
those questions were also included within 4c. 28 households (15%) didn't want the new housing at all, citing it would make the villages of North Runcton 
and West Winch lose their separate village identity. The replies said they wanted the villages left as they currently are and that there was nothing they 
disliked at the moment. 19 replies (10%) stated again that the A10 relief road / bypass had to be in place before the proposed housing commenced. A 
comment was made that it is only the villages of Setchey, West Winch and North Runcton that are directly on the A10 (ie that between KL and Cambridge 
most other villages are by‐passed). A further 6 households (3%) asked for public transport to be improved.  This appears to be an important issue as 
existing bus service problems were raised by 14 households under question 4b (and many more have suggested this under other questions). 

 

"Quick wins"? 
Dog fouling / dogs on commons / dogs on playing field: Name and shame on PC websites? ‘Village etiquette’ on websites and in village 
newsletters? Rat running and speeding on certain roads incl Rectory Lane/New Road: Rumble strips / pinch points ?? – work with NCC 
Parking outside primary school – A school travel plan? Name and shame parents ? Occasional traffic warden 
presence? Potholes/poor road surfaces. Also state of footpaths: Monthly report to NCC after PC meeting? 
Flytipping / litter: Another local ‘etiquette’ matter? Start a reporting ‘tree’ and/or get police involved more ? 
Poor bus service: Probably need to work through the needs (and aspirations) within the neighbourhood planning process … 
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Question 5: Transport:  (See also Appendix C) 
Question 5a State your average number of journeys in a typical 
week. For WW and NR out of the total 2,717 journeys recorded by 
residents: 

• Car use accounted for 1,888 (69%) 
• Walking 427 (16%) 
• Bus 156 (6%) 
• Bicycle 146 (5%) 

… and ‘other means of transport’ 100 (4%). (‘Other means’ included a few taxi journeys, 3 by van, 5 by horse (!) and others not stipulated). 
• For WW with 1,333 journeys in total, car use was 1,008 (76%), bus 81 (6%), bicycle 58 (4%), walking 170 (13%) and, Other 16 (1%). 
• Similarly for NR, car use 880 (64%), bus 75 (5%), bicycle 88 (6%), walking 257 (19%) and Other 84 (6%). 
• There were a number of blank returns in answer to the questions. 

One resident with a haulage business contributed 30 journeys per week of over 10 miles, 20 (5‐10 miles) and 50 under 10 miles) – which may slightly 
skew results – although some other estimates seem very low. It is possible some people have misinterpreted the question. 

 
Question 5b What would encourage your household to use the car less? Many people ticked more than box so a percentage based on overall number of 
respondents is not possible. 

102 respondents, said better public transport 
53 said better cycle paths 
49 said better footpaths 
8 said others (e.g. car pool, car sharing scheme) 
47 said ‘nothing’ – e.g. they liked the car, they needed the car etc … 

 
Question 5c If there was better public transport ,how would it most benefit you?(children going to school? Going to work? Going shopping? Leisure 
journeys?). Do you have any other ideas for access and transport improvements that you would use? Of 180 returned forms ‐ 36 left 5c blank while 5 
wrote ‘no’ or ‘nil’. 

 
The bus service was mentioned most frequently as something to improve ‐ only 8 responders writing ‘no change’. The large majority of responders desired 
an improved more realistic service with current service being described as impractical. 62/180 (34%) of respondents would like to use buses for leisure or 
shopping. A specific complaint was trolleys/prams / bikes not being permitted on buses. There were requests for a local hopper or direct bus to Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital from West Winch. (It was suggested that this short journey presently take 2 hours by public transport!). There was a desire for late 
evening buses, more school buses and expansion of the community ‘dial‐a‐bus’ system. 

   

There were specific requests for a bus service that served Common Lane/Chequers Lane (N. Runcton) and Gravelhill Lane and Chapel Lane (W. Winch) 
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along with stop on request at the junction of the A47/New road (N. Runcton). One respondent requested half hourly bus service. Park and ride facility was 
suggested? Some observations were wrong (e.g. Norwich bus (X1) doesn’t stop in Middleton – but it does). 

 
Improvements to the railway service suggested with train station and car park requested at West Winch (4ww and 1NR). A ‘Park and rail’ also requested 
by one West Winch resident and the former idea of a K. Lynn ‘Parkway’ was mentioned. Better train service to Ely, Cambridge – suggested (NB It was 
announced July 2012 that upgrading to a half/ hour KL‐London service was being facilitated with line improvements now in the budget for 2014). Re‐ 
establishing a line to Norwich suggested. 

 
Other suggestions for access and improvement suggestions included many for footpaths/cyclepaths (See 5b) – especially along Rectory Lane and Chequers 
Lane and connecting to KL town. 

 
Speed limit 30mph Rectory lane instead of 40mph at present; (Various other concerns expressed about speeding and heavy vehicles through N. 
Runcton). Car share scheme/car service/hospital car service; Further fly over needed at Hardwick; Hatched road markings at Hardwick roundabout need 
to be enforced; Common lane and Chequers Lane should be access only with fines as penalty. 

 
The conclusion to Question 5 (unsurprisingly) – is that people are very car orientated. Perhaps we should have asked more specifically – why do you 
prefer the car over other forms of transport – but we probably know the answer – not sufficient buses to make bus travel viable and not enough safe cycle 
routes to make cycling attractive. We might have asked about number of cars per household and whether people felt car ownership was a ‘burden’ they 
would like to shed? There is some suggestion that it is households with older people and or younger people (under 17) who have particularly asked for 
improved bus services and cycle paths – which makes sense – they can’t or might not wish to drive … 

 

In the neighbourhood plan maybe we need to suggest a simple neighbourhood planning goal: e.g. We will support plans and policies that will (say) triple 
bus, bike and foot journeys with a view to reducing the number of local private car journeys. 

 
Bypass / Relief Road? As a general observation 43 respondents (23%) have suggested the need for a ‘bypass’ or ‘relief road’ in one or other of their 
answers. Some have said ‘this must happen before development’ others have said ‘may be a good idea’. Of the 43 – 35 respondents live in West Winch 
(30) or in the A10 section of North Runcton (5), whilst only 8 live in North Runcton village. However, it is clear that existing traffic congestion, HGV 
vehicles, speeding vehicles and the threat of increased traffic and congestion are a principal concern of all residents. Many specific suggestions for 
junction improvements (especially on the A10 at Gravelhill and Long Lane and Rectory Lane, and on the A47 at New Road), traffic calming measures and 
just ‘reduction of traffic’ suggest that respondents see alternatives to a bypass as viable – whilst several answers indicate specific concerns about a 
bypass. 

APPENDICES 
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Appendix A – More Results from Question 2: (see below) 
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Appendix B – Results of Question 4: 
 

4a What do residents like most … 
Around the villages  Facilities  Village as a whole  

 
open fields / green and open spaces / farms / 
countryside / farmland 

 
 

50 

Facilities are walkable and/or easily accessible ‐ 
Post Office, hairdresser, shops, buses, Social Club 
(WW) 

 
 

5 

 
 

small village community ‐ not crowded 

 
 

4 
 

sky views, no light pollution, no streetlights 
 

6 
Feel we are in countryside yet short distance to 
town and Hardwick shops 

 
21 

 
Feels spacious and light 

 
7 

Sports and playing fields 3   Low level of  through traffic and noise (NR) 1 
Sports clubs 2 Existing housing  Not a town or suburb but a traditional village 19 
wide grass verges and rural road verges 4 Low level traffic away from 'A' roads 13 Locality 1 

 
unspoilt views 

 
7 

 
Minimal Social Housing 

 
2 

Rural village life and feel/character , a semi 
rural setting relaxing and safe 

 
40 

 
river 

 
1 

Good mix of housing and gardens which are 
individual and not "boxes" 

 
7 

 
HGV restrictions 

 
1 

Commons  for walking and with cows 7 low density housing / not overlooked 5 30mph speed limits in villages 1 
Public rights of way 2 Not a housing estate 2 Quiet and peaceful, isolated tranquil 63 

 
Woodland 

 
3 

 
Able to sleep at night due to minimum noise 

 
1 

Friendly neighbourhood & community. Feels 
safe 

 
16 

Wildlife 9   Privacy 2 
Trees and hedges 6   Local Culture 2 
Ponds 1   Quality of Life 3 

 
Village Green 

 
3 

  Low numbers of children / teenagers locally 
with low level of anti‐social behaviour 

 
2 

Cycle paths 1     
Footpaths and walks + paths 11     
Nar Valley Way riverbank walk at Setchey 1     
Walks around village and country lanes with 
adjacent fields 

 
4 

    

Gated access to North Runcton Common 1     
 

4b What do residents like least … 
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Traffic  Roads / Parking  Lack of Facilities  
A10 / A47 poor access / egress 6 parking outside primary school, WW 2 No local facilities, shop or PO (NR) 7 
A10 volume of traffic, noise, tail backs, queues, 
congestion 

 
42 

Some roads need resurfacing, potholes 
inadequately repaired 

 
1 

 
No Park (NR) 

 
1 

A47 noisy 4 Poor parking at PO / village store 1 Poor broadband speed 1 
Lorries 7 Sloping footpath 1 Not enough street lights WW / NR 3 
Transition of A10 from ordinary road into major 
arterial road serving rest of NW Norfolk 

 
1 

 
Inconsiderate parking outside properties 

 
2 

 
Lack of dropped kerbs 

 
1 

 
A10 walking on pavements 

 
1 

 
Lack of footpaths connection to A10 

 
1 

Lack of wastebins around sports field and by 
school 

 
1 

Hardwick roundabout ‐ volume of traffic, 
queues, congestion 

 
7 

   
Nothing to entertain 

 
3 

Speeding motorists on village roads 10 Existing Housing  No local shop to buy local produce 1 
 

Speeding motorists on A10 
 

7 
Housing Association / Affordable Housing ‐ 
poorly planned existing 

 
5 

 
Not enough for children (NR) 

 
1 

 
New Road, NR used as cut through between A10 
/ A47 

 
 

12 

Poorly planned existing houses ‐ new housing 
design locally is uninspiring & high density is not 
inkeeping with existing 

 
 

5 

 
 

Lack of Centre to NR 

 
 

1 
Not enough speed signs 1   Nowhere to socialise (NR) 2 
Lorries on village roads 1 Bus Service    

 
Proposed relief road taking WW's problem to NR 

 
1 

Bus Service is poor and some services have been 
withdrawn. 

 
13 

 
Community 

 

 
 

Too much traffic in NR 

 
 

3 

 
A10 bus stop is too far away for Freebridge 
Haven elderly residents to walk to 

 
 

1 

Lack of real community ‐ people unwilling to 
help one another or get involved in community 
matters or events 

 
 

2 
A10 / A47 proximity to dwellings 3   Children out late at night making noise 1 
A47 not suitable for cyclists 1   Floodlights & street lights around village 3 
A10 cycle path not good 1   Light pollution on village green 1 

    Anti‐social neighbour (WW) 1 
Upkeep of village  Other    

 
 

Overgrown hedges 

 
 

1 

Thought of new housing near where I live, of 
village becoming a suburb or town and size of 
proposed development 

 
 

10 

  

Rubbish on footpaths 1 Proposed incinerator 3   
Tree covering streetlight 1 The split village (no centre) (WW)) 2   
Unused telephone box 1 First impression of village via Chequers Lane to 1   
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  Common    
 
 

Overgrown pathways 

 
 

1 

Insufficient local jobs & opportunities across KL, 
high level of unemployment & poor prospects for 
school leavers 

 
 

1 

  

Untidy and poorly kept properties 2 Noisy aeroplanes 1   
 
 
 

Wasteground between Esso Garage & property 
full of rubbish 

 
 
 
 

1 

Timber /rubble recycling centre ‐ inappropriate in 
village, rubbish/spoil heaps, farmland being used 
for commercial purposes, lost attractive buildings 
and risk to old trees, inappropriate business in 
village setting 

 
 
 
 

8 

  

Dog waste 2 Caravan site 2   
 

state of footpaths 
 

1 
NR School catchment is Middleton even though 
could walk to West Winch school 

 
1 

  

 
village pond drainage ‐ overflows onto road 

 
1 

Agricultural buildings obscure view from NR 
churchyard towards Middleton 

 
1 

  

poor drainage in general 4 Poor recent Commons Management (NR) 1   
 

Dogs allowed to roam on village green 
 

1 
Parish and visitors not having regard to wildlife 
and village way of life. 

 
1 

  

 
 
 

4c. What changes are required … 
 
 
 

 
Transport and Traffic Comments  Re

la
te

d 
co

m
m

en
ts

 

 
 
 

 
Industry / Employment / Business Comments  Re

la
te

d 
co

m
m

en
ts

 

 
 
 

 
Services / Utilities Comments  Re

la
te

d 
co

m
m

en
ts

 

A10 relief road / bypass must be in place 
before the proposed housing commenced. 
This would make West Winch a better place 
to live. Only Setchey, West Winch and North 
Runcton are directly on the A10. The other 
villages have been bypassed 

 
 
 
 
 

19 

 
 

Making WW into a major industrial area 
(farming etc) would be disastrous to current 
residents. Too much expansion is not 
necessary 

 
 
 
 
 

1 

 
 
 
 
 

Gas supply to village (NR) 

 
 
 
 
 

1 
7.5 T weight restriction required on A10 
through West Winch when relief road/bypass 
in place and keep lorries out of village 

 
 

1 

 
 

NR ‐ no commercial development 

 
 

1 

 
 

Cable TV 

 
 

1 
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centres      
Bypass beyond both villages for all heavy and 
noisy traffic 

 
3 

No need for increase in employment 
premises 

 
1 

 
Improve mains water pressure 

 
2 

Relief Road needs embankment to stop noise 
pollution 

 
2 

 
Make adequate access to existing premises 

 
1 

 
Improve drainage 

 
1 

 
 

Re‐route A47 and A10 

 
 

1 

Strict control of expansion of caravan site and 
removal or strict planning control of recycling 
plant in NR 

 
 

3 

 
 

Better broadband speed 

 
 

3 
Less traffic on A10 ‐ road cannot presently 
cope 

 
4 

   
Remove overhead wires from roadside 

 
1 

New Road / A47 (NR) need safer and better 
maintained junction 

 
1 

 
Bus Service Comments 

   

Safer A10 and A47 junctions, especially for 
right turns 

 
3 

 
Bus stop on A47 

 
2 

 
Other Comments 

 

 
 
 

Improve crossing for pedestrians and cyclists 
on A10 

 
 
 
 

1 

 
 
 
 

Direct bus service to Queen Elizabeth Hospital 

 
 
 
 

1 

Don't want one anonymous conurbation / 
mini town thus losing separate village 
identity. Leave the villages as they are. We 
like it as it is and don't want more people or 
cars.  Nothing I dislike 

 
 
 
 

28 
 
 

A10 should have a speed camera 

 
 

1 

 
Not enough public transport from Rectory 
Lane to King's Lynn 

 
 

1 

West Winch Jubilee celebrations borough 
villagers together ‐ annual event? More 
community led events, boot sales / fetes 

 
 

2 
Change Gravel Hill Lane junction 
(roundabout?) 

 
1 

 
Improve public transport 

 
6 

Would like our own police ‐ to control youths 
after dark 

 
4 

Route of proposed link road could affect 
existing peace and quiet and needs to be as 
far away as possible 

 
 

1 

   
 

Removal of our county councillors 

 
 

3 
 

Busy traffic stops emergency services and 
must put lives at risk 

 
 

1 

 
 

Recreation / Leisure / Countryside Comments 

 NR needs more young people with children 
and enthusiasm. Average age of residents 
may be too high 

 
 

1 
 

Local link transport or P&R adjacent A10 
 

1 
Sure the Commons could be improved to 
increase wildlife like Roydon Common 

 
1 

 
More public parking in village (NR) 

 
1 

Slow traffic down at Post Office / Shop (A10 
WW). Traffic lights are good but not the 
answer 

 
 

2 

 
Countryside could become overcrowded with 
too many houses 

 
 

1 

 
Use car park for dropping off school children 
in West Winch 

 
 

1 
Village traffic dangerous for children and 
animals 

 
1 

 
Close the Common gates 

 
1 

Continued high quality, low density, housing 
with every property having it's own green 

 
3 
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    space and parking facility  
 
 
 

Traffic calming measures needed 

 
 
 

4 

Although Commons are grazing commons and 
not public they need to be managed for 
biodiversity and amenity values as well. 
Historic asset and need respect 

 
 
 

1 

 
 
 

Not estates / social housing 

 
 
 

1 
Enforce village speed limits 3 Local Pub 1 No land in NR for changes 1 
Less through traffic and lower speed limit in 
Rectory Lane and New Road 

 
3 

 
Way marked walks 

 
1 

Old burnt out engineering works at Setch are 
eyesore 

 
1 

 
Improve road surfaces and drainage 

 
3 

Organise activities ‐ tai chi, dancing, lectures, 
film nights, community choir 

 
1 

 
Reduce amount of new housing 

 
4 

 
Cycle paths from NR to town and high 
schools needed 

 
 

1 

Trees around new development. Make it 
separate from existing village. Maintain 
green areas to aid separation 

 
 

1 

 
Need the 2 parish councils to have the same 
agenda 

 
 

1 
Improve footpaths.  Rectory Lane is 
dangerous and stops before NR village. Need 
footpath on Chequers Lane allowing 
residents to adopt more healthy lifestyle 

 
 
 

4 

 
 

Council to clear up after cutting verges and 
play areas 

 
 
 

1 

 
 
 

Cancel the incinerator 

 
 
 

2 
New Road (NR) could take further traffic 
away from village 

 
1 

Need rubbish bins around William Burt 
Centre and Play areas 

 
1 

By‐laws to restrict number of cats per 
property 

 
1 

Improve cycle and walking routes ‐ more 
public footpaths between villages 

 
3 

 
Don't change the farmland 

 
1 

 
Reduce light pollution by floodlit properti8es 

 
1 

 
Public safe footpath to KL town centre (NR) 

 
2 

Leave some green spaces for children to 
safely play 

 
1 

Main drawback to West Winch is it's 
accessibility 

 
1 

Lorries for proposed Incinerator would make 
A10 busier 

 
1 

Bridleway network around villages is bad and 
could be opened up 

 
1 

PC should not support the housing as 
infrastructure cannot support it 

 
2 

  You shouldn't have to be a William Burt Social 
Club member to participate 

 
1 

 
It is all too late 

 
1 

    Dog Waste bins / reduce dog mess 2 
    Maintain local ponds 1 
    Better pavements for wheelchairs 1 
    Cricket Club should be open to public for 

social purposes 
 

1 
    Keep village character 1 
    Better local facilities 2 
    West Winch is a lovely village with clubs and 

organisations to suit all age groups ‐ main 
 

1 
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    drawback is accessibility  
    ‘You can't improve perfection’ 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix C – More Data from Question 5: (See Below) 
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1 
What is all this about? 

 
 
 

The Borough Council has designated the parishes of West Winch and North Runcton as an 
area for future housing development. The intention is to build up to 1600 houses by 2026. 
Thereafter it has been suggested that up to 6000 could be built. These proposals are outlined 
in the adopted Core Strategy (2011). 

 
 
 

Under the Localism Act (2011) Parish Councils can now 
draw up a Neighbourhood Development Plan. This is a 
formal legal process that will result in a plan that has to be 
followed in this planning cycle (ie up to 2026). West 
Winch and North Runcton Parish Councils feel that a 
Neighbourhood Plan will be the best way for residents to 
have their say in these proposals. Both Parish Councils 
have signed an agreement to work together and have 
formed a Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering 
Group. 

 

 

Have Your Say ! 

 

The Neighbourhood Plan steering group is comprised of parish councillors and other local 
people who have expressed an interest in helping. We are: 

• Liaising with and assessing the requirements of the local authorities and central 
government 

• Speaking with developers and others who have an interest in building the proposed 
houses and other infrastructure 

• Seeking the opinions and ideas of local residents 
• Taking advice from other professionals 
• Drawing up a Neighbourhood Development Plan for the area. 
• Drafting planning policies that will complement national and district policy but will also be 

particular to the neighbourhood plan area (see below). 
 
 

It is essential that we arrive at a plan that all residents can 
accept. Even if we have some reservations - we need to 
agree a plan. Disadvantages might be balanced by new 
benefits – perhaps community facilities, new footpaths 
and public open spaces, safer road crossings or 
community initiatives … 

 
This exhibition shows you our first draft ideas for plans 
and policies. Please think carefully about what we have 
proposed, ask questions, and please give us your 
feedback – positive or negative. Please try to be 
specific with your comments – noting particular policies or 
areas as required. 

Thank you for your help! 
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The Consultation Process 2 
 

Legislation sets out a clear process that we have to follow in order to create the 
Neighbourhood Plan. We need to work alongside the Borough (BCKLWN) – who are 
preparing their Local Plan for the entire district. We are proposing the following 
programme: 
Note 

• the plan has to be inspected and approved by a planning inspector. 
• there will then be a community referendum for all residents in the two parishes. 

 
 

Dates: Neighbourhood planning stages BCKLWN planning stages 

June 2013 Draft plans and policies – Community 
Consultation. We are here 

 

 Further refine plans and policies 10 week consultation on preferred 
site allocations plan (SAP)   

Autumn 
2013 

Agree draft Neighbourhood Plan (NP) 
with BCKLWN and submit to them 

BCKLWN undertake further 
statutory 6 wk consultation on NP 

   

Spring 2014 Review BCKLWN comments and 
finalise the NP for further 2 wk final 
local consultation period 

BCKLWN to publish preferred SAP 

  BCKLWN send out the final NP for 
further 6 wk consultation 

Summer 
2014 

Final revisions. Submit NP for 
examination by independent planning 
inspector 

Independent Inspector to review 
BCKLWN SAP 

 Attend to any comments on the NP 
from planning inspector 

 

Autumn 
2014 

Local referendum (parish residents) 
to endorse NP. 
If 50% of respondents support the 
plan it is agreed. 

BCKLWN adopt agreed plan 

 

Once the plan is adopted by BCKLWN it becomes the local plan for this area for the 
duration of the planning cycle (to 2026). 

 
The community consultation process during the neighbourhood planning process is 
essential – and the inspector will wish to see evidence that residents have been involved 
throughout. So far since the beginning of 2012 we have: 
• Gathered information about environmental, economic, social and transport issues within the two 

parishes. 
• Held community workshops and information days in both West Winch and North Runcton 
• Held focus groups and technical workshops to consult particular stakeholders 
• Undertaken a community questionnaire and circulated the information gathered 
• Provided information and updates on NP progress through the parish websites, newsletters and 

monthly meetings 
 
Is there anything else we should do? Do you need copies of information? Do you wish 
to be sent email updates? If so please leave your comments / details today before you 
leave. 
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What is proposed? 3 
1600 new homes by 2026 would require other facilities. New roads would be required, 
a new primary school and new public open space. We need to agree an appropriate 
housing density (dwellings per hectare – dph). 

 

 
5-15 dph 

Detached or semi-detached houses 
with large gardens. 

 
15-25 dph 

Typical estate housing as already 
found in parts of West Winch. 

 
40-80 dph 

Three storey apartments and 
townhouses. 

 
It is likely that a range of densities will be required / desirable. Not all people want large 
gardens. Denser development can ‘buy’ more open space and make public transport 
and local shops more viable. However, West Winch and North Runcton have a rural 
setting and denser urban development will need careful design if it is to ‘fit’. 
One of the challenges will be to ‘join’ old and new development. 

Our Vision 
To create attractive villages with excellent facilities and quality of life where 
residents of all ages can live, work, play and contribute to the ongoing success 
of the community. 
 
Aims: (What we hope to achieve) 
To support the development of high quality, sustainable and successful new 
neighbourhoods whilst nurturing and enhancing the lives of existing residents in West 
Winch and North Runcton. 

To protect the unique and distinctive physical and cultural assets of the parishes, and 
use these to shape the future environment and community. 
 
Some Important Considerations 
West Winch and North Runcton Parish Councils are committed to work together on 
planning the future settlements – but feel the villages need to keep their separate 
identities. We also feel strongly that agricultural land should be protected wherever 
possible and that ‘buffers’ of ‘open countryside’ should be retained around the 
settlements. 
Although the common land in West Winch and North Runcton is a much loved asset for 
residents – and greatly enhances the character of the villages – it is not available for 
general access. In general both villages are already deficient in public open space. We 
feel it is essential this is addressed in future planning. 
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Community Questionnaire (Sept 2012) 4 
Feedback gathered from the questionnaire confirmed many common resident views: 

Transport, Roads and Traffic 
1. One of the main concerns of residents is existing roads and traffic – especially in relation 

to the A10, Hardwick roundabout and A47. The majority of people think that more 
development is bound to exacerbate problems. HGV traffic is a particular concern. 

2. Other traffic and access related concerns included, rat‐runs and speeding, dangerous 
junctions, and lack of safe cyclepaths and footpaths in some sections. Public transport is 
generally unsatisfactory. All these issues make people car dependent – which in turn makes 
traffic levels worse. 

Landscape and Environment 
3. Residents appreciate the rural aspects of the parishes – the common 

land, mature trees and hedges, views of open farmland. They 
appreciate the older parts of the villages and particularly heritage 
buildings and existing community facilities – the meeting halls, sports 
pitches etc. People especially like seeing local 
wildlife – deer, badgers, hedgehogs, owls, woodpeckers, frogs, 
newts … 

The traffic impact on the 
centre of West Winch 

already undermines the 
quality of life for residents. 

4. However residents think foot/cyclepaths are often inadequate, that both parishes are short 
of open space and that there are already adverse impacts on the environment. There is 
great concern about new development replacing the rural character and the impact of 
many new residents on the existing environment. There are concerns about impacts to 
drainage and potential for flooding. 

Community and Social 
5. Both parishes have an ageing population (30‐35% over 65 and retired ‐ above local and 

national averages). Access to good services (especially medical and social) is therefore 
considered very important. Many residents appreciate the existing social facilities and 
events ‐ but would like more. 

6. West Winch primary school is popular – but the scale of development proposed would 
require a new school. People appreciate local convenience shops and might like more. 

Economic 
7. Although there are relatively small ‘employment areas’ in W. Winch and N. Runcton, and 

many people are retired, most economically active people work locally. Many residents 
feel that better public transport and cycle paths might reduce local car journeys and traffic 
related to work. 

 
8. Although agriculture employs few people these days – many 

people feel that retaining farmland and farms is essential for a 
sustainable economy – as well as for the character of the area. 

9. Retaining local character may also be advantageous for local 
‘tourism’. 
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Policies on the Environment 5 
We think environment related policy will be essential in planning new development that 
‘fits’ with the existing settlements as well as for improving (or not worsening) existing 
environmental concerns and problems. 
With the development proposed there will be massive changes to the area and loss of 
green-field land. Our policies and proposals try to ensure: 

 

1. Existing landscape and environmental assets are retained and 
protected where possible (e.g. woodland, ponds, field trees 
and other heritage items). 

2. New landscape features (woodland, meadows, hedges, paths and 
corridors) are an integral part of the new plans and that they 
compensate any losses. 

 
3. That there is provision for a sustainable drainage system – based on the existing 

topography and drainage pattern. (Please note that we intend to develop a framework 
drainage design for the entire area in conjunction with the drainage board). 

 
4. That a network of sustainable wildlife corridors are created that 

provide refuge, habitat and safe movement corridors for our 
wildlife – as well as providing paths and passive recreation areas 
for human residents. 

 
5. That development includes a sustainable network of public open space, including active 

recreation facilities that will ensure that both new and old settlement has appropriate 
provision. 

6. That development impacts during construction are carefully managed and that 
impacts from new development (e.g. noise / night lighting e.t.c) are mitigated. 

 
7. That new development has distinctive 

character – preferably utilising local building 
materials and styles. That the design of new 
development helps ‘build community’ and 
create ‘civic pride’. 

8. That new development considers the likely 
impacts of climate change – and can cope with 
such change. That new development facilitates 
environment‐conscious lifestyles in future … 

 
9. Notwithstanding that some agricultural land will be lost – our suggested plan tries to limit 

the amount of agricultural land that will be affected, sustain a spatial separation between 
the villages and sustain a rural character where possible. (See sketch masterplan) 

Please also take time to read the draft 
Environment Policies in full 
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Policies on Development and Housing 6 
The Neighbourhood Plan will aim to ensure that new development will be built to the 
highest standards to ensure attractive, sustainable and long lasting places to live, work 
and play. 
On matters of settlement planning and building design, new development will already 
have to comply with existing national and local planning policy – as well as current 
building regulations. However the Neighbourhood Plan can help define where 
development goes, the density of development, styles, materials and details over and 
above national guidelines. 
Some principle policies we are proposing include: 

1. All housing will be located within 
400m of a local centre (ie within 
easy walking distance). 

2. There will be a hierarchy of public 
open space – with small play areas 
(for children up to 6 yrs old) within 
100m of all houses and 
neighbourhood play areas (for 
children up to 14) within 1200m. 

3. We will set building densities for 
different areas of the development. 

Conceptual walking zones illustrated by Princes Foundation 

4. We will encourage the use of an acceptable palette of materials to set a distinctive 
design character for different areas of the development. 

5. We will set requirements for external storage provision – the size of garages, and 
storage for bins, bicycles and the like. 

6. We will set requirements for street design and 
parking provision and encourage pedestrian 
priority areas. 

 
Plan of a ‘Homezone’ area between houses – allowing access 
and parking but maintaining pedestrian priority. 

 
 

7. We will set requirements for garden size and layout and suggest ways in which the ratio of 
built development vs gardens and open space can be maintained over time. 

8. We will propose that affordable housing is spread throughout the development – 
avoiding large enclaves and ensuring a mixed and balanced community. 

 
9. We will endorse high quality sustainable design – with 

renewable energy, sustainable urban drainage, low carbon 
building materials (and building techniques) and energy 
efficient buildings. 

Local play areas … 
 
 

Please also take time to read the draft Development Policies in full. 
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Policies on the Local Economy 7 
Many residents have asked – where are all these new people going to work? The need 
for new housing is partly because we are all living longer, and partly because more 
people live alone. But we feel strongly that there will be a need for new local 
employment and that this must be supported by the Neighbourhood Plan. 
We also want to ensure that existing viable businesses benefit from the proposed 
growth in the parishes. We feel that local employment and easy access to it can help to 
minimise local traffic. We want to support opportunities for homeworking and small 
business. We think that farming is an important aspect of our local community, and that 
food production should be a part of a sustainable economy. 
Some key considerations for local economic policy will include: 

1. Supporting local education, life‐long learning, skills 
development and access to existing and new 
education facilities and initiatives. 

2. Ensuring that existing sustainable and appropriate 
business has the provisions and support to thrive and 
grow. 

3. Provision for new employment related development within plans. That this provision 
will not have adverse impacts on the local environment or community. 

4. That, whilst accepting some agricultural land will be lost, plans ensure the 
protection of viable tracts of agricultural land and farm businesses. 

5. Provision of viable local centres that can support convenience stores and other public 
amenities – especially those that can support homeworking and small enterprise. 

   
Ideally we will support local food suppliers at local 

shops – strengthening the local economy. 
New business units will ideally be designed to 

excellent environmental standards 
 
 

6. Excellent footpath and cyclepath access to existing and new employment areas – 
including Hardwick and other areas within King’s Lynn. 

7. Ensuring that new development can benefit local designers, builders and suppliers. 
 

8. Supporting technical innovation that can support local business and 
enterprise – for example, fast broadband provision. 

 
We will aim to support sustainable future local 
businesses - perhaps solar power suppliers and installers … 

 
 

Please also take time to read the draft 
Local Economy Policies in full. 
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Policy for Society, Community and Culture 8 
Most respondents to the 2012 questionnaire were positive about existing facilities – the 
William Burt Centre, the village meeting place in N. Runcton, football, cricket and tennis 
facilities. West Winch primary school is popular and the village also has a convenience 
store, post office, other shops and a dentist. 
However many residents have suggested they would like 
improvements to existing facilities, that some important 
facilities such as a GP surgery are missing, and that they 
have concerns about many new residents moving in and 
‘swamping’ existing facilities (e.g. the primary school, 
dentist and even local footpaths). 

We have an ageing population. We have lost some village 
services and there are concerns about the on-going sustainability of remaining 
facilities. We need to ‘steady the ship’ and ensure that existing residents can benefit 
from the new development proposed. 
Our Neighbourhood Plan policies will try to ensure that future residents enjoy a vibrant 
neighbourhood with a balanced diverse community and all the amenities required to 
have a happy and fulfilling lifestyle. 
 

Some key aspirations will include: 
1. A new primary school – delivered early in the development of 1600 new houses by 2026 

– so that the existing primary school is not swamped with new residents. 
2. A new GP surgery – so that there is ready and easy access to GP support – 

especially important for our ageing community. 
3. Provision of at least one new community centre / hall that can serve the new and 

existing communities and complement existing facilities. 
4. Improvements to existing community buildings to make them energy efficient, 

comfortable and flexible for a range of community use. 
 

5. An excellent network of public open spaces and recreation facilities. These and all 
community facilities must in turn be connected by an excellent network of paths to 
minimise car use (see also policies for Environment and Development). 

 
6. Support and promotion of the arts, life‐ 
long learning and healthy lifestyles. 
Community initiatives to acknowledge and 
celebrate local history and heritage – including 
our natural heritage. 

 
7. Ensuring excellent, equitable, public transport provision and access planning to ensure 

that all members of the local community can utilise local facilities – and also easily access 
facilities in King’s Lynn, Norwich, Cambridge ‐ or further afield. 

 
Please take time to read the draft policies for Society, Community and Culture. 
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Policies on Transport 9 
Seeking to improve traffic and environment conditions along the A10 whilst also trying 
to ensure new development does not make conditions worse are primary aims of the 
Neighbourhood Plan. But clearly this is not straightforward. 

 
We feel a new road running parallel to the A10 – and perhaps 500-750m east of it (see 
plans) seems inevitable. This will not be a ‘by-pass’ as such – and there will still be a lot 
of traffic on the A10. However, in order to ‘spread out’ traffic on different roads and 
make the new development ‘permeable’ for traffic we have concluded that this ‘relief 
road’ is essential. We have consulted a range of traffic experts. 

 
We also think it is essential this road is operable at an early stage of the development – 
otherwise we will get more traffic with no improvements to the A10. 

 
Principle transport policy areas are therefore: 

 

1. Get the ‘relief road’ built – minimising impacts to existing settlement and landscape and 
incorporating good design to minimise noise, light and air pollution. The road will also need 
well designed and frequent vehicle/pedestrian/cycle crossings and a maximum speed limit 
of 30 or 40mph. 

 
2. Improve the A10 corridor – potentially with 

improved junctions, more crossings, and 
urban design to denote ‘village centres’. This 
is likely to involve some areas of 
redevelopment along the road in time. 

 
 

Re-thinking the centre of 
West Winch could enable improvements to the 

A10 corridor in this section. 

3. Ensure that development supports the provision of sustainable public transport that can 
greatly reduce the need for local private car journeys. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many Cambridgeshire villages have 
excellent cyclepath connections … 

4. Ensure that development includes an excellent 
network of cyclepaths and footpaths so that the 
development is ‘walkable’ or ‘cyclable’ and that use of 
cars for local journeys is less favourable. Such links 
must especially connect community facilities and 
neighbouring communities – King’s Lynn, and 
Middleton being key. 

 
 

5. Development design will ideally make cars ‘secondary’ to pedestrians with careful 
design. 

6. The Neighbourhood Plan will try to support the BCKLWN Core Strategy objectives of 
reducing local HGV traffic. 

Please also take time to read the draft 
Transport Policies in full. 
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Sketch Masterplan – Brief Explanation 
This DRAFT plan was developed in conjunction with the Princes Foundation 
and assumes that the development proposed by BCKLWN over coming 
decades is inevitable. We have followed sound planning principles – building 
up from the natural landform and drainage pattern, considering existing assets 
that we would like to retain – such as woodland, meadows, tracks and paths. 
Other important constraints have included the existing high pressure gas 
pipeline corridors and minimising adverse impacts of existing and proposed 
roads. 
We have considered how we might safeguard good farmland and the setting of 
the two villages, create ‘walkable’ centres and provide sufficient open space 
and landscapes that can benefit wildlife. This process has helped us to ‘shape’ 
the proposed development. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Note that 105 Ha of development land with an average residential density of 
30 units per hectare would only be able to accommodate 3150 dwellings. In 
fact with employment sector development and community facilities the 
available area for housing will be even less. 

 
We have concluded that more than 3000 dwellings in both parishes will 
be unsustainable in that it would lead to settlement coalescence and 
total loss of rural character and village scale. We presently propose that 
this is the view we will put forward to BCKLWN and the independent planning 
inspector. 

 
We welcome your comments on this and the other draft documents. 

 
North Runcton and West Winch Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

June 2013. 
 
 
 

 
Approximate area of built development = 105 Ha 
(Largely residential – but we would require new community facilities and some employment 
sector development) 
Approximate area of ‘green infrastructure’ = 53 Ha 
(Approximately 22 Ha of new woodland and related habitats; 22.5 Ha of new ‘multifunctional’ 
corridors including spaces for sustainable urban drainage; over 8 Ha of new playing field) 
The ‘relief road’ = approximately 2.65 km long 
We would envisage a corridor 40-50 metres wide (allowing for a 10m carriageway, drainage, 
Dual-use paths and landscape mitigation works). 
Over 10km of new dual use cyclepaths – including connections to King’s Lynn, 
towards Middleton and to the old rail track to Bawsey and Leziate Lakes. 
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Page 1  Version 1 10th June 2013 

Appendix I – June 2013 Draft Neighbourhood Plan – feedback from exhibition 
attendees: 
 

 

North Runcton and West Winch Neighbourhood Plan 
Steering Group 

Community consultation held on 8th and 9th June 2013 

Feedback regarding Draft Map and Draft Policies 
Community Consultation events were held in both villages on the above dates. A total of 
105 people attended the events over the 6 hours. A display of draft policies and draft 
maps were available, along with a sit down area with copies of the results of the previous 
questionnaire and a full set of Draft policies. Residents were invited  to complete a 
feedback form asking them what they agreed with and what the group had missed. They 
were also asked how they would prefer to read their copy of the FINAL Neighbourhood 
Plan and also give their contact details. 

 

Maps and General Feedback 
 

Basically happy with what has been said. 
 

The whole thing seems to have been well thought out but villages should be kept as 
villages. 

 
Plan is well thought out and presented.  I share the comments and concerns. 

 
Having real through the plans and documents I commend the Parish Council [Steering 
Group] for the presentation of facts and information given in  the documents. 

 
I find it difficult to come to any quick decision on the plans that already mention the roads, 
school, transport, playing field, surgery which have already been covered. 

 
Well done [Steering Group] and thank you for the opportunity to peruse the plans. 

Looks well planned out, but time will tell. 

The Draft Policies are very good BUT the order in which things are done is crucial [refers 
to new road – see Transport] 

 
The neighbourhood plans appear to be well thought out and it is pleasing to see the two 
villages respect each others’ space (North Runcton / West Winch and Setchey). 

 
Very detailed Maps are most useful. 

 
I find your proposed development plan for West Winch and North Runcton horrendous. It 
will no longer be a village community. What you are proposing for 2026 and beyond will 
swamp the existing village as we know it. The fact that you are proposing to almost 
double the size of the village proves no thought or consideration to local residents. My 
wife and I have lived here for nearly 50 years, why should we be forced out of our homes 
because of greed. My main concern is for the meadows adjacent to Hall Lane [land south 
of Silvertree Way and Elm Tree Grove and west of where Hall Lane and Gravelhill Lane 
meet] it is a natural habitat for a large number  of wildlife including news, bats, water 
voles, 7-spined sticklebacks, grass snakes, moor hens, barn owls and many more. The 
above mentioned area should be protected  as  an  area of  SSI.   The  area  is  below sea  
level  with  no  drainage.  If development is carried out it will put my property at a serious 
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risk of flooding. Letter to follow to express my many concerns. 
 

Agree with the plan.  

Not a lot. 

This should be called West Winch Neighbourhood Plan as there is not building in North 
Runcton [village]. Even thought the drainage scheme indicates that North Runcton area 
has the best drainage. 

 
Agree with all work and draft plans so far, particularly in respect of consultation. 

 
The Draft Neighbour Plan – I agree with the proposed draft plan – I have  no particular 
comments to make in objection. The plan seems to be a sensible proposal in the 
circumstances. 

 
Overall the draft proposals seem good (as good as they can be). The additional road 
parallel to the A10 appears essential 

 
Overall a good proposal in my view – thank you and congratulations to all those involved 
in preparing it. 

 
No real suggestions it all seems quite reasonable – people must have somewhere to live 
– environmental aspects seem to have been covered. 

 
I notice the bridle path is wrong at Hardwick Narrows Lane.  It is at the moment  going 
through my house and land. Also it does through Mr Symington’s houses so I think it 
should be put in the right line as I study land enclosures and byways and highways, I do 
know what I am saying is right. I feel the plan is very rough and given the opinion that it is 
not that exact which I think is wrong. My pleasure time is archives and map study so I try 
to be precise. I love my history. I am compiling a book so to me it is very important that I 
get it right. 

 
I personally feel that this neighbourhood draft plan has been put together with great care, 
thought, sympathy and understanding of what the residents of West Winch and North 
Runcton want and desire in a situation where most of them would prefer things to stay as 
they are and keep their village identity. A majority vote would oppose this development as 
we know, so if we have to have something that is not desired let's hope that the Borough 
Council and developers adopt the policies which have been so meticulously thought out 
into their plans. 

 
While I appreciate the hard work that has gone into this, shouldn’t the Neighbourhood 
plan be fighting against the development rather than, as it appears, agreeing to it taking 
place? 

 
I agree with all points noted. 

 
We must maintain the West Winch / North Runcton “Divide”. 

 
VERBAL COMMENT AT EVENT - Concerned about some of the detail of the plan [map]. 
 
VERBAL COMMENT AT EVENT - Bit grumpy that hasn’t been ‘consulted’ – but I 
explained there wasnt much that could have been said previously – and this was 
consultation. Generally he didn’t seem unhappy with the proposals –  not withstanding 
he will be greatly affected. He (understandably) doesn’t like the ‘not knowing’ what is 
happening – esp the road. 
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VERBAL COMMENT AT EVENT - Also grumpy about lack of ‘consultation’. Did 
articulate concerns about many new near neighbours and impact on farming. 
 
 
Finally, the draft copy of the NH Plan did not include any maps.  This makes it 
difficult to understand what the plans area. 

 
I hope the next draft will include suggestions of proposed new amenities; plans of 
green space, WW centre, relief road design a route, schools, cycle routes etc. 
However I do feel that the NH Plan committee are doing an excellent and unenviable 
job in difficult circumstances. I salute, thank and congratulate you all for a job well 
done. 
 

 

Draft Transport Policies 
 

We need a bypass now! 
 

We feel that with the expansion of the current villages, the character of these villages will 
be lost and bring more disruption with local transport which is very poor at present times 
and not ‘value for money’, extra traffic and rat runs for motorists, lack of parking facilities 
for homes although [the draft policies] state 2 per household – see Downham Market’s 
new estate! 

 
The A10 is already busy and bisects the ‘communities’. 

Better footpaths and more frequent buses would help. 

Relief road may help if it ever gets funded? Certainly needed!  

TRA01, 02, 05, 08, 09 – Strongly agree. 

Consideration of a railway platform at West Winch and car parking. This would be beneficial 
to the increase of residents and communities. 
I would suggest a roundabout on the A10 at the junction with the new road close to 
Gravelhill Lane. There is sufficient room to place it away from existing houses. This will 
allow easier exit onto the A10 from Gravelhill Lane. 

 
Traffic calming measures should be placed on the existing A10 through the area by the 
church. 

 
The new road should replace the A10 as the Primary Through Route.  
 
A maze of roads should be avoided at all costs. 
 
The Draft does not state what measures to be put in place on the A10 corridor. UNLESS 
substantial traffic calming is put in place the increased traffic flow will continue along the 
A10 corridor e.g. (road narrowing, traffic humps, chicanes). The road to the east should be 
substantial enough and away from proposed developments to keep main flow of traffic 
away from proposed extended village.   New road could begin at Gravelhill Road area and 
sweep widely eastward. Presumably with a roundabout or traffic lights. This would make 
exit and entrance to West Winch [Gravelhill Road] easier. 

 
The Draft Policies are very good BUT the order in which things are done is crucial. The 
new road must be done early on or much more congestion will arise or the [new] road 
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might be subject to repeated delays. 
 
Noting the high proportion of elderly residents it is clear that private cars will be much used 
and even with more cycle tracks. 

 
Relief Road must be built as a priority. 

 
TRA01 – Agree.  New “parallel route” to have before build starts. 

 
TRA05 – Design and build village centre in tandem with “parallel route” to establish reason 
for traffic flow variations i.e. old A10 will go through the centre of new enlarged West Winch 
and the preferred route for HGV’s will be on the “parallel road” to the A47. Current options 
at Hardwick to then take the overpass if travelling on the A47/A17. 

 
I do not think that you have missed it, but if you now say that you are prepared to accept a 
relief road (as indicated) rather than to push for a bypass (which starts at Oakwood 
Roundabout and ends at Constitution Hill) will lead to us here having a bypass [not?] worth 
calling one. The road is necessary particularly if the incinerator  is built. 

 
Would there be any pressure put on big Lorries to use the relief road, if not, they will not. 

 
NO MAJOR BYPASS THEN NO DEVELOPMENT. 

 
TRA01 Parallel Route – Is there to be a guarantee that the new parallel route will be 
finalised prior to the housing development as representative from Zurich Insurance 
previously stated that if Norfolk County Council will not provide funding then Zurich will not 
pay for it. 

 
TRA01 – 12 – Agree strongly. Must have a parallel route in place early on in development. 
No access onto A10 until new route is in place and operating. Limit  old A10 to less than 
7.5 tonnes. 

 
Need better public transport to and from QEH. 
 
The questionnaire results show that residents are concerned about the A10 traffic. This 
must be dealt with before any housing on new sites takes place. 

 
The development will only be successful with the construction of the Relief Road.  The old 
A10 will need to be restructured in use, ban lorries except those needing access.  The new 
Relief Road should be the new A10. 

 
Upgrade the A10 to a trunk road so that Highways [Highways Agency] are responsible for 
the new Relief Road. 

 
New road MUST be deliverable in its entire length. 

New road should be “new A10” 

Important that no variation to proposed public transport, walkways and cyclepaths take 
place. 

 
Interesting to see whether cycle spaces, bin storage areas etc ever materialise!  

No new road – no new houses. 

New road priority 
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We strongly agree that the A10 needs a bypass. 

Full agreement with TRA01 through to TRA12. 

In addition to this [The fact that you are proposing 35 dwellings per hectare which is nearly 
town dwelling density, shows that you have no regard for our community as a village and 
want to turn us into a suburb. This is the major point that has been missed.  THIS IS A 
BADLY THOUGHT OUT PLAN WHICH WE NO NOT NEED.  As an alternative to this the 
expansion plans to build 3,600 more dwellings should be dropped. We cannot cope with 
the 25,000 people this will bring!] the proposed conurbation will have a major trunk road 
running through it. This is already overloaded and the proposed 30 mph minor road 
between West Winch and North Runcton will not help the A10 situation. What is needed is 
a major dual carriageway around the whole area. 

 
The A10 at the moment will need definitely to be re-routed as it won’t take any more traffic. 
Concerns 1st phase will be built Hardwick roundabout end and A10  will struggle with 
excess traffic. 

 
Cycle routes good idea. 

 
I agreement with proposed roundabout taking traffic from A10 away from village Setchey 
side. 

 
Don’t want rat run roads. 

 
A bypass is definitely needed to cope with the extra volume of traffic using the A10 if plans 
go ahead. 

 
Agree with the plan. I feel and believe that there should be a bypass. 

Agree with network for cycling and walking routes. 

TRA01 currently Rectory Lane, Checkers Lane and New Road are used as rat runs. During 
peak times and summer holidays by satnavs avoiding A10, A47 and  Hardwick Jams. How 
will you control volume of traffic through quiet village? What about electronic speed display 
sign that also has inbuilt licence plate reader and gives plate number and speed. Ask 
Three Rivers Council in Hertfordshire. Also prevention of HGVs using rat runs. How will 
“Distributor Road” intersect Rectory  Lane etc. Once this road is built it will then become 
the favoured rat run. Proper crossing points, roundabouts will be needed. 

 
Footpaths would be necessary. All the distributor road will do is move West Winch’s traffic 
problems to North Runcton. Same argument applies to TRA12, TRA04 and TRA03. This 
distributor road will become a de facto bypass for West Winch. Then any proposed bypass 
plan will disappear. 

 
Traffic problems 

 
It is essential that the proposed relief road is built FIRST. 

 
First priority – Relief Road or bypass.  The A10 is NOT suitable for more traffic. 

 
Better public transport would be advantageous. WARNING – more people does not 
automatically mean more users. 

 
As this is a draft plan it is obvious that West Winch needs a new road which we are 
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informed has to come to the east of West Winch – which is likely to cross some of  our 
land. This new road would be coming closer to North Runcton who will be having no new 
development but bringing the noise etc closer to the  village.  A definite plan of the 
proposed new road needs to be produced and a meeting held with the landowners to get 
their input. 

 
To me the development must have an adverse effect on traffic in the area and therefore no 
development should take place unless relief roads are built before any building begins. It 
would still lead to heavy congestion on the Hardwick roundabout and roads leading in. 

 
Relief Road for A10 

 
Cycle ways / walkways – need for regular upkeep, clearance of same – probable 
requirement for emergency service outstation / cycle patrols. 

 
Bus / minibus services – Post Office seems to combine this in some rural areas. Local 
stores – Tesco / Sainsbury’s. 

 
Need much more frequent bus service – and more shelters. Certainly a bus service to 
QEH. 

 
I have no difficulty in housing being built if the roads could cope with the traffic. Already 
these facilities are taxed to their limit. 

 
I would like to have a cycle lane alongside the A47. 

 
Already people use our road [Common Lane, North Runcton] as rat runs. I walk my dog 
along Rectory Lane (which is really small for two cars let alone a person walking their dog 
as well)  They don’t slow down.  There will be an accident before long. 

 
TRA01 – TRA04 There is a real danger the parallel route will become another ‘rat run’ to 
avoid the Hardwick roundabout. How can the risk of this be minimised? (30mph 
throughout?) 
 
TRA10 – strongly support this – strengthen? Need a safe cycle route parallel to the A47 
from New Road to the Hardwick roundabout – extend to meet existing path in Middleton. 

 
If the new roundabout onto the A47 is implemented then restrict the need of traffic either 
side will be essential. 

 
The additional road parallel to the A10 appears essential and if pedestrians and  cycle 
provision is effective then this could be positive. 

 
I agree a relief road is key to all, businesses and homes. Therefore the first stage of the 
Transport Policy should be resolved, and as bold as necessary. 

 
Happy with Transport Policy. Existing A10 road is a concern. Too busy, can’t travel  in 
summer. 

 
Traffic: - House building is not the problem. Traffic will greatly increase the A47/A134/A10. 
A10 are the roads used by all through traffic going north - east - and the coast. Access 
from minor roads to these main roads will be difficult. 

 
Re TRA08 – it is all very well have a ‘bus stop’ close by but it’s no good if the bus doesn’t 
stop there or if there is only 1 bus a day Monday to Friday. Public Transport has to be 
improved in North Runcton. 
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I broadly agree with the thrust of the transport policy, although I feel that walking and cycling 
should be equal first preference, due to the increased practicality of cycling for covering the 
five miles to town and carrying shopping and small cargo. 
 
TRA01 should include a commitment to include the recommendations of LTD15-00 during 
any work so as to preserve current non-car routes to town  (an  omission during the recent 
Hadrwick Road works that severed our primary link to town). I will comment further on this, 
TRA10 and others after seeing the Proposals Map. 
 
TRA02 should refer to the DfT Manual for Streets. The “way that minimises conflict” should 
explicitly exclude segregation because that both increases  maintenance costs and hinders 
dynamic allocation of space to reflect actual use. We should also specify a maximum 
distance between crossings, less than the current 2 mile gap on A10 Lynn Road. 
 
TRA04 and TRA05 seem slightly in conflict – if both routes have 30mph sections, how are 
we expressing a preference for traffic to use one over the other? 
 
TRA07 should include non-car users in the road design considerations and refer to the 
Manual for Streets to help express our expectations of the design. 
 
TRA08 maybe shouldn’t specify bus shelters to be quite as common, as these seem to be a 
significant maintenance and insurance liability. Maybe a few at key timing stops. 
 
TRA09 seems inadequate, as by the time 50 dwellings area occupied, car-centric habits 
may have formed. A bus service should serve the edge of each application area before any 
occupation, with extension into it once 50 are occupied. 
 
TRA10 should seek that street name signs be visible from footway entrances and not only 
roads. 
 
TRA11 should require an adequate proportion of part-sheltered cycle parking at destinations 
where visitors are likely to remain for hours. 
 
Bus Shelters – within the build must be enclosed to give residents shelter – regular service 
thus getting away from ears – ease congestion. 
 
An extremely important factor is the very poor access to the A10 due to the volume  of 
traffic. It can already take up to 10 minutes to safely get onto the A10 going south. The extra 
volume of traffic from the proposed development will probably treble this time. 
 
VERBAL COMMENT AT EVENT - Interested in checking where new road would be. 
Relieved to see it is past Setch now – so thinks it will not affect him. But said the future of 
retail business on Garage Lane he thought was dependent on good road frontage (him – 
the Beer store etc). Also noted that Kier are proposing to move in next few years. Carters 
might expand. Various other businesses down there. He would be happy to act as go-
between for wider business chat. 
 
Norfolk stands still regards new roads. This is a disgrace. Business brings work and jobs 
come from this.  People will wish to take up the new housing as work is the  main factory 
why people come to live in an area - not to be on welfare. 
 
We need better public transport especially to the Hospital. The buses running along the A10 
and taking the bypass route to the hospital rather than via the Town Centre. This means not 
having to change buses at the bus station. 
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I dispute the fact that you claim that the majority of A10 traffic travels at speeds in excess 
of 40mph throughout the speed restricted area. As a WW resident, I usually find that the 
speed limits are obeyed caused by the traffic turning into Rectory Lane, Chapel Lane, into 
the Post Office, Gravelhill Lane and Garage Lane at Setchey. 

 
I believe that the NH Plan Steering Group should also address the need to improve cycle 
routes to/from Lynn, installation of cattle grids in NR Common access roads and widening 
of Rectory Lane and Chequers Lanes especially to accommodate PSV’s. 
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Draft Local Economy Policies 
 
We do not believe that we would use local facilities i.e. shops if provided as two substantial 
supermarkets at the end of the A10/A47 within short distance. 
 
LE01 – agree Brownfield sites should take preference to Greenfield.  

LE02 – agree new residents must have employment opportunities.  

LE03 – Local services must remain and be expanded and be walkable. 

Centre of the village should be around the church with shops, medical centre and chemist. 
Bigger school, clubs for younger children as most children get bored and don’t know what 
to do. 
 
LE10 and LE11 same as above [Footpaths would be necessary. All the distributor road will 
do is move West Winch’s traffic problems to North Runcton. Same  argument applies to 
TRA12, TRA04 and TRA03. This distributor road will become a de facto bypass for West 
Winch.  Then any proposed bypass plan will disappear.] 
 
LE01 – with the excess of Brownfield sites in Lynn, why is prime agricultural land being 
developed? 
 
Where are the jobs.  Disagree with policies on Local Economy – not realistic. 
 
Where would these people who live in these proposed houses work? Is this going to 
increase unemployment and increase of crime? 
 
I am 44 [years old] and there are no good jobs here. There are too many eastern 
Europeans and more housing would encourage more people (if many people can afford to 
buy a house these days) I couldn’t if I had to buy again.  I only can earn £850 a month if I 
am lucky.  This is a real problem for young people. 
 
I agree with LE01 and LE02 – I am also fed up with picking up the rubbish that people throw 
out of their cars – a small thing but more people more rubbish. I like to keep my village 
clean and tidy. 
 
LE01 – strongly support.  Existing agricultural land must be protected. 
 
With regard to having local services within 5 mins walking distance of a development 
– I do not think that this would be economically viable – small shops struggle to survive and 
here they would each have a small catchment area. 
 
Background:   I note that reference is made to NR Common and its facilities, but no 
mention is made of the WW Common and its facilities. I also note that no representation 
has been made to the WW Service Station, The Winch Restaurant and the Oriental 
Palace. 
 
Little accreditation has been given to the many businesses that thrive in the Setchey 
industrial complex which employ a considerable number of people and also those 
businesses that straggle the A10 towards Setchey. The road infrastructure in the Setchey 
industrial complex is in desperate need of improvement as indeed is the access/egress to 
the A10. 

 
The future availability of high speed internet seems to escape the attention of this area.  
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This too needs to be urgently addressed. 
 

Draft Housing/New Development Policies 
 
We feel that with the expansion of the current villages, the character of these villages will 
be lost. 
 
I consider the construction of 6000 houses taking up to approximately 1500 acres of land 
on the A10 corridor is aiming too high. It is important that all the infrastructure is in place 
prior to construction. There is no mention of the number of affordable properties or private 
properties catered for and I have doubts that there will be co- existence and integration 
between the two sections. 
 
North Runcton village is not getting enough housing.  
 
Density of housing to be in-keeping with existing. 
 
HOU20 – strongly agree. 
 
I just hope there is no alley way between houses joining into different parts of estates as 
these can be what is called “ran run” for would-be burglars or yobs. 
 
New housing areas should avoid   “Alleyway” footpaths. If there is a future rise in crime 
they could become “bolt holes” for offenders. 
 
Would prefer to keep developments to low/medium density. 
 
HOU19 – Plan and build drainage network BEFORE builds starts.  
 
North Runcton hardly impacted by new house build!!! 
 
HOU01 – 22  Excellent ideas and structuring. 
 
Who will buy the houses and where will they work? 
 
HOU 01 – 22 - Agree strongly. Housing must be in-keeping with existing – density and 
build/type. No 3 storey building. More housing in North Runcton.  Agricultural  land should be 
considered there. 
 
Need to ensure all development is only two storey not three storey or higher. Local 
developments of three storey are out of place. 
 
Housing density must not be too high. 
 
The development of similar properties and NOT apartment blocks would also be of an 
advantage to local area. 

 
We feel there is a need for some smaller affordable housing for young families and better 
housing and facilities for the elderly. 
 
I find your proposed development plan for West Winch and North Runcton horrendous. It 
will no longer be a village community. What you are proposing for 2026 and beyond will 
swamp the existing village as we know it. The fact that you are proposing to almost double 
the size of the village proves no thought or consideration to local residents. My wife and I 
have lived here for nearly 50 years, why should we be forced out of our homes because of 
greed. 
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 The entire proposed development plan will turn West Winch and North Runcton into a 
suburb of King’s Lynn. It will no longer be a village community. The proposed number of 
dwellings for 2026 and beyond will swamp the village as you are aware with your 
statement on needing a new school as the existing school will be swamped (your words!). 

 
We do not need 25,000 future offspring, more residents in these villages. 

 
The fact that you are proposing 35 dwellings per hectare which is nearly town dwelling 
density, shows that you have no regard for our community as a village and want to turn us 
into a suburb. This is the major point that has been missed.  THIS IS A BADLY THOUGHT 
OUT PLAN WHICH WE NO NOT NEED. 

 
As an alternative to this the expansion plans to build 3,600 more dwellings should be 
dropped.  We cannot cope with the 25,000 people this will bring! 

 
Need adequate parking for cars, adequate drive ways. I know from my own experience as 
a District Nurse parking is a large problem. 

 
A mixture of housing not all small houses/housing association. Executive housing in- 
keening with West Winch. 

 
HOU5 – the new developments should be screened from the village / road by large trees to 
reduce noise. 

 
HOUS11 – the new developments despite offering to use vernacular materials and styles 
will look generic, as seen by other Hopkins sites – this is a token gesture. 

 
Too many people 

 
This should be called West Winch Neighbourhood Plan as there is not building in North 
Runcton [village]. Even thought the drainage scheme indicates that North Runcton area 
has the best drainage. 

 
West Winch will become an extension of King’s Lynn as there will be next to  no break 
between them. 

 
As plan is now, West Winch is taking ALL development. North Runcton appears to have 
woods, farmland etc protected. 

 
A new development will probably happen – but needs to cover both villages. 

 
As this is a draft plan it is obvious that West Winch needs a new road which we are 
informed has to come to the east of West Winch – which is likely to cross some of  our 
land. This new road would be coming closer to North Runcton who will be having no 
new development but bringing the noise etc closer to the village. A definite plan of the 
proposed new road needs to be produced and a meeting held  with the landowners to get 
their input. 

HOU17 and HOU18 – private outside space minimum 10m2 / adequate space for waste 
and recycling bins outside.  If a household has a black / green / brown / 
grey bin (as most do!) this will need approximately 5 m2 ! 

 
I have no difficulty in housing being built if the roads could cope with the traffic. Already 
these facilities are taxed to their limit. 

 
King’s Lynn cannot support all these houses. 
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I feel too many houses are being built and the wildlife and nature is being destroyed. Don’t 
build the houses on top of each other. New estates are too hemmed in. No gardens.  I 
would hate to have no  choice than to buy a new build which if I’d been  24 instead of 44 – 
would have had to do. I love where I live and how it is now. I wanted to live in town I would 
be in town. I need space, I love nature. I’m sorry but this breaks my heart and the whole 
development will spoil this piece of King’s Lynn. 
 
Two concerns are in relation to density of house: 

1. 55 dwellings per hectare seems pretty high – probably preferable to be less. 
2. But at the same time even with that density only 3000 houses will be possible I 

believe – significantly short of the 6000 target ultimately – likely consequences? 
 
Developers are people without much afore thought. They ask us to help when really it is too 
late.  They seem to think they are right but I don’t think so. 
 
I have grave concerns over the number of new homes that are being proposed as they 
greatly exceed the number of homes currently in West Winch and North Runcton put 
together. 
 
With regard to the type of housing/density – could it be included in the plan that once a 
developer gets planning permission that they are not allowed to make significant changes 
to the plans i.e. get permission for large expensive houses and then at a later date get the 
plans altered to high density housing or social housing. 
 
 

I generally agree with policy HOU01, 02 and 03. 
 
I don’t quite understand HOU04 and perhaps where it suggests 400m it should be a little bit 
more generous, after all we are trying to encourage people to walk and bike. 
 
In respect of HOU05, there are several dog walkers in West Winch and it may be difficult for 
you to make people walk dogs where you want them to. What must be encouraged is that 
dog walkers should look after their dogs and ensure any faeces they drop are picked up 
and put in the bins provided. I suggest that developers on estates are encouraged to 
provide dog bins. However, these positions will need to be agreed with the neighbourhood 
committee. 
 
I agree with HOU06 and 07 and note you are awaiting further details from the planners 
regards density. 
 
I agree with HOU08 and that new development should meet Secured by Design standards. 
 
I am pleased HOU09 restricts development to two-storeys in height. 
 
In respect of HOU10 housing types/live work, this is a bit of a grey area. These days a lot of 
people work from their own home and are usually professional people. What we must be 
concerned about is people setting up businesses which are not conducive to housing 
estates. We do not want plastering contractors or builders or other types of industry being 
created from these areas. If there are to be specific areas for live work, where people live 
about the shops, then fine. But once again the use of those shops needs to be restricted. 
No doubt the planners can give more advice regards this point. I would have thought live 
work proposals or the like, should be in a specific area. 
 
I agree with HOU11 exterior design. 
 
HOU12 regarding provision of covered bicycle storage units appears to me to be dictatorial 
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and unnecessary. Most people will have a small shed where they store their bicycles. If 
each plot has have an open cycle store and these have got be sized on the number of 
bedrooms plus 1, what is going to look like? Also are people really going to want to park 
their bikes on show for someone to come along and possibly steal? 
 
In respect of HOU13, Norfolk County Council Highways already have standards for parking 
in Norfolk and this policy should consider their requirements as ultimately they will be 
consulted upon the proposed design. Advice should be taken from Highways. 
 
Similarly HOU14 cars/design and size of garages, Highways do have minimum standards 
which I believe are internal dimensions of 7 x 3m. I believe 7 x 3m is too large and your 
proposals of 6.5 x 3m would be more acceptable. However, are they prepared to agree with 
your reduced dimensions? 
 
HOU15 provision of ventilation and daylight is usually covered by the National Building 
Regulations. Privacy is usually governed by the planners who ensure there is limited 
overlooking from one property to the next and they have reasonable privacy. However, upon 
housing estates there will be a level of compromise to be reached which the planners will 
consider as part of their consultation. 
 
HOU16 I do not think you should be dictating the floor ceiling height of rooms or the sizes of 
bedrooms. The National Building Regulations do not have a minimum  floor  to ceiling height 
and this greatly assists design when endeavouring to provide dwellings that are similar to 
cottages which naturally have low ceiling heights. Standard house types will have a usual 
floor to floor height of 2.6m, leaving ceiling heights between 2.3 and 2.4m. I suggest the 
floor to ceiling height together with sizes of rooms are omitted. Whilst I believe built in 
general internal storage spaces are required, again I do not think you should dictate their 
sizes. However, you need to ensure you emphasise adequate provision is provided. 
 
In respect of policy HOU17, there is no heading for this, could you please explain what this 
is about? 
 
Policy HOU19 link to drainage, certain areas of West Winch are of a clay subsoil which has 
virtually no permeability. Therefore it may be dangerous to suggest the use of permeable 
surfaces as where it tries to drain through it cannot and would  need crated soakaways 
beneath which are adequately sized to suit the permeability of the soil. However, given the 
permeability is almost solid, these crated soakaways will become massive and not viable. It 
would make more sense for any new developments to have both foul and surface water 
sewers with the latter being taken to a river or natural stream. This should be encouraged 
upon estate developments. 
 
In respect of Policies HOU21 and 22, again these are very dictatorial and for either 
individuals or house builders to meet these standards, could scupper any development. I 
recommend you only ask developers to meet National Building Regulation standards which 
no doubt will increase in standard as time moves on. 
 
VERBAL COMMENT AT EVENT - She is very interested in selling that land and welcomed 
ideas to make it more suitable for development. 
 
All dwellings to be built with an integral garage to minimise on-street parking. 

Housing to be constricted on the wide a venue principle. 

Housing to be finished in a standard colour or pattern – not like the last development in WW 
which resembles “Toy Town”. 
 
If the current housing plan goes ahead, it seems that WW will take the brunt of the majority 
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of new housing. It appears very little development is planned for “old” North Runcton thus 
enabling it to retain its rural aspect and character. However, the same will not apply to WW. 
 
I personally would prefer the new proposed housing to be located alongside of the A47 
commencing from the Hardwick roundabout towards Constitution hill and beyond. This 
would in effect be an entirely new community.  This “new” village would not impinge on the 
rural aspects of either WW or NR. This plan would also relieve the need for an A10 relief 
road as all vehicular access would be to the A47. However, I suspect that this or similar 
proposals will not ever be considered as this would require compulsory purchase of land 
and would inevitably require more work by BCKLWN. Instead it is far easier to allocate new 
housing developments on land made readily available by greedy institutions, tired farmers 
and others wanting to make a “quick buck”; all at the expense of destroying our rural villages 
and their communities. Cynical beliefs? I think not. To me it makes better sense to build a 
miniature Milton Keynes than destroy the villages of West Winch and North Runcton. 
 

Draft Environment and Drainage Policies 
As much of the existing hedges and wooded areas must be kept. 
 
I would be concerned about environmental impact, notably flood risk / drainage provision. 
 
Make sure drainage is sufficient not like the floods that have happened in Eller Drive and 
Southfield Drive [West Winch]. 
 
As long as any new development has lots of green open space then it should be 
acceptable. 
 
It has to be important that with any new development the infrastructure can cope with the 
increased demand put upon it. 
 
Essential that Common Land (West Winch and North Runcton) remains in place.  

EN6 – Plan and build drainage network BEFORE builds start. 

EN1 – start the new village of Hardwick Green for initial development to continue concept of 
spread out rural living and ensure full housing infrastructure established in early years. 
 
Existing open areas must be protected and expanded by way of footpaths and cycleways. 
 
My main concern is for the meadows adjacent to Hall Lane [land south of Silvertree Way 
and Elm Tree Grove and west of where Hall Lane and Gravelhill Lane meet] it  is a natural 
habitat for a large number of wildlife including news, bats, water voles, 7- spined 
sticklebacks, grass snakes, moor hens, barn owls and many more. The  above mentioned 
area should be protected as an area of SSI.  The area is below  sea level with no drainage. 
If development is carried out it will put my property at a serious risk of flooding.  Letter to 
follow to express my many concerns. 
 
Have you established criteria for an archaeological survey? Field walkers and metal 
detectorists will provide evidence. 
 
EN1 & EN4 – More details needed how will “off site” contributions help bid diversity once it 
is lost in village.  How will future monitoring protect already lost habitats. 

 
Environmental loss 
 
This should be called West Winch Neighbourhood Plan as there is not building in North 
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Runcton [village]. Even thought the drainage scheme indicates that North Runcton area has 
the best drainage. 
 
As plan is now, West Winch is taking ALL development. North Runcton appears to have 
woods, farmland etc protected. 
 
Wildlife corridors – deer / badgers etc. 
 
Need attractively landscaped park with amenities for all ages including disabled – maybe 
sensory garden area, ponds etc. Ideally situated on land south of Silvertree Way / pasture 
area Gravelhill Lane [West Winch] – this land is often waterlogged / flooded in winter but is 
popular for dog walkers. Fishing in existing ponds etc. Could have fitness trail / outdoor gym 
(such as at Necton). This land is already used by a  lot of people for dog walking etc. and 
should not be developed. 
 
I have no difficulty in housing being built if the roads could cope with the traffic and the 
surface water facilities could cope with rain water. Already these facilities are taxed to their 
limit. 
 
The land south of Silvertree Way [West Winch] is always flooded in the winter and is not 
suitable to build on, but a wooded area would be good and the trees would use some of the 
water. The decisions that are made now will dramatically affect the  future generations and it 
is very important that we get it right. 
 
I am also fed up with picking up the rubbish that people throw out of their cars – a small 
thing but more people more rubbish.  I like to keep my village clean and tidy. 
 
I feel too many houses are being built and the wildlife and nature is being destroyed. I love 
where I live and how it is now. I need space, I love nature. I’m sorry but this breaks my heart 
and the whole development will spoil this piece of King’s Lynn. 
 
All I can say that I am pleased I am 44 and I know what it is to be alone with the sound of 
skylarks above my head something that will be gone in the future – thanks to greed – again!  
Think of the natural world for once. 
 
The proposals to ensure that West Winch and North Runcton remain separate and that 
green areas and ‘buffers’ are retained are good. 
 
Environmental aspects seem to have been covered. 
 
I am particularly concerned that any development will dwarf North Runcton and spoil what is 
a lovely quiet leafy village. There is a danger that North Runcton will lose its identity and all 
but disappear and merge into King’s Lynn. If development is to take place it is imperative 
that there is ‘a buffer zone’ of countryside round North Runcton. 
 
The green fields and woodland should be protected. Rights of way must be  protected – 
they are already heavily used by dog walkers and horse riders. More homes will mean more 
dogs being walked – more dog bins needed. 
 
I couldn’t see any reference to the provision of allotments in the plan – I understood that 
these had been included. 
 
I am writing to you to express my concerns for proposed future planning for development, 
i.e. housing on pasture land adjacent to Hall Lane, West Winch. I strongly oppose any 
further housing in this area and I have several issues I wish to bring to your notice. 
- One of my main concerns is that the above mentioned area is in a very low lying position 
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with a very high water table. The soil consists of a very heavy clay with non- existing 
drainage and there is only one small field drainage ditch which is overgrown with brambles, 
trees etc. and comes to a dead end i.e. the water goes nowhere therefore overflows into the 
field. This field drain is a continuation of a field drain which runs alongside my property and 
under Hall Lane to it. 
-  Some years ago, the roads to Pine Tree Chase, Oak Avenue and Poplar Avenue were 
regularly being flooded as the road drains could not cope with the amount of rainfall during 
periods of heavy rain and overflowed into gardens.   To alleviate  this, the drains were then 
piped into the field drain running alongside my property with no thought given to where it 
would end up. 
- In 2002, I arranged for part of this ditch to be cleared. This was an absolute necessity 
due to very poor planning when the Bovis Homes site was built, e.g. ditches and pits were 
filled in without any pipes being installed. This resulted in my entire property being flooded 
with up to 15 inches of water on several occasions. 
- After I had the ditch cleared out, the Highways Department diverted all the surface water 
from Southfields Drive into it, with no thought or consideration given to the problems caused 
to myself. During periods of heavy rain, the road drains along Gravelhill Lane and the 
southern end of Hall Lane cannot take the water flow, it bubbles up from the drain gratings 
and flows in a torrent through the gate opposite my property, into the field causing huge 
ponds of water, adding to the water level in the field ditch. This results in the water in the 
ditch alongside my property not being able to go anywhere hence it floods into my garden. 
- The field in question is virtually a flood plain and to consider building on it is absolute 
madness. 
- This must not be allowed to happen again. I have letters and  photographic evidence to 
support my claims. Having personally worked for several years for the Internal Drainage 
Board in this area, I have a wide knowledge of the inadequate drainage. 
- Another concern for me and many others, is that because of the nature of this low lying 
site, it has become a natural habitat for many species of wildlife, including grass snakes, 
frogs, toads, newts, sticklebacks, water voles, foxes, rabbits etc. This area also supports a 
wide variety of birds including barn owls. The pasture is surrounded by very mature trees 
and hedges which have not been touched for nearly 100 years. 
- I feel very strongly that this area should continue to be protected for future generations.  
I intend to contact the Norfolk Wildlife Trust for their help and advice. 
- A further important issue is the sewer system which is already up to maximum capacity. 
The system has caused lots of problems in the past, specifically flooding with untreated 
sewage to several low lying properties, including my own. 

- [paragraph about access to the A10 put under transport] 
- My closing statement would be, and on behalf of all the local residents, the tragic loss of 
very old pasture land including the lovely views with the resident herd of cattle.  Far too 
much pasture land has been lost in the past. 
-Before any decisions are made, my points must be very carefully considered. 

 

Draft Society, Community and Culture Policies 
 
We agree with a new doctors for the number of proposed new houses to be built.  

We agree with refurbishment/updating of existing facilities and of broadband. 

Would certainly want GP Surgery and more shops. Oh for a decent newsagent near the 
Dentist in West Winch!  [Leete Way]. 
 
SCC3 – not sure about new community centre. 
 
SCC4 – strongly agree – definitely a new health centre. 
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More facilities. 

What have we missed – there is no reference to how the local hospital (QE) will be able to 
cope with increased housing residents. 
 
SCC policies – agree 
 
Need better public transport to and from QEH. 
 
New hospital would be needed to cover the needs of this amount of extra population.  

New school would also need to be provided for this population as well. 

Without these facilities being put into place [hospital and school] first it is no good considering 
the development of housing. 
 
New facilities must be deliverable (e.g. Doctors Surgery, Sports and community facilities) 
 
SCC4 - Ageing population will require sheltered housing and a further old peoples’ home / 
nursing home. 
 
SCC4 – hospital QE is too small to accommodate so many new residents. Local ambulance 
cover needs increasing. 
 
A medical centre is also a much needed asset! 
 
We feel there is a need for some smaller affordable housing for young families and better 
housing and facilities for the elderly. 
 
What about the hospital coping with this amount of people? GP 

Surgery needs to be built early on. 

Provision of school, amenities for play etc. 

Doctors surgery and chemist. 

Sports areas / clubs for youths – trouble comes from being “bored”. 
 
What about support for local clubs – water sports at Leziate etc. Look 
beyond boundaries of development. 
 
There is no specific provision for more places of worship or other community facilities. 
 
I have no difficulty in housing being built if the roads could cope with the traffic and the 
hospital could cope with the amount of patients.  Already these facilities  are taxed to their 
limit. 
 
SCC1 – agree with a new primary school – what about secondary school places? 

SCC2 new medical centre is essential. 

New facilities required with these new houses 
 
Hospital: - Hospital facilities are already under great pressure. How will it cope with the 
great increase in population? 
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Schools/Facilities:- These won't be provided by builders for a long time after the houses 
have been built, if at all, unless it is in the builders' contracts. 
 
SCC7 within the community building to support “Parish Office” and/or meeting room to 
support the residents 
 
 

 
 

School We require another Faith School in West Winch / South Lynn. Currently the King’s 
Lynn Catholic School) St Martha’s) is full and catholic children are being turned away. The 
new housing will bring more immigrants and along with the indigenous population a 
Catholic school is needed. The new immigrants are from Catholic countries. They are 
asking for their children to be baptised at Our Lady’s Catholic Church, London Road. Many 
of these people are practising Christians and wish to live and work here. 
 
Hospital – more specialisation is required at the clinics. This saves the long journeys to 
either Cambridge or Norwich for treatment. People, especially the elderly find the travelling 
a problem when in pain.  The Hospital needs to adapt to a larger population that will need 
care in the future. 
 
Page 1, para 1. There are no cycle paths/lanes at present into the town centre. Are these 
anomalies covered in the NH Plan? The current cycle paths from WW to Lynn Southgates 
are disjointed and not conducive to safe cycling.  Will they be improved as part of the NH 
Plan? 
 
Page 1 para 2. There is no mention of the WW Bowls Club in the Draft NH Plan. The 
Bowls Club serves both villages and is an integral part of the sporting scene especially 
for the senior members of this community. 
 
One hears that the developers are consigned to build a new primary school if development 
exceeds 100 dwellings.  Does the NH Plan address the possible need of a new high school 
being built to accommodate the increased population? It is also noteworthy that St Martha’s 
RC school is currently oversubscribed. Currently this school cannot take additional pupils 
from Catholic families. 
 
Page 2 SSC3 Suggestion that a Parish Council office and associated facilities are built 
to accommodate the increased growth in the community
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Comments received during the Regulation 14 pre submission consultation (held 7 July 
2015 and ending 1 September 2015) on the Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

Responses were received from 13 statutory consultees and two landowner/agent/developers. Their comments on the plan is set out in the table 
below and referenced by paragraph/policy/page number of the plan.  

Consultee ID Consultee Type 
Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West 
Norfolk 

1 Statutory 

Middleton Parish Council 4 Statutory 
Natural England 9 Statutory 
Highways England 15 Statutory 
King’s Lynn Internal Drainage Board 19 Statutory 
Anglian Water 21 Statutory 
National Grid 22 Statutory 
Health and Safety Executive 25 Statutory 
Norfolk Wildlife Trust 28 Statutory 
Council for the Protection of Rural England 72 Statutory 
Sport England  75 Statutory 
Norfolk County Council. Officer non transport  
response  

78 Statutory 

Norfolk County Council Transport response 79 Statutory 
Maddox Associates on behalf of ZAL 88 Landowner/developer 
Pegasus on behalf of CTC First Farming 
Partnership 

98 Landowner/developer 

County Councillor Alexandra Kemp 99 Statutory 
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Topic/page/ 
policy 
number 

ID Comments Steering group response and 
any changes required to NDP 

Electricity 
Transmission 

22 National Grid has one high voltage overhead line (listed below) within the Neighbourhood Plan area. 
This forms an essential part of the electricity transmission in England and Wales.  
 
Line Ref: 4VV route 
Description 400 kV route from Norwich Main substation in South Norfolk to Walpole substation in King's 
Lynn and West Norfolk.  
National Grid has provided information in relation to electricity transmission assets via the following 
internet link: 
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/ 

Noted 

Gas 
Transmission 

22 National Grid has two high pressure gas transmission pipelines within the North Runcton and West 
winch Neighbourhood Plan area: 
Pipeline: FM04 
Feeder Detail: King's Lynn Comp to Wisbech Nene West 
 
Pipeline: FM02 
Feeder Detail: Brisley to Wisbech Nene West 
 
National Grid has provided information in relation to gas transmission assets via the following internet 
link: 
http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/land-and-development/planning-authority/shape-files/ 
National Grid requests that any High Pressure Major Accident Hazard Pipelines (MAHP) are taken into 
account when site options are developed in more detail. These pipelines form an essential part of the 
national gas transmission system and National Grid's approach is always to seek to retain our existing 
transmission pipelines in situ.  

Noted.  
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Topic/page/ 
policy 
number 

ID Comments Steering group response and 
any changes required to NDP 

Gas 
Distribution 

22 National Grid has a high number of gas distribution apparatus within the North Runcton and West Winch 
Neighbourhood Plan area. This includes: 
- Low Pressure (LP) and Medium Pressure (MP) (below 2 bar) Gas Pipes and associated equipment  
- Four High Pressure (HP) and one Intermediate Pressure (IP) (above 2 bar) Gas Pipelines and 
associated equipment as listed below: 
Pipe Pressure HP 
Description 1654 Paradise Farm - King's Lynn 
 
Pipe Pressure HP 
Description 16530 West Winch Spur 12" 
 
Pipe Pressure HP 
Description 1654 Punydrain - Castle Rising 
 
Pipe Pressure HP 
Description 1650 Masterfoods 
 
Pipe Pressure HP 
Description 1461 Palm Paper IP 

Noted 

Gas 
Distribution 

22 Please note that Gas pipeline diversions may take up to three years, please bear this in mind when 
engaging with National Grid.  
 
National Grid may have a Deed of Grant Easement for each asset which prevents the erection of 
permanent/temporary buildings, or structures, changes to existing ground levels, storage of materials 
etc. Additionally written permission will be required before any works commence within the National Grid 
easement strip, and a deed of consent is required for any crossing of easement. In the first instance 
please consider checking on the land registry for the development area... 

Noted.  
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Major Hazards 25 The following consultation zones are within the proposed neighbourhood plan boundary.  
 
The neighbourhood plan boundary encroaches upon the inner, middle and outer consultation  zones 
associated with: 
 
Major Accident Hazards Pipelines operated by National Grid Gas Plc: 
HSE Ref 7391 - Transco Number 1650 - Pipeline: Master Foods Spur 
HSE Ref 7392 - Transco Number 1651 - Pipeline: Kings Lynn Hospital Spur 
HSE Ref 7394 - Transco number 1653 - Pipeline: Paradise Farm Wisbeck/Kings Lynn 
HSE Ref 7464 - Transco Number 1722 - Pipeline: 4 Feeder Saddlebow/Kings Lynn Power Station 
 
The neighbourhood plan boundary encroaches upon the middle and outer consultation zones associated 
with  
 
Major Hazard Installation: 
H4435 - Sensient Colours UK, Oldmedow Road, Hardwick Industrial Estate, Kings Lynn, Norfolk, PE30 
4LA 
 
 Compatibility of Development with Consultation Zones 
The compatibility issues raised by developing housing and workplaces within the inner middle and outer 
zones are summarised below.  
Housing Allocations 
Inner Zone - Housing is not compatible with development in the inner zone. PADHI+ would normally give 
an Advise Against decision for such development. The only exception is developments of 1 or 2 dwelling 
units where there is a minimal increase in people at risk.  
 
Middle Zone - The middle zone is compatible with housing developments up to and including 30 dwelling 
units and at a density of no more than 40 per hectare 
 
Outer Zone - Housing is compatible with development in the outer zone including larger developments of 
more than 30 dwelling units and high-density developments of more than 40 dwellings per hectare.  
 

Noted 
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Major Hazards 25 Workplace Allocations 
 
Inner Zone - Workplaces (predominantly non-retail) providing for less than 100 occupants in each 
building and less than 3 occupied storeys are compatible with the inner zone. Retail developments with 
less than 250 m2 total floorspace are compatible with the inner zone.  
 
Note Workplaces (predominantly non-retail) providing for 100 or more occupants in any building or 3 or 
more occupied storeys in height are compatible with the inner zone where the development is at the 
major hazard site itself and will be under the control of the site operator.  
 
Middle Zone  - The middle zone is compatible with workplaces (predominantly non -retail). Retail 
developments with total floor space up to 5000 m2 are compatible with the middle zone.  
 
Outer Zone - Workplaces (predominantly non-retail) are compatible with the outer zone. Workplaces 
(predominantly non-retail) specifically for people with disabilities (e.g. sheltered workshops) are only 
compatible with the outer zone. Retail developments with more than 5000 m2  total floor space are 
compatible with the outer zone.  
 
This is a general description of the compatibility for housing and workplaces. Detail of other development 
types for example institutional accommodation and education and their compatibility with consultation 
zones can be found in this section on Development type tables (page 9) of PADHI - HSEs Land Use 
Planning Methodology, which is available at:  
http://www.hse.gov.uk/landuseplanning/methodology.pdf 

Noted 

Major Hazards 25 The HSE recommends that where there are major hazard installations and MAHPs within the area of the 
neighbourhood plan, that you make the associated consultation zones on a map. This is an effective way 
to identify the development proposals that could encroach on consultation zones and the extent of any 
encroachment that could occur...... We particularly recommend marking the zones associated with any 
MAHOPS and the HSE advises that you contact the pipeline operator for up to date information on 
pipeline location, as pipelines can be diverted by operators from notified routes. Most incidents involving 
damage to buried pipelines occur because third parties are not aware of their presence.  
 

Noted. The development management 
team at the borough are responsible 
for holding the correct and up to date 
information on these consultation 
zones. The figure 3.0 showing the gas 
mains pipelines in the Neighbourhood 
Plan have however been updated to 
show the inner, middle and outer 
zones more accurately. Information on 
the compatible development within 
these zones is explained more fully in 
the text.    

Major Hazards 25 Identifying Compatible Development in Neighbourhood Plans 
the guidance in PADHI - HSEs Land Use Planning Methodology available at 
http://www.hse.gov.uk/landuseplanning/methodology.pdf will allow you to identify compatible 

As above. 
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development within any consultation zone in the area of the neighbourhood plan. The HSE recommends 
that you include in the plan an analysis of compatible development type within the consultation zones of 
major hazard installations and MAHPs based on general advice contained in PADHI guidance.  

Major Hazards 25 Development Proximity Zones (DPZ) 
Following the Buncefield incident in 2005, HSE reviewed the consultation distance of all sites which met 
the criteria for large-scale petrol storage sites, and an additional zone (DPZ) was introduced 150 metres 
from the boundary of the relevant storage tanks bunds. PADHI cannot be used to determine HSE's 
advice on developments within the DPZ and LPAs must refer any planning applications or pre-planning 
enquiries on developments within DPZ to HSE.  
 

This is noted but relevant to the 
borough as LPA.  

HRA screening 9 In combination effects: In our letter dated 11 December 2014 Natural England previously commented on 
a consultation from the Borough Council of King's Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN) on the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment for West Winch and North Runcton Neighbourhood Plan. I enclose  a copy 
of the letter for information. At the time we were concerned about the in-combination effects on statutory 
designated wildlife European sites arising from this neighbourhood plan together with other plans. The 
in-combination effects were recognised in the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the BCKLWN's 
Detailed Site Policies and Sites Plan (July 2013) which could not rule out effects on the bases of 
increased recreation pressure on a number of European sites.  
 
Since then the borough council has engaged with Natural England about our concerns. In August 2015 
the borough council produced a draft monitoring and mitigation strategy for the whole of the borough. 
This addresses many of our concerns about how mitigation measures will be secured and delivered to 
address the recreational disturbance impacts arising out of new developments and thus ensure no 
adverse effect on European sites.  
 
Provided the draft monitoring and mitigation strategy for the whole borough is finalised and adopted by 
BCKLWN shortly, Natural England is satisfied that the in-combination effects associated with 
development at West Winch and North Runcton will be addressed.  

Schedule 2 to the Neighbourhood 
Planning Regulations states the 
following basic condition is prescribed 
for the purpose of paragraph 8(2) (g) 
of Schedule 4B to the 1990 Act (i.e. 
item g above).  

• The making of the neighbourhood 
development plan is not likely to 
have a significant effect on a 
European site (as defined in the 
Conservation of Habitats and 
Species Regulations 2010(2)) or a 
European offshore marine site (as 
defined in the Offshore Marine 
Conservation (Natural Habitats, 
&c.) Regulations 2007(3)) (either 
alone or in combination with other 
plans or projects). 
 

The following bullet point is therefore 
inserted to support Policy GA01 
 
• Development proposals can 

demonstrate (through HRA 
screening where required and 
adhering to the requirements set 
out in the Borough’s HRA 
Monitoring and Mitigation 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/637/schedule/2/made#f00030
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/637/schedule/2/made#f00031
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Strategy) that there will be no 
significant effect on a European 
site.  

 

Sea Screening 9 In combination effects: In our letter dated 11 December 2014 Natural England previously commented on 
a consultation from the Borough Council of King's Lynn and West Norfolk (BCKLWN) on the Strategic 
Environmental Assessment for West Winch and North Runcton Neighbourhood Plan. I enclose  a copy 
of the letter for information. At the time we were concerned about the in-combination effects on statutory 
designated wildlife European sites arising from this neighbourhood plan together with other plans. The 
in-combination effects were recognised in the Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the BCKLWN's 
Detailed Site Policies and Sites Plan (July 2013) which could not rule out effects on the bases of 
increased recreation pressure on a number of European sites.  
 
Since then the borough council has engaged with Natural England about our concerns. In August 2015 
the borough council produced a draft monitoring and mitigation strategy for the whole of the borough. 
This addresses many of our concerns about how mitigation measures will be secured and delivered to 
address the recreational disturbance impacts arising out of new developments and thus ensure no 
adverse effect on European sites.  
 
Provided the draft monitoring and mitigation strategy for the whole borough is finalised and adopted by 
BCKLWN shortly, Natural England is satisfied that the in-combination effects associated with 
development at West Winch and North Runcton will be addressed.  

Noted. See SEA & HRA screening 
determination.   
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ID Comments Steering group response and 
any changes required to NDP 

General 75 Planning Policy in the National Planning Policy Framework identifies how the planning  system can play 
an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive  communities. 
Encouraging communities to become more physically active through walking,  cycling, informal 
recreation and formal sport plays an important part in this process and  providing enough sports facilities 
of the right quality and type and in the right places is vital to  achieving this aim.  This means positive 
planning for sport, protection from unnecessary loss of  sports facilities and an integrated approach to 
providing new housing and employment land and  community facilities provision is important. 
  
It is important therefore that the Neighbourhood Plan reflects national policy for sport as set out in the 
above document with particular reference to Paras 73 and 74 to ensure  proposals comply with National 
Planning Policy. It is also important to be aware of Sport England’s role in protecting playing fields and 
the presumption against the loss of playing fields (see link below), as set out in our national guide, ‘A 
Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England – Planning Policy Statement’. 
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/development-management/planning-
applications/playing-field-land/ 
  
Sport England provides guidance on developing policy for sport and further information can be found 
following the link below: http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/forward-
planning/ 
  
Sport England works with Local Authorities to ensure Local Plan policy is underpinned by robust and up 
to date assessments and strategies for indoor and outdoor sports delivery. If local authorities have 
prepared a Playing Pitch Strategy or other indoor/outdoor sports strategy it will be important that the 
Neighbourhood Plan reflects the recommendations set out in that document and that any local 
investment opportunities, such as the Community Infrastructure Levy, are utilised to support the delivery 
of those recommendations. 
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-and-guidance/ 
  
If new sports facilities are being proposed Sport England recommend you ensure such facilities are fit for 
purpose and designed in accordance with our design guidance notes. 
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/tools-guidance/design-and-cost-guidance/ 

Noted and agreed.  
 
Policy GA02 sets out policy 
requirements for recreation facilities to 
be brought forward as part of the West 
Winch strategic site allocation.  
 
Policy WA15: Play provision sets out 
play space requirements from new 
developments.  
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General 1 The Borough Council’s main concerns relate to the conformity with the strategic growth planned for the 
area, and in particular: 
1. Extent of areas identified as protected greenspace within the areas for housing growth; 
2. Protection of agricultural land when this is needed for development; 
3. Blanket requirements for outside space to all dwellings, 
4. Excessive requirements, including those for green infrastructure and for multiple replacements of 
natural features 
5. Unrealistic limit on development in advance of all link road details being finalised, and purporting to 
give a veto on these to parties who do not have this role in law. 
6. Delay to the southern neighbourhood, and exclusion of its neighbourhood centre.        

Noted. See responses to specific 
issues together with resulting changes 
to the plan below against this 
consultee ID 1 (the Local Planning 
Authority). 
 
 

General 72 We have carefully studied the document and find that it is a very thorough piece of work in which you 
clearly set out guidelines for the future development of the two parishes - the vision and aims all 
achievable.  Your Plan, representing the wishes of the residents, contains well thought out 
Polices and guidance for developers when submitting their planning applications.  We would also say 
that the Policies on green infrastructure are excellent. 
 

Noted 

General  4 Middleton Parish Council would like to make the following comments on the Neighbourhood Plan. Whilst 
it feels that many areas have been covered in great details within the plan, it feels that perhaps more 
attention could be given to the following:  
- There is a great emphasis on walking and cycling provisions but unless there are adequate facilities for 
shopping and recreation within the development, there will be a forced reliance on cars as people will be 
having to use them to access facilities which are not nearby.   
- The proposed facilities at Manor Farm ideally including a GP Surgery ‘C’ on figure 8.0 – traffic to and 
from this will be using the A10 which already causes problems for those accessing existing properties in 
the vicinity.  The new facility also appears to lie within the gas main outer zone, figure 3.    
- There does not seem to be a great deal of attention given to an adequate bus service for the new 
development.   
- There does not seem to be enough emphasis on how existing Schools, Surgeries and the Hospital will 
deal with the additional people per household. 
 

Agreed. The principle of 1600 homes 
being delivered in the NP area is 
established via the made Core 
Strategy and the Site Allocations and 
Development Management Policies 
Plan. The Neighbourhood Plan seeks 
to shape the way this development 
comes forward but is nonetheless 
constrained by the strategic context.  
 
Policies GA03: Providing ‘green 
infrastructure’ seeks to secure green 
space infrastructure as part of the 
implementation of the strategic site 
allocation and Policy  WA15: Play 
Provision seeks to secure play 
provision as part of development 
across the parish.  
 
The A10 is likely to become less busy 
once the new link road has been built.  
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Policy GA02 Infrastructure delivery in 
the  West Winch Growth area brings 
together all the infrastructure 
requirements and this includes 
improvement of local bus services.  

General 15 You will know that the A47 trunk road forms part of the Strategic Road Network in the area and I have 
been in discussion with you, King’s Lynn & West Norfolk, Norfolk County Council and developers with 
regard to the likely requirements of road transport needs for the growth area. The form that this will take 
is as yet undetermined and I look forward to further discussion as proposals come forward.   
 
I commend the North Runcton and West Winch parish councils for the efforts in drafting the joint 
neighbourhood Plan and  have no comment to make regarding the policies contained therein.  

Noted.  

General 19 Whilst the (Internal Drainage Board) does not object to the principles outlined in the document, it may 
have significant comments to make if and when detailed plans ever come forward for some of the items.  

Noted 

General 1 A more focused approach could provide clear, usable, prioritised policies, and avoid an unmanageable 
extent of topics, requirements and detail.    Note the Reviewer (p6) emphasised focusing on 
development outcomes, and making the Neighbourhood Plan effective by ensuring it complements the 
Site Allocations and Development Management Policies Document (SADMP). 

Noted. See responses to specific 
issues together with resulting changes 
to the plan below against this 
consultee ID 1 (the Local Planning 
Authority). 
 
Streamlining of policies has now 
removed duplications, reduced the 
number of policies and ensured 
compatibility.    

General 1 Many of the same or similar comments to those below have previously made by the Borough Council at 
earlier stages of the plan preparation.  These are likely to be made again formally, for consideration by 
the examiner, when the plan is submitted if these are not addressed previously.  Many of the key issues 
raised in these earlier comments, and in the independent Reviewer’s Report, remain to be addressed.  
Unless these are addressed before submission, there is a risk that the Neighbourhood Plan will be found 
not to meet the Basic Conditions, or have to have substantial deletions and modifications made to it 

Noted. See responses to specific 
issues together with resulting changes 
to the plan below against this 
consultee ID 1 (the Local Planning 
Authority).  The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions.  
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General 1  
A close re-reading of the independent Examiner’s Report is strongly recommended. Note that the Report 
included advice on the following elements 
a. how best the neighbourhood plan can ensure a close relationship to the adopted and emerging 
Borough Council planning policies 
b. how best the plan can be effective in bringing forward well-designed development in a positive and 
timely fashion, including on viability issues which might impact on the implementation of the strategic 
West Winch Growth Area.  
c. the relationship of certain policies in the Plan to the basic conditions and against which the Plan will 
eventually be examined. 
The Reviewer also said ‘the real dilemma in the approach. . . . is essentially twofold: 
• That the [Borough Council] will pursue significant objections to the Plan on the basis that it conflicts 
with and/or prejudices the implementation of key/strategic policies in its adopted Core Strategy in 
general and Policy E2.1 of the Pre-Submission version of the SADMP in particular; and 
• That the various developers/landowners pursue significant objections to the Plan on the basis that its 
range of policies is unreasonable and affect the overall viability of the development of the WWGA.  It will 
argue that this approach is contrary to national planning advice. 
The combination of these two approaches would have a significant impact on a future examination 
process . . . . At the very least it would almost certainly generate a combination of policy 
deletions/modifications.’  

Noted. See responses to specific 
issues together with resulting changes 
to the plan below against this 
consultee ID 1 (the Local Planning 
Authority).  The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions.  

General 1 The Plan must support sustainable development, and the strategic growth planned for the area, if it is to 
proceed to come into force: these are basic requirements against which the PNP will be tested.  The 
Plan currently gives the impression it is seeking to resist such development.  

Noted. The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions. 

General 1 The Plan has unrealistic expectations about the range of facilities and qualities that might be provided by 
the development.   NPPF para 173 states ‘the sites and the scale of development identified in a plan 
should not be subject to such a scale of obligations and policy burdens that their ability to be developed 
viably is threatened’.    

Noted. The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions. 

General 1 The plan is of considerable, and possibly excessive, length and detail.  This means both that it is not 
clear what the community’s priorities are, and that the Plan does not provide a practical decision making 
tool.  If the neighbourhood plan does not identify its priorities, it will inevitably require the decision maker 
to decide which issues should be given the most weight.  The plan appears to attempt to provide a 
comprehensive set of ‘regulation’ like policies, without appreciating that this would not provide a readily 
usable framework for assessing development proposals by planning decision makers, or that it would sit 
alongside existing policies (from e.g. the Core Strategy, Site Allocations and Development Management 
Policies Plan) , & National Planning Policy Framework) on most of the topics it addresses .  There 
appears to be little recognition that different NP policies are in tension with one another (e.g. low 
densities versus walkability; well-lit paths etc. versus protection of night skies; etc.).   

Noted. See responses to specific 
issues together with resulting changes 
to the plan below against this 
consultee ID 1 (the Local Planning 
Authority). 
 
Streamlining of policies has now 
removed duplications, reduced the 
number of policies and ensured 
compatibility. 
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General 1 Attention should be given to existing policies in the Core Strategy, the Site Allocations and Development 
Management Policies Plan, & the National Planning Policy Framework, and how the Neighbourhood 
Plan will work with these.   Most of the topics in the neighbourhood plan are already covered in some 
way by these, and they will continue to operate alongside the Neighbourhood Plan.  The neighbourhood 
plan does not, therefore, need to invent a whole planning framework, but identify what should (and 
could) be particular and special in the neighbourhood plan area.   

Noted. A number of changes in the 
plan address this concern by the 
borough.  

General 1  Policies still include non-development matters that are not within the powers of a neighbourhood plan 
(e.g. light fittings, who empties the dog bins; what speed limits should be).   In some cases these could 
perhaps be moved to a new appendix of ‘non development plan aspirations’    

Noted. Policies have been modified.  

General 1 It would be highly desirable for all the policy related designations to be shown on the same map (even if 
this is reproduced in different area sections).  At present it is difficult to be sure which map relates to 
which policy, how the different policies relate to one another, and what is the status of text on a map that 
is not a policy (but reads as if it is), etc.  

Noted.  

General 88 Non compliance with the Local Plan 
Following the postponement of the sites plan examination it can no longer be certain that the 
neighbourhood plan will be in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in the development 
plan. Consequently, the neighbourhood plan may fail one of the basic conditions that it must meet if it is 
to proceed to referendum (41-074-20140306) 

Noted. The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions. 

General 88 There is no evidence to justify the neighbourhood plan favouring only development at Constitution Hill 
and 'old' West Winch in the period until 2026, retaining the southern area as farmland. This favoured 
approach would undermine the delivery of strategic policy, contrary to Government policy (41-
044020140306), and does not take into account the viability of development. Importantly, land at Gravel 
Hill Lane (sites 984 and 1034) of the Council's sustainability appraisal to the sites plan should be 
included in the Growth Area as it forms a critical part of the initial masterplan in supporting walkable 
neighbourhoods to a new local centre to the south.  

Noted. The Basic Conditions 
Statement demonstrates how the plan 
meets the basic conditions. 
 
 

Page 16. 
Growth Area. 

88 For the purposes of the neighbourhood plan , policies under the heading 'Growth Area' will apply to any 
applicant putting forward plans for more than ten houses within the two parishes, although it is not 
anticipated there will be 'substantial' urban development outside of the sites plan's 'Growth Area'. No 
definition is given for substantial urban development and consequently this policy is ambiguous contrary 
to Government guidance (41-041-20140306).  

Policies have been amended and 
wording under Growth area has been 
amended. 
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Page 2 
Contents Table 

1 It is not always obvious which section a particular policy might be in, or to identify whether there is a 
policy on a given topic. Suggest: Include the policies and their names in the list of contents 

Noted and accepted. The Contents 
Page now includes the policies and 
their names.  

Page 4 
Introduction 

1 Mentions identified for 1,600 dwellings to 2026, but not that this is a minimum, or that it is also identified 
as a direction for potential further growth beyond this period. The latter is mentioned elsewhere in the 
plan (e.g. p7) but seems important for the Introduction. (Basic Conditions: Strategic policies; NPPF para 
16). Suggest: Add reference to minimum and direction for potential further growth beyond 2026. 

Noted.  

Page 9 28 Now 4 County Wildlife Sites (CSS) as Sheep’s Course Wood is now designated as CWS Correct – Now shown 

Page 11 
Community 
and Culture 

1 Would it be appropriate to mention the pub? Suggest: refer to the pub Following sentence added to second 
paragraph on page 11: 
“West Winch has a children’s play 
area. There is also a public house on 
Main Road at West Winch (The 
Winch) – although this has opened 
and closed several times in recent 
years.  

Vision, Aims 
and Objectives, 
page 15 

78 Under the Vision, Aims and Objectives section (Chapter 5), the Parish Council ought to include under 
“Aims” the following: 
“to make sure new development provides appropriate new or improved infrastructure in order to mitigate 
the impact of the development” 

Noted. But this is considered to be an 
objective rather and is covered under 
the sub heading Objectives (how the 
plan will achieve its aims). 
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Infrastructure 
Delivery 

78 It is felt that the Neighbourhood Plan would benefit from an over-arching infrastructure delivery policy 
indicating clearly what infrastructure will need to be provided from the developers in order to deliver a 
new sustainable community, which integrates into the existing settlement/community (see below). The 
policy and/or the supporting text should indicate what mechanisms will be used to secure adequate 
funding towards supporting infrastructure, for example the use of planning obligations and/or a 
community infrastructure Levy (CIL). 
 
Suggested policy: 
Housing and other development will be expected to contribute towards improving local services and 
infrastructure (such as transport, education; health care; library; play space and fire hydrant provision) 
through either the payment of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and/or planning obligations (via a 
s106 agreement / planning condition). Any land requirements made necessary by new development, 
such as the provision of a new primary school, will need to be transferred free of charge to the relevant 
infrastructure provider. 

New policy inserted after GA01 
 
GA02: Infrastructure Delivery in the 
West Winch Growth Area  
 
In order to mitigate the impact of 
development, proposals coming 
forward as part of the West Winch 
strategic growth area, will be expected 
to contribute towards improving local 
services and infrastructure through 
either the payment of a Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and/or 
planning obligations (via a s106 
agreement / planning condition). 
Infrastructure requirements include: 
 
• the delivery of a new primary 

school on a minimum 2 ha site 
and improvements/expansion of 
existing schools/serving the 
development 

• increasing the size of the 
existing library in King’s Lynn or 
provision of a sub-library linked 
to another community facility 
within the new development 
(e.g. as part of the community 
centre, retail area or a doctor’s 
surgery);  

• fire service facilities (e.g. fire 
hydrants); 

• community meeting space  
• healthcare provision 
• transport infrastructure 

improvements in line with Policy 
GA08 

• improvement of local bus 
services:  
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• green infrastructure in line with 
Policy GA03 and GA05 

• additional open space and play 
space provision 

• affordable housing  
 
Planning obligations will meet the 
tests required by the NPPF. They will 
be: 
• necessary to make the 

development acceptable in 
planning terms;  

• directly related to the 
development; and  

• fairly and reasonably related 
in scale and kind to the 
development 

 
For the purposes of the West Winch 
strategic Growth Area, infrastructure 
will be delivered in line with an 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan adopted 
by the borough, to which all major 
development proposals will be 
required, by planning  condition, to 
adhere to.  
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Infrastructure 
Delivery 

99 3. To deliver the plan, we need a purpose-led Infrastructure Forum, with all relevant partners, to agree, 
cost and source funding for the integrated road and transport communication blueprint, including 
improved new pedestrian and cycle access around the villages and into Lynn, and Green Infrastructure 
Corridors between residential areas. Without this, the disruption to the community of West Winch with 
pollution, noise, congestion and lack of safe access to and from residential side roads like Mill Field Lane 
and Mill Lane, Watering Lane, Gravel Hill Lane, Long Lane and Church Lane and Rectory Lane on to the 
A10  would  be unacceptable. The A10 , the main road to London, already sustains greater traffic 
volumes than the A47. The A10’s identification as the future corridor of economic growth between Lynn 
and Cambridge adds weight to the need to preserve the well-being and quality of life of residents of West 
Winch as traffic volumes increase. The closure of  part of Anglian Water’s treatment plant in Thetford will 
add to heavy tankers on the A10. As one resident said, no bypass -no houses. 

The Neighbourhood Plan group are 
very supportive of a Forum being set 
up to review development proposals 
coming forward in the parishes – and 
especially in the growth area. An 
independent design panel could have 
representatives from the Parish 
Councils – but relieve the Parish 
Councils of some of the responsibility 
of reviewing design proposals. 

Infrastructure 
Delivery 

99 4. The relief road needs to be in the Borough Council’s emerging  Regulation 123 Strategic Infrastructure 
list (in the event that the Council brings forward a Community Infrastructure Levy). Developer 
contributions per square hectare need to be robust to sustain the community infrastructure identified in 
the Neighbourhood Plan. Otherwise, the 1600 new homes will be left high and dry without proper 
amenities. 
5. It is absolutely essential to draw up a mechanism to apportion the  costs of the relief road and other 
infrastructure between all developers so that piecemeal applications  for small numbers of housing 
cannot  avoid proportionate contributions to infrastructure . The Neighbourhood Plan threshold ( page 
45) of 50 houses could perhaps be extended downwards to nil to facilitate developer responsibility.  

The amount of contribution secured 
per sq m via the CIL will be 
determined via the CIL Charging 
Schedule which itself will be subject to 
examination before being adopted.  If 
the relief road is on the 123 Strategic 
Infrastructure List then it would not be 
possible to collect S106 contributions 
for the relief road and instead 
contributions would be secured via the 
set CIL charge. It is not within the 
scope of the Neighbourhood Plan to 
determine the mechanics of the future 
CIL.  
 
Discussions and liaison with 
stakeholders has resulted in the 
threshold for 50 homes being set.  

Page 16 Some 
general 
assumptions 

1 (1st para & 1st bullet) Does not engage with the Site Allocations and Development Management 
Policies.  The IR specifically advised against this, saying the published SADMP ‘now provides a clear 
policy context for the preparation of the NP’, and ‘provides details on both the extent of the West Winch 
Development Area and the West Winch Development boundary’.   (See Review Report: ‘Relationship of 
Plans’ p4 & 5). Suggest: Revise plan so that it acknowledges and aligns with SADMP. 

Text has been amended.  
 
 

Page 16 Some 
general 
assumptions 

1 (2nd bullet) Seeks to safeguard agricultural land, contrary to LP strategic policies.  Core Strategy has 
already identified that this will need to be used to deliver the strategic growth needed, balancing this with 
other factors such as infrastructure, flood risk, etc.  (Basic Condition: Strategic policies): Suggest Delete 
references to safeguarding agricultural land. 

It is recognised that the Core Strategy 
identifies a need to develop 
agricultural land but in line with NPPF 
principles poorer quality land should 
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be used in preference to higher quality 
land. The NP seeks to protect good 
quality agricultural land. No change 
required.  

Page 16 Some 
general 
assumptions 

1 (3rd bullet)  Retention of southern area as farmland, which would reduce the SADMP allocated area.  
Should only do this if it identifies equivalent land elsewhere, or can demonstrate that the 1,600 dwellings 
can be accommodated and delivered without it. (See NPPF paras 16 & 184 ‘Neighbourhood plans 
should reflect [strategic] policies and 
neighbourhoods should plan positively to support them. . . .  should not promote less development than 
set out in the Local Plan or undermine its strategic policies’.). Suggest delete. 

Noted.  

Page 16 Some 
general 
assumptions 

1 (5th bullet) Note that the role of the new road is not simply a ‘relief road’.  It is a link road, and will also 
provide vehicular access and distribution for new development areas. 
(7th bullet)   
(a) Does not recognise the significance of the SADMP.  Yes, it’s yet not ‘fully fixed’, but it’s the only one 
there is.  (See Review Report Review: ‘Relationship of Plans’ p4 & 5.) 
(b) Serious inconsistency: This text states the GA polices will apply to any development over 10 units; 
policies GA01, 02, 17, 18, 19, 22, & 25 say they apply within the growth area; the other GA policies do 
not define where they apply (apparently the whole NP area); while the p34 ‘Policies for the Growth Area’ 
introduction says they will apply in and adjacent to the growth area, and on ‘any land affected by works 
needed to integrate the growth area within the wider setting’.    It is essential that each policy says what it 
applies to, and highly desirable that there is consistency throughout the document.  (See Review Report: 
‘Providing clarity on the purpose of the Plan’ p5 & 6) 
Suggest:  
- Reword (see also relevant policy below). 
- Review how ‘growth area policies’ are to be distinguished, ensure consistency throughout the 
document, and that the relevant criterion is stated in each of the GA policies.  

The up to date strategic context is set 
out on page 16 under heading 
BCKLWN strategic planning policy 
for the West Winch Growth Area 
 
Individual policies have been checked 
and clarity improved. See individual 
items below.  

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Pedestrian Crossings and Creating a Walkable Neighbourhood 
6. The  central area development will urbanise the centre of  West Winch and therefore, regular 
pedestrian crossings with the 30mph speed limit on the A10 will be essential to reduce car dependency 
and make walking through West Winch safe and pleasant. Everyone has to learn from mistakes made in 
the past in this Division where necessary infrastructure like crossings were left out – as in Poppyfields in 
West Lynn - and so cut off residents from village life. Gravel Hill Lane, and Garage Lane, difficult for 
residents to leave by car, will need new junctions. Drivers from Setchey  to the Hardwick Roundabout will 
be informed by the new road layout they are entering a highly populated village as highways furniture will 
design- in compelling adherence to the 30 mph speed limit.  

Agreed. 
Strategic road corridor improvements 
shown as Figure 9.0 
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Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Preserving the Rural Character of West Winch 
7. More access to open countryside for walkers and cyclists with the Plan’s proposed network of green 
spaces and green corridors between residential developments will help preserve the much-cherished 
rural character of the villages. 

Noted 

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Manholes on the A10 
8. It is particularly important to mitigate road noise by designing the road surface to minimise tyre noise ( 
Page 46) as there is an existing problem though West Winch to Setchey with noise from  broken 
manholes on the A10 causing serious nuisance day and night to residents both on the A10 and in side 
roads like Long Lane, with a regrettably high threshold for intervention by the owning utilities and public 
bodies. 

Agreed but it is not within scope of the 
NDP to address this.  

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Prevention of Flooding.  
The IDB report last year highlighted the importance of the east-west drainage courses in West Winch, 
which will be downhill of new development in North Runcton and so potentially vulnerable to an 
increased risk of flooding as a result. Extra care needs to be taken to avoid increasing the risk of flooding 
which would be against Norfolk County Council’s Flood Management Strategy. 

Agreed. 
The Neighbourhood Plan evidence 
base includes a strategic plan for local 
drainage prepared by the IDB 
engineers. Policy WA04: Providing 
Sustainable Drainage(previously 
GA03) stresses the importance of 
sustainable drainage planning.  

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Positive Drainage Systems as well as SUDS 
10. Serious consideration must be given to the need for positive drainage systems and not just SUDS as 
climate change leads to extreme rainfall events. Extra capacity needs to be built into the system capable 
of dealing with rainfall increases up to 2050. As a Fen-edge village on Kimmeridge clay, West Winch has 
relatively poor drainage infrastructure relating to successive developments and this has not been helped 
by piecemeal culverting with poor infill ( in Gravel Hill Lane) and over-reliance on soakaways.  For 
example,  a new house in a recent development in West Winch was flooded with sewage because of 
poor drainage on the development.  

Agreed. 
The Neighbourhood Plan evidence 
base includes a strategic plan for local 
drainage prepared by the IDB 
engineers. Policy WA04: Providing 
Sustainable Drainage(previously 
GA03) stresses the importance of 
sustainable drainage planning. 

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Create Central Storage of Drainage Records for West Winch at the Borough Council 
11. There is also a lack of records of previous drainage infrastructure which will complicate future 
planning. It must be mandatory for all developers to place drainage plans at a central repository for easy 
access for residents, I would suggest at the Borough Council. Currently residents face a minefield trying 
to track down records of drainage pathways.  A recent case in point is the drainage records for the 
private road in Ash Grove in West Winch which is subject to flooding. 

Agreed but it lies beyond the scope of 
the NDP to implement this. It is 
governed by the building regulations 
regime.  
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Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Inspection of All Drainage Plans by the Borough Council prior to Planning Permission 
12.  The Borough Council Planning Committee must insist on inspecting all drainage plans prior to 
granting Planning Permission, which does not always happen. In my opinion, the current law does not 
safeguard residents properly as it allows developers to  circumvent the Council’s Building Control and 
engage their own private Building Control Engineer. This  has led to an increased risk of flooding  in the 
Division in the past and must not be allowed to happen in West Winch 

Agreed but it lies beyond the scope of 
the NDP to implement this. It is 
governed by the building regulations 
regime. 
 

Chapter 6 page 
16 

99 Adoption of New Drainage Courses 
13.  Above all there is a lack of regular maintenance to important drainage features.  A developer/local 
authority responsibility to maintain water courses and common drainage infrastructure indefinitely for all 
new development in West Winch indefinitely is essential. All new main water courses in the development 
should be adopted by the local drainage board. The Flood and Water Management Act in Norfolk has 
not helped as much as it should have  as the transfer of responsibility from Borough to County has 
spread the service more thinly and has meant a lesser service with a much higher threshold for 
intervention, leaving residents in most cases without any  help from Borough or County. Practical help, 
such as the Borough Council’s digger to help release drainage ditches from debris is no longer available. 
It has to be understood that with an ageing population, many residents are no longer physically or 
financially capable of maintaining drainage ditches they own under the law of riparian ownership.  

Agreed but not within the scope of the 
NDP to address this.  

Chapter 6, 
page 17 

98 The criteria for the application of the Grown Area policies is ambiguous. As presently set out in the Plan, 
any development proposals for over ten dwellings will be subject to the Growth Area policies - 
regardlesss of its location within the Neighbourhood Area or its relationship with the Growth Area itself.  
 
Certain policies such as GA08 and GA22 tie the delivery of housing to the provision of infrastructure (for 
example, GA08 sets a cumulative upper limit of fifty dwellings until the relief road has been designed and 
funding secured) and as worded could be used to preclude other developments which are not part of the 
Growth Area from coming forward until that infrastructure is provided. This is concerning, since 
development proposals may come forward which are not part of the Growth Area and do not require the 
provision of major infrastructure to be sustainable.  
 
To avoid ambiguity and potential for misinterpretation, and to ensure compliance with basic condition 8 
(2) (a), we recommend that the Growth Area policies should be applied within specific geographic 
boundaries (such as those set out in the Site Allocations document), rather than as a blanket across the 
whole Neighbourhood Area.  

Policies and text have been amended 
to address these points.  
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Page 19 
Retaining ‘rural’ 
character 

1 (2nd para) Equates low density with rural.  Most village centres are quite dense, and other rural areas 
tend to have only sporadic development.  Low density is, generally speaking, a suburban characteristic 
rather than a rural one.  There is a potential conflict with the aim of safeguarding agricultural land 
referred to on page 16.   
Suggest: consider redrafting 

Noted. The paragraph describes the 
existing character of the settlements 
and there is no need to redraft this.  

Page 19 
Retaining ‘rural’ 
character 

1 (3rd para)  Reads as if intended to be policy.  Should either be incorporated into a policy proper, or 
redrafted to, e.g., specify the rural characteristics included, not what development should do about them.  
(Leaving that aside, it will not be possible to retain all views, retain all rural elements etc..  The NP would 
be contrary to the LP strategic policies if it sought to do that.  Better for the NP to focus on prioritising 
which of these should and could be retained while accommodating the planned development.)  
Suggest: Redraft or incorporate in a policy proper. 

The paragraph is replaced with: 
“The policies in this section seek to: 
• Retain views to open farmland 

and the wider countryside 
• Ensure new development provide 

for or provide access to rural 
paths and natural landscapes 

• Ensure ‘rural’ elements in the 
landscape including large trees, 
native hedgerows, grass road 
verges and ditches are retained 

• Ensure that new development is 
integrated into the existing rural 
setting carefully – with special 
consideration of boundaries with 
open countryside” 

Page 20. 
Protecting sites 
of local 
character 

1 (map)  Unrealistic, and contrary to LP strategic policies, to save all valued views and land. 
• Areas do not meet the criteria in NPPF paras 76, 77, & 78. 
• Some areas hard to justify and not compatible with strategic development proposals.  
• Note that much new GI is to be provided, much of this is anticipated to be provided in the gas corridors, 
so inappropriate to retain all shown in development areas. 
(Basic Conditions: Strategic Policies; NPPF paras 76-78) 

The sites of local value are not 
designated as Local Green Spaces 
and therefore paragraphs 76, 77 and 
78 of the NPPF do not apply.  
 
To improve clarity the second 
sentence “All development proposals 
will be expected to protect these 
assets” is deleted.  
 

Figure 5, pg 20 28 For completeness, it would be good to include CWS 399 (Rush Meadow) on this map, which consists of 
meadows with hedges and mature trees and lies between A2 and A3 

Drafting error. Now included.  
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policy 
number 

ID Comments Steering group response and 
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Policy WA01: 
Protecting sites 
of local 
character. 
Page 21 

1 See previous entry. 
• List of expectations at head of policy does not relate well to the breadth of types of asset below.  (e.g. 
historic assets). 
• Policy is essentially unchanged from previous EN01, of which Reviewer stated ‘protection of features in 
A to C needs to be proportionate to the scale of the WWGA’.  
Suggest: Revise policy. 

 
The heritage assets have been taken 
out of the policy and put in a new 
standalone policy WA02: Sites with 
local heritage interest. 
 
The Neighbourhood Plan has an 
important role in identifying those 
assets of importance to the area and 
by doing so adds value to the SSA 
DMP.  

Policy WA01: 
Protecting sites 
of local 
character. 
Page 22 

1 (A4)  There will be a major road junction and likely dualling of the road.  Unrealistic to retain all this. The policy recognises that A4 may be 
affected through the WWGA but also 
acknowledges the contribution A4 c 
currently makes to the local 
landscape. It is important any loss is 
mitigated against. No change 
required.  

Policy WA01: 
Protecting sites 
of local 
character. 
Page 22 

9  "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including WA01- protecting sites of local value 

Noted 

Policy WA01 28 We fully support this policy and support the protection and enhancement of the assets listed. Suggest 
some amendments in following areas:  

• A2, A3: CWS 399, which appears to be of similar landscape value should be included 
• C1: add – opportunity for enhancing biodiversity value of this area 
• C2: include – West Winch Common is a County Wildlife Site 
• C3: Add that Sheep’s Wood Course Wood is now a County Wildlife Site 
• C4 We fully support the proposals for this area, which are in line with our response to the 

outline planning application for Constitution Hill area.  

 
Noted 
Now shown. 
Done 
Done 
Done 
Noted 
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Policy WA02: 
protecting and 
replacing 
natural 
features. Page 
24 

1 These are considered to be excessive requirements.   Replacement is not always appropriate or 
feasible.  This is also an issue of viability and delivery of the strategic policies. 
Policy is essentially unchanged from previous EN03, of which Reviewer said ‘almost certainly too 
detailed’, amongst the policies having the greatest impact on viability, and ‘probably best left to the BC  
[Borough Council] to approach through its S106/ emerging CIL arrangements.  Local input could 
however help and inform in setting priorities’. 

The policy has indeed been revisited 
since the health check and this policy 
has changed from the previous 
version EN03.  

Policy WA02: 
protecting and 
replacing 
natural 
features. Page 
25 

1 (first three bullets)  Unrealistic and unreasonable for these to be required for every planning application 
in the NP area, regardless of whether or how much such features are affected, or the scale and type of 
development proposed.   
Suggest: Delete or radically revise. 

The first three bullet points provide 
clarity to applicants and are not 
considered to provide burdens in 
addition to that set out in the Borough 
Council’s validation check list.  

Policy WA02 or 
WA03 (or other 
policy if more 
appropriate) 

28 

We suggest incorporate sentence to encourage wildlife friendly design of residential areas to include 
provision of swift and bat boxes and hedgehog friendly design etc. NWT could help provide references to 
best practice, if required.  

Noted. 
Now included in Policy WA03 – last 
bullet. Also see Paragraph E.2.4.2 of 
the Borough’s Site Allocations and 
Development Management Policies 
Plan includes this.  

Policy WA02: 
protecting and 
replacing 
natural 
features. Page 
25 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

(compensatory provision) Excessive and unrealistic requirements.  Also absence of any provision for 
cases where replacement is not warranted. 
Suggest: delete or radically revise 

The second paragraph is amended as 
follows: 
“Where features will be lost, 
compensatory provision will be 
required demonstrating regard to the 
following guidelines, the following 
compensatory provision will be 
required:  
 
An additional bullet point is added to 
end of policy incorporating 
requirements from deleted pre 
submission policy GA04: 

• “New landscaping schemes 
should consider the impact of 
new pests and diseases by 
providing a varied and robust 
species selecting” 
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Policy WA03: 
Design to 
protect and 
enhance local 
character. 
Page 26 

1 (1st sentence)  As drafted these are unrealistic requirements in the context of 1,600+ new dwellings 
planned.  Better to focus on and identify which elements/aspects are valuable and can be delivered.  
Suggest: revise wording 

The policy has been amended.  

Policy WA03: 
Design to 
protect and 
enhance local 
character. 
Page 27 

1 (2nd para, 1st sentence) Given the diversity of non-traditional existing materials in the area, how would a 
decision maker be able to judge whether a proposed development was in keeping?     
Suggest: Revise.  Consider identifying which modern materials, and a palette of colours/tones, are 
considered desirable. 

Policy has been amended.   

Policy WA03: 
Design to 
protect and 
enhance local 
character. 
Page 27 

21 We note the reference to tree planting in: 
Policy WA03 ‘Design to protect and enhance local character’. Last paragraph…. ‘Where possible, 
adequate space should be made for the establishment of a few larger tree species (as opposed to 
smaller trees and shrubs) that will provide significant amenity value over time’. 
 
It is important to provide guidance on tree type and sizes to ensure the correct type of planting  and 
consideration must be given to the long term impact of planting in close proximity to underground 
infrastructure. Root damage from maturing trees and shrubs can be a risk to sewers and water mains.  
Sewers for Adoption 6th Edition has useful guide lines for planting adjacent  to sewers. Briefly,  low lying 
shrubs -  no problems, larger hedge type bushes  should be 3 metres distance from the pipe; Ash , Oak , 
Elm type trees 6 metre distance, and Poplar / willow type trees 12 metre distance. 
 
http://sfa.wrcplc.co.uk/Data/Sites/4/GalleryImages/WebImages/pdfs/SFA7smalldev_sep2013.pdf: 
 
‘A sewer or lateral drain should not be located closer to trees/bushes/shrubs than the canopy width at 
mature height, except where special protection measures are provided, in accordance with Clause B5.5. 
A tree should not be planted directly over sewers or where excavation onto the sewer would require 
removal of the tree. The following shallow rooting shrubs are generally suitable for planting close to 
sewers and lateral drains:  
Berberis candidula; (Paleleaf barberry), Berberis julianae; (Wintergreen barberry), Ceanothus 
burkwoodii; (Californian lilac ‘Burkwoodii’)  
Cotoneaster dammeri; (Bearberry cotoneaster), Cotoneaster skogholm; (Cotoneaster x suecicus, 
‘Skogholm’), Cytisus varieties or Sarothamnus; ((Common or Scotch) Broom), Euonymus japonica; 
(Japanese spindle)  
Euonymus radicans; Variety of Euonymus (Fortune’s spindle or wintercreeper)  
Mahonia varieties; can be included in the genus Berberis, most common name is M.  
aquifolium (Oregon grape)  

Thank you for this comment.  
We do not wish the Neighbourhood 
Plan to be come over prescriptive in 
detailed landscape design matters. 
The last paragraph begins with ‘where 
possible’ and we assume designers 
will take constraints such as proximity 
to buildings and services into proper 
account. 
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Potentilla varieties; most varieties are types of cinquefoil. Also includes Common  
tormentil, silverweed and barren strawberry  
Skimmia japonica; (Skimmia)  
Spiraea japonica; (Japanese spirea or Japanese meadowsweet)  
Veronica varieties; (Speedwell)  
Viburnum davidii; (David viburnum 

Policy WA03: 
Design to 
protect and 
enhance local 
character. 
Page 27 

88 Policy WA03 is still too prescriptive where it states that new residential development shall generally be 
no more two storeys in height, unless justified by the immediate surroundings and setting and of 
exemplary design.  

Noted. No change is considered 
necessary here. 

Policy WA04: 
Privacy and 
light in the 
home. Page 26 

1 No indication of how ‘adequate’ could be judged. 
These are largely building regulations matters. 
Noise transmission within/between buildings is a building regulations, not planning, matter.  Planning can 
address whether location of dwellings is excessively noisy, and hence whether unsuitable for dwellings, 
or special mitigation required.  However, difficult to see that different standards should apply to this in NP 
area than nationally. 
Privacy as DCLG website used to say ‘Houses, flats and gardens tend to be all shapes and sizes, at 
different distances from, and in a unique orientation to, any neighbouring buildings. Housing land is 
scarce and valuable. No practical, reasonable and enforceable design standards have been devised 
which would allow the full use of land whilst guaranteeing complete privacy for every householder.’ 
Sunlight requirement excessive and likely to compromise other aspects of design, and the delivery of 
strategic allocation. 
Glazing area is a building regulations, not planning, matter. 
Suggest: delete policy 

Policy has been deleted due to 
content of Written Statement to 
Parliament on  25 March 2015  which 
specified that “local planning 
authorities and qualifying bodies 
preparing neighbourhood plans should 
not set in their emerging Local Plans, 
neighbourhood plans, or 
supplementary planning documents, 
any additional local technical 
standards or requirements relating to 
the construction, internal layout or 
performance of new dwellings. This 
includes any policy requiring any level 
of the Code for Sustainable Homes to 

https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/improving-the-energy-efficiency-of-buildings-and-using-planning-to-protect-the-environment/supporting-pages/code-for-sustainable-homes
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be achieved by new development; the 
government has now withdrawn the 
code, aside from the management of 
legacy cases.“ 
 
Issues related to noise and residential 
amenity have been incorporated into 
WA04: Design to project and enhance 
local character.  
 

Policy WA05: 
Adequate 
provision for 
cars. Page 27 

88 Policy WA05 is too prescriptive where it states that at least two spaces, not including any garage should 
be provided for each housing unit and rear parking should serve a maximum of five homes.  

Comment not accepted. No change 
made. 

Policy WA05: 
Adequate 
provision for 
cars. Page 27 

1 How is ‘well lit’ parking provision compatible with other parts of NP re rural character and protection of 
dark skies? 
Why max of 5 dwellings limit to rear parking?  What if you have a block of 10 flats, or sheltered housing? 
What is the justification for controlling garage sizes if they do not count towards parking provision? 
Suggest: Revise policy 

Policy is amended in order to bring it 
more in line with strategic policy as 
follows: 
 
“Development proposals will be 
supported where:  
 

• Adequate off-street parking is  
provided for each housing unit  with at 
least 2 spaces for one, two and three 
bedroom units and 3 spaces (per 
dwelling) for four or more bedroom 
units. Car parking  should, where 
possible, be provided within the 
curtilage of dwellings. It should be 
clearly visible from the properties they 
serve. Any rear parking areas should 
serve a maximum of 5 homes. “ 
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Policy WA07: 
Adequate 
outside space. 
Page 29 

1 Excessive requirements when applied without exception. What exactly is the public interest these 
requirements are intended to serve?  Note the NPPF’s emphasis on delivering a wide range of housing, 
and mixed communities.  This has implications for viability and deliverability.   
 
A blanket requirement for outside space is difficult to justify or deliver. Not everyone wants, or can afford, 
external space (e.g retirement flats).   
Large balconies to flats are expensive and space consuming, and not everyone wants, or can afford, 
these (consider affordable and lower cost housing need).    
Not everyone wants ready to grow gardens, or can afford this even if they do.  (How does this sit with the 
support for self-build, for instance?)   
Requirement for several hours daily direct sunlight to gardens very space hungry (a viability and 
deliverability issue), and this would be likely to compromise other desirable design characteristics.  
 
This policy is little changed from the previous DH21, of which the Reviewer said ‘Again this is a very 
restrictive policy.  Its detailed application is likely to prevent interest and character being brought forward 
in the WWGA.  In my view it may prevent good design rather than encouraging it to take place’. 
 
Suggest: Delete, or radically revise, policy.  (Some of these requirements could be generally applied, 
provided there was scope for exceptions.) 

 
Policy (now WA12) reworded.  
 
 

Policy WA10: 
Supporting 
development of 
local centres. 
Page 32 

1 A slight adverse impact doesn’t warrant objection.  Qualify as ‘significant adverse’. 
 
Last sentence ambiguous, and seems superfluous. 
Suggest: Add ‘significant’ before ‘adverse impacts’. 
 
Delete (or reword) last sentence. 

Policy (now WA17) refers to a 
demonstrable adverse impact and not 
a slight adverse impact. No change 
required.  
 
Last sentence deleted and first 
paragraph amended as follows:: 
 
“Applications for business premises 
A1 (shops), A2 (professional and 
financial) and A3 (restaurants and 
cafes) in the identified neighbourhood 
centres will be supported where it can 
be demonstrated that they will 
enhance the character and vitality of 
the centres and will not have 
demonstrable adverse impacts to local 
amenity (e.g. by generating a high 
level of HGV traffic, causing parking 
congestion or excessive noise, etc).” 
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Such applications outside the centres 
may not be supported.  

Policy WA11: 
Supporting 
farm related 
business. Page 
33 

1 A slight adverse impact doesn’t warrant objection.  Qualify as ‘significant adverse’ 
Suggest: Add ‘significant’ before ‘adverse impacts’. 

Last sentence (now policy WA18) 
amended as follows: 
“Proposals that will result in  
damaging residential amenity (through 
in adverse environmental, visual or 
economic, social impacts or through 
generating significant additional traffic 
including the proliferation of HGV 
traffic on small lanes transport impacts 
(including the proliferation of HGV 
traffic on small lanes or in 
predominantly residential areas) will 
be supported resisted” 

Policy WA12: 
Supporting 
tourism. Page 
34 

1 The supporting text acknowledges the potential benefits of tourism development, but fails to provide any 
justification for the requirement for ‘exceptional architectural qualities’. 
Suggest: Delete requirement for ‘exceptional architectural qualities’. 

Now policy  WA19:    

“However, applications must 
demonstrate that proposals will not 
have significant adverse 
environmental, economic, social or 
transport impacts to local amenity and 
the wider setting proposals will not 
have adverse impacts on residential 
and rural amenity, particularly in 
respect of adverse traffic impacts..” 

The policy explains that development 
proposals alongside the A149 should 
consider the gateway significance of 
the location for both King’s Lynn and 
North Norfolk. No change required.  
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Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

98 Unfortunately, the Neighbourhood Plan makes no allocation or provision for development in the village of 
North Runcton and the village will remain effectively designated as open countryside in the Borough 
Council's Site Allocations document. This will inhibit the potential for sustainable development proposals 
to come forward in North Runcton and contribute towards the vitality of the community and the rural 
economy.  

The village of North Runcton does fall 
outside the West Winch Growth Area 
and it does not have a development 
boundary. Any proposals coming 
forward in the village of North Runcton 
will be determined against policy 
CS06 and CS09 of the Borough 
Council Core Strategy and policy DM2 
of the Borough Council’s Site 
Allocations and Development 
Management Policies document. 

Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

98 To comply with the Government's advice and guidance on rural sustainability the Neighbourhood Plan 
should recognise the clear potential for Church Farm to achieve these benefits (see letter for more 
information). The formal allocation of the site would be the most effective way of doing this in the first 
instance; it will provide certainty for the developer but also allows the Neighbourhood Group to set out its 
policy expectations for the site (in dialogue with the promoter or developer) at an early stage. Paragraph 
41 -044 of the Guidance confirms that Neighbourhood Plan scan allocate sites over and above those in 
the Local Plan where a need can be demonstrated; in the case of King's Lynn and West Norfolk there is 
no five-year supply of housing and additional sites must be found to close the shortfall.  
 
As a reserve position, if the Neighbourhood group was not minded to include the sites as an allocation, it 
should consider whether a new policy should be included to encourage the sustainable redevelopment of 
brownfield sites which are well related to the existing villages. It may also wish to consider whether 
wording to that effect is incorporated into the supporting text of the Plan.  
 
If the Neighbourhood Plan proceeds unchanged in these respects and does not allow for the 
redevelopment of Church Farm, then it is at risk of failing to meet basic condition 8(2) (a) since it was not 
taken the obvious opportunity to enhance the sustainability of the rural community in North Runcton or to 
deliver new/enhanced community facilities. In addition, it risks not meeting basic condition 8(2) (d) which 
expects Neighbourhood Plans to contribute towards the creation of sustainable development.  

The existing policy context provided 
by the NPPF and the Borough plan 
provides the appropriate framework 
for determining applications for the 
sustainable development of brownfield 
sites. There is no change required to 
the Neighbourhood Plan.  

Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

1 Arrow halfway down on left, passing through the word ‘Winch’, does not appear to tally with the map key.  
What is it intended to be, GI or pedestrian/cycle link? 
Suggest: Revise format of arrow. 

Map amended 
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Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

1 GI corridor adjacent and east of Hardwick Roundabout.  What is the justification for this?  It may 
prejudice highway improvements required to implement the strategy. 
Suggest: Delete or clarify this element. 

This is the new IDB flood attenuation 
basin and channel 

Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

22 The Settlement Concept plan proposes a number of new neighbourhoods that are situated in close 
proximity to National Grid's high pressure transmission pipelines. National Grid therefore requests that 
the following information is taken into consideration.  
 
Our underground pipelines are protected by permanent agreements with landowners or have been laid 
in the public highway under our licence. These grant us legal rights that enable us to achieve efficient 
and reliable operation, maintenance, repair and refurbishment of our gas transmission network. Hence 
we require that no permanent structures are built over or under pipelines or within the zone specified in 
the agreements, materials or soil are not stacked or stored on top of the pipeline route and that 
unrestricted and safe access to any our pipeline(s) must be maintained at all times.  
 
Local authorities have a statutory duty to consider applications for development in the vicinity of high 
pressure (above 7 bar) pipelines and to advise the developer on whether the development should be 
allowed on safety grounds on rules provided by HSE. This advice is provided by the HSE Planning 
Advice for Development near to Hazardous Installations (PADHI) process. The relevant HSE guidance 
can be accessed via the following link http://www.hse.gov.uk/landuseplanning/methodology.pdf 
 
Should these sites be taken forward as development sites in the future, the developers should be made 
aware of the above issues. 
Map attached showing the NP boundary and the location of National Grid's (gas and electricity) 
transmission assets and National Grid's Gas Distribution assets (intermediate and high pressure) 

Noted. But no change required to the 
Neighbourhood Plan  
 
 

Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

78 As you may be aware, Norfolk County Council (NCC) own a significant area of land within the West 
Winch ‘Growth Area’ (see attached plan in Appendix 1). Much of this NCC owned area falls with the gas 
main (inner zone) defined area and is also in the ‘Green Infrastructure corridor’ shown on the ‘Settlement 
Concept Diagram’. However parts fall at the edge of the ‘neighbourhood’ shown on this diagram (where 
housing can be located). 

Noted.  
 
 

Settlement 
Concept Map. 
Page 36 

99 Development Areas – Two not three 
2. I completely endorse the Neighbourhood Plan’s approach to a two-centre only approach, the northern 
site in North Runcton and the development of “Old West Winch”. The third site around Chequers Lane is 
not appropriate and should be retained as farmland instead of housing. In any case, the access route is 
subject to heavy and sustained flooding in winter and would require extensive and expensive 
engineering works to be made viable, which would exceed the capacity of Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems - SUDS.  

Noted.  
The Neighbourhood Plan will be 
tested at its own examination against 
the basic conditions and this includes 
testing whether it conforms with the 
strategic context established through 
Policy E2.1 of the Development 
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management and site allocations plan 
which is currently at examination.  

Settlement 
Concept Map 
Page 36 

28 Suggest additional GI corridor linking West Winch Common CWS, Rush Meadow CWS and Brook 
Watering Meadow and adjacent land (see policy WA01 and paragraph C1) 

Noted. 
Now included. 

Policy GA01: 
Creating 
neighbourhood
s. Page 37 

1 (1st bullet) Ambition for walkable neighbourhoods is potentially in tension with the policies elsewhere 
seeking low densities. 
Suggest: Reconsider priorities. 

It is essential that new 
neighbourhoods are walkable. No 
change required here 

Policy GA01: 
Creating 
neighbourhood
s. Page 38 

1 (2nd bullet) Requirement for development of north and central areas ahead of south may obstruct 
delivery of the strategic growth, and is contrary to the SADMP Policy which states ‘development is 
encouraged to proceed concurrently in northern and southern parts of the area’.   
Suggest: delete this clause 

The Neighbourhood Plan favours only 
development at Constitution Hill and 
‘old’ West Winch in the period up to 
2026. No change required here.  

Policy GA01: 
Creating 
neighbourhood
s. Page 38 

1 (4th bullet) Requirement for all GI corridors to be min 160 wide excessive (and could potentially result in 
less GI). 
Suggest: delete this clause 

No change required. The two high 
pressure gas corridors running east 
west through the area themselves 
impose constraints on development 
within 160 metre strips.  The HRA 
mitigation strategy written in August 
2015 by the borough includes the 
following: 
“The designated growth area is 
extensive, with ample space for a 
variety of recreational space. This 
includes 73 ha of land in two gas 
pipeline corridors (two 540m wide 
strips) unsuitable for most built 
development and which are 
anticipated to accommodate 
substantial GI.” 
See page 108 of the following Council 
paper http://democracy.west-
norfolk.gov.uk/documents/s1343/Appe
ndix%202%20-
%20HRA%20Monitoring%20and%20
Mitigation%20Strategy.pdf 
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http://democracy.west-norfolk.gov.uk/documents/s1343/Appendix%202%20-%20HRA%20Monitoring%20and%20Mitigation%20Strategy.pdf
http://democracy.west-norfolk.gov.uk/documents/s1343/Appendix%202%20-%20HRA%20Monitoring%20and%20Mitigation%20Strategy.pdf
http://democracy.west-norfolk.gov.uk/documents/s1343/Appendix%202%20-%20HRA%20Monitoring%20and%20Mitigation%20Strategy.pdf
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Policy GA01: 
Creating 
neighbourhood
s. Page 38 

78 (County Council Landowner Comments) 
In general the contents of the Pre-Submission document area welcomed. This extends to the role that 
the inner gas main area should play in delivering green infrastructure, notably bullet point three of policy 
GA01 and the text on page 38 which states: 
‘A large allocation of ‘Green Infrastructure’ (GI) is therefore considered to be essential to serve existing 
and new residential areas, to offset and mitigate development impacts and to make good existing 
deficiencies. GI provision might include public open spaces, allotments, nature reserves, surface water 
attenuation areas, amenity planting, footpaths and cycle paths. In some cases GI may be delivered 
within development sites, but in many cases it is anticipated that several developments may need to 
contribute to ‘strategic’ GI located partly or wholly outside of an application boundary. Areas unsuitable 
for housing development may be suitable for GI provision (e.g. the gas main corridors identified in Policy 
GA01, and building setbacks located adjacent to road corridors).’ 

Noted.  
 
 

Policy GA02: 
Providing 
Green 
Infrastructure 
(and preceding 
table). Page 
38/39 

1 The principle of identifying the quantum of types of GI is not in dispute.  The policy claims the 
requirements are ‘based on national standards’, but it is not clear in all cases how the figures and 
definitions are arrived at.  In particular, no account seems to be taken of how the types used in these 
standards overlap (e.g. woodland = natural greenspace). Issues include, but not limited to -    
• Not clear why William Burt playing field is listed under ‘natural greenspace’, rather than ‘recreation 
space’. 
• Not clear why Sheep’s Course Wood qualified.  It will be within 500 m of new development. 
• How is the ‘20ha of new habitat creation’ requirement derived from preceding table? 
• Why is the 5ha of ‘nature reserve’ (3rd bullet) additional to the habitat creation (1st bullet), rather than 
part of it.  
• Why is recreation space 10ha, when FIT standard quoted would equate to c9ha? 
• Etc., etc. 
Suggest: Revise policy for consistency and clarity.  Provide supporting justification of how 
figures/categories arrived at. 

The William Burt playing field  and the 
North Runcton cricket ground are 
provided as examples of known local 
spaces to help people relate to the 
quantities.  
 
The purpose of the information is to 
describe how standards relate to 
current provision. Sheep’s Course 
Wood is an example of a wood but 
existing settlements are not within the 
recommended distance.  

Policy GA02: 
Providing 
Green 
Infrastructure 
(and preceding 
table). Page 
38/39 

9 "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including .....GA02- providing green infrastructure (although we note there is no specific 
mention for dog walking)…" 

Noted. GA02 now includes provision 
(taken from pre submission policy 
GA16) to improve dog walking 
opportunities in line with HRA 
mitigation strategy accompanying the 
Borough’s SADMP.  
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Policy GA02: 
Providing 
Green 
Infrastructure 
(and preceding 
table). Page 
38/39 

78 The County Council welcome the inclusion/reference to Green infrastructure within the policies and 
supporting text throughout the emerging plan. In particular the County Council supports Policy GA02 
(Providing Green Infrastructure) and Policy GA05 (Providing GI Management Resources). 

Noted.  

Policy GA02 28 We fully support this policy.  Noted 

Page 40 19 On page 40 there are two references to Inland Drainage Boards, these re incorrect, references should 
be to Internal Drainage Boards (as elsewhere in the document) 

References corrected.  

Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

19 On page 40 you mention issues with poorly-maintained drainage infrastructure and disputes over 
management, but your suggested policy GA03 does not appear to include anything specifically to 
address this.  While there is brief mention about maintenance in GA05, I would suggest you may wish to 
consider a policy requirement for drainage infrastructure to be commuted to a competent authority (such 
as one of the IDBs, Norfolk County Council or Anglian Water). 

The following sentence added at the 
end of the policy.  
 
Financial contributions (in the form of 
commuted payments (or CIL if 
implemented) may be required for the 
purpose of undertaking improvements 
to drainage infrastructure where these 
are necessary to make the 
development proposal acceptable in 
planning terms, directly related and 
fairly and reasonably related in scale 
and kind to the development.” 
 

Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
(1st bullet) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy.  

Policy applies across the NP area and 
has been moved into the Area Wide 
policy section. 
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Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

1 Developers may well provide acceptable SUDS solutions which do not conform precisely to Water 
Management Strategy.   
• Not clear what intended by ‘taken account of’ (in 1st line).  ‘Have regard to’ is standard and clearer. 
• Requirement for support of IDB purports to give it a veto not provided in legislation.  There is already a 
requirement for the IDB to be consulted (where relevant), which provides the IDB the opportunity to 
make its representations and have them taken into account by the decision maker. 
Suggest  
• Replace ‘take account of’ with ‘have regard to’. 
• Delete requirement for IDB support. 

Now WA04: Reword the first bullet 
point to 
 

• Applicants have demonstrated 
had regard to the current 
surface water flood risk mapping 
as well as the recommendations 
set out in have taken account of 
the North Runcton and West 
Winch Surface Water 
Management Strategy (April 
2014), and provided a drainage 
plan following consultation with 
the  have consulted with the 
relevant Internal Drainage Board 
(IDB) and Lead Local Flood 
Authority and have provided a 
drainage plan that is supported 
by the IDB 

 
Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

1 (2nd bullet) 
Requirement for both ‘good’ and ‘best’ SUDS practice confusing.  The latter excessive, and may not be 
viable.     
Suggest:Delete from comma onwards. 

Noted. No change made.( Now WA04) 

Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

1 (3rd bullet)  Practicality not the only issue. 
Suggest: Add ‘or viable’ to end of sentence.  

(Now WA04) Sustainable water 
management measures are essential 
for new development proposals 
coming forward in this location. The 
existing wording provides sufficient 
flexibility as to how an applicant will 
deliver this. No change required.  
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Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

1 (4th bullet)  This seems unreasonable.  Is it not effectively asking them to both prove a negative, and to 
take responsibility for drainage systems (some already known to be problematic) that are not within their 
control?     
Suggest: delete bullet point 

(Now WA04) Amend fourth bullet point 
to: 
• “Applicants will have clearly 

demonstrated Development 
proposals are designed so as not 
to adversely affect, and  where 
possible improve,  that their 
development will have no adverse 
impact on the surface water 
drainage of properties of land 
‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ of their 
development.  

Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

78 It should be noted that the Neighbourhood Plan area is not wholly within areas managed by the Internal 
Drainage Boards (IDBs). Furthermore it should be acknowledged in the emerging Plan that the statutory 
consultee on drainage matters is the County Council in its role as Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA). 
Clarification is needed in the Plan in order for it to be deemed “sound”. 

Noted. Policy now (WA04) 
However the NP area essentially 
drains to either the Middleton Stop 
Drain or Puny Drain which we 
understand to be both managed by 
the respective IDBs.  
 
The following text is added to the end 
of the justification text to policy GA03:  
 
“The statutory consultee on drainage 
matters in the NP area is the County 
Council in its role as Lead Local Flood 
Authority (LLFA). “ 
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Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

78 Policy GA03 - Under the “proposals will be permitted where” section, it should state 
 
“Applicants have taken account of current surface water flood risk mapping as well as the North Runcton 
& West Winch Surface Water Management Strategy, have consulted the Lead Local Flood Authority and 
the relevant IDB and have provided a drainage plan that is supported by both organisations.” 

(Policy now WA04). 
The policy has been amended as 
follows: 

• Applicants have demonstrated 
had regard to the current 
surface water flood risk mapping 
as well as the recommendations 
set out in have taken account of 
the North Runcton and West 
Winch Surface Water 
Management Strategy (April 
2014), and provided a drainage 
plan following consultation with 
the  have consulted with the 
relevant Internal Drainage Board 
(IDB) and Lead Local Flood 
Authority and have provided a 
drainage plan that is supported 
by the IDB 

 
Policy GA03: 
Providing 
sustainable 
urban 
drainage. Page 
40 

78 Notwithstanding the above comments it is recognised that in practice it may prove difficult to get the 
applicant to provide a drainage plan that is supported by both the LLFA and the IDB.  This is particularly 
relevant when considering current government guidance on Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems 
(SUDS) policies. 

Noted policy is amended to take this 
into account.  

Policy GA04: 
Planning for 
climate 
change. Page 
41 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy has been deleted. Second 
bullet point incorporated into GA01 
with new fourth bullet point reading: 
 

• Proposals demonstrate 
adequate consideration for 
known or expected climate 
change variables and ensure 
robust landscape  design for 
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example through providing 
shelter, shade and 
opportunities for temperature 
mitigation (e.g. through street 
tree planting).  

 

As well as under Policy GA07: 
Residential street design where the 
following amendment to the last bullet 
point is suggested: 

• Design should incorporate 
soft landscape, having 
regard for known or expected 
climate change variables, … 

 
 
Third bullet point has been 
incorporated into at end of WA02: 
 

• “New landscaping schemes 
should consider the impact of 
new pests and diseases by 
providing a varied and robust 
species selecting” 

Policy GA04: 
Planning for 
climate 
change. Page 
41 

1 It is not clear how a decision maker would know whether a development complied with this or not, e.g. 
Which pests and diseases?  How much rainfall? 
Better to include suggested mitigation (e.g. tree planting) in other policies (as already the case), and give 
the climate change resilience as part of the justification. 
Suggest: Delete policy.  Add justification to other policies. 

Policy has been deleted. See above.  
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Policy GA04: 
Planning for 
climate 
change. Page 
41 

21 We note the reference to tree planting in: 
Policy GA04 Planning for Climate Change.2nd bullet point ..  ‘(perhaps through street tree planting)’. 
 
It is important to provide guidance on tree type and sizes to ensure the correct type of planting  and 
consideration must be given to the long term impact of planting in close proximity to underground 
infrastructure. Root damage from maturing trees and shrubs can be a risk to sewers and water mains.  
 
Sewers for Adoption 6th Edition has useful guide lines for planting adjacent  to sewers. Briefly,  low lying 
shrubs -  no problems, larger hedge type bushes  should be 3 metres distance from the pipe; Ash , Oak , 
Elm type trees 6 metre distance, and Poplar / willow type trees 12 metre distance. 
 
http://sfa.wrcplc.co.uk/Data/Sites/4/GalleryImages/WebImages/pdfs/SFA7smalldev_sep2013.pdf: 
 
‘A sewer or lateral drain should not be located closer to trees/bushes/shrubs than the canopy width at 
mature height, except where special protection measures are provided, in accordance with Clause B5.5. 
A tree should not be planted directly over sewers or where excavation onto the sewer would require 
removal of the tree. The following shallow rooting shrubs are generally suitable for planting close to 
sewers and lateral drains:  
Berberis candidula; (Paleleaf barberry), Berberis julianae; (Wintergreen barberry) ,Ceanothus 
burkwoodii; (Californian lilac ‘Burkwoodii’), Cotoneaster dammeri; (Bearberry cotoneaster), Cotoneaster 
skogholm; (Cotoneaster x suecicus, ‘Skogholm’), 
Cytisus varieties or Sarothamnus; ((Common or Scotch) Broom), Euonymus japonica; (Japanese 
spindle), Euonymus radicans; Variety of Euonymus (Fortune’s spindle or wintercreeper), Mahonia 
varieties; can be included in the genus Berberis, most common name is M. aquifolium (Oregon grape), 
Potentilla varieties; most varieties are types of cinquefoil. Also includes Common  
tormentil, silverweed and barren strawberry,  Skimmia japonica; (Skimmia), Spiraea japonica; (Japanese 
spirea or Japanese meadowsweet), Veronica varieties; (Speedwell),Viburnum davidii; (David viburnum 

This policy has been deleted.  

Policy GA05: 
Providing GI 
management 
resources 
Page 41 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy applies to whole of NP area. 
Policy has been renumbered and 
moved to Area Wide policies section.  

Policy GA05: 
Providing GI 
management 
resources 
Page 41 

1 Excessive requirements.  Existing practice in the Borough and elsewhere is 15 years’ funding, and it 
would be up to recipient of the land, not developer, to plan its management.  
Much of the detail of the final three bullet points is well beyond what would be covered in planning.   
Suggest: Delete policy, or replace with simple requirement for robust arrangements for future 
maintenance, and 15 years’ funding for such maintenance. 

Noted but not accepted.  
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Policy GA05: 
Providing GI 
management 
resources 
Page 41 

9 "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including .......GA05 –providing green infrastructure management resources....." 

Noted.  

Policy GA05: 
Providing GI 
management 
resources 
Page 41 

78 The County Council welcome the inclusion/reference to Green infrastructure within the policies and 
supporting text throughout the emerging plan. In particular the County Council supports Policy GA02 
(Providing Green Infrastructure) and Policy GA05 (Providing GI Management Resources). 

Noted. 

Policy GA05: 
Providing GI 
management 
resources 

28 We fully support  this policy. We are aware that the Local Site Allocations Plan is considering the need 
for certainty in the delivery of GI and this policy appears to complement the approach being considered 
in that plan.  

Noted 

Policy GA06: 
Protecting 
agricultural 
land and soils. 
Page 43 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy applies to whole of NP area. 
Policy has been renumbered and 
moved to Area Wide policies section 

Policy GA06: 
Protecting 
agricultural 
land and soils. 
Page 43 

1 This policy (and preceding section) is fundamentally misconceived.  The use of brownfield and 
agricultural land has already been balanced with other considerations in the selection of the area for 
strategic development by the Core Strategy, with the result that agricultural land will be used for the 
development.  There is insufficient brownfield land in the area to accommodate the strategic 
development.  There are already a very complex set of considerations influencing the design and layout 
of the development and associated infrastructure.  Retention of good agricultural land will not be one of 
the principal determinants.  There is no reason to suppose that remaining parcels of agricultural land will 
remain unusable or incapable of being re-combined to achieve usability.  Soil conservation measures 
proposed are unlikely to be viable. 
Suggest: Delete policy. 

This policy applies across the NP 
area. The intention of the first bullet 
point to ensure development 
proposals do not adversely affect the 
successful operation of agricultural 
land outside of a development 
proposal site. This is a particular 
concern of the West Winch strategic 
site allocation since  the boundaries 
do not follow logical field boundaries 
thereby compromising the ability of 
the land that falls outside to continue 
in agricultural use.  
 
The policy is now WA06 and the first 
 bullet point has been amended to 
assist with clarity:  
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- “Boundaries are drawn so as 
to ensure the retention of 
viable parcels of agricultural 
land which sit outside but 
adjacent to the proposed 
development site..” 

 

Policy GA06: 
Protecting 
agricultural 
land and soils. 
Page 43 

9 "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including …….. GA06 – protecting agricultural land and soils…." 

Noted. 

Policy GA07: 
Environment 
impact 
mitigation. 
Page 43 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy deleted.  
 

Policy GA07: 
Environment 
impact 
mitigation. 
Page 43 

1 (1st bullet)  This duplicates and extends existing statutory provision for environmental impact 
assessment.  To the extent it duplicates, it is unnecessary and merely adds confusion to an already very 
complex area.  To the degree it extends requirements this is unjustified.    
Suggest: Delete 

Policy deleted 
 

Policy GA07: 
Environment 
impact 
mitigation. 
Page 43 

1 (2nd)   Is this not better included in the policy on design? 
Suggest: Remove and integrate into design policy. 

Policy deleted 
 

Policy GA07: 
Environment 
impact 
mitigation. 
Page 43 

1 (3rd)   Is this not better included in the policy on green infrastructure (or landscaping)? 
Suggest: Remove and integrate into green infrastructure (or  landscaping) policy. 

Policy deleted.  
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Policy 
GA08:Ensuring 
transport 
infrastructure. 
Page 45 

79 Policy GA08 Ensuring transport infrastructure -  
This may not be workable in practice or affordable within the 1,600 homes set out in the plan period up 
to 2026 as it is likely to require developer contributions from housing in the post 2026 plan period. It is 
suggested that this Policy is discussed further with both the County Council as Highway Authority and 
the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk particularly with regard to the ongoing work on 
viability and work the Borough Council is undertaking in respect of introducing a Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL). 

Noted. Policy has been amended. 

Policy 
GA08:Ensuring 
transport 
infrastructure. 
Page 45 

88 The policy on the delivery of the new road is more realistic than  in earlier drafts being 'no planning 
applications for housing of cumulatively 50 or more houses will be permitted without the detailed route 
and design of the new road being agreed, costed and land secured'. We suggest that the approval of 
homes prior to the provision of infrastructure should be linked to the adoption of the infrastructure 
delivery plan.  

Noted. Policy has been amended. 
 

Policy 
GA08:Ensuring 
transport 
infrastructure. 
Page 45 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Amended. 
 

Policy 
GA08:Ensuring 
transport 
infrastructure. 
Page 45 

1 (1st bullet)  Unworkable, and does not recognise either the provisions already in the SADMP for an 
Infrastructure Delivery Agreement, or the staged development and detailing of proposals.  The 50 
dwelling limit is too rigid and too low.  The policy seeks to give various parties a veto over proposals not 
provide in law.   
This policy is little different to previous policy TR01, of which the reviewer said ‘’In my judgement the 
policy is unrealistic’. 
Suggest: Delete 

Amended. 

Policy 
GA08:Ensuring 
transport 
infrastructure. 
Page 45 

99 Re-imaging West Winch – No Bypass? No development! 
1. The planned growth area development for 1600 new homes will be sustainable only if the new relief 
road linking the A10 and A47 is funded and built before the new growth area development starts, and if 
effective traffic calming, speed reduction to 30mph and appropriately-placed pedestrian crossings are in 
place on the A10 from Setchey to North Runcton, as well as improvements to the main point of traffic 
outflow, the Hardwick Roundabout. 

Agreed.  
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Policy GA09: 
Design of 
Relief Road. 
Page 45 

79 Policy GA09 Design of relief road -  
In order to divert as much long distance traffic as possible off the A10 and onto the relief road, a 
roundabout may not be the best suited junction. A more preferable arrangement would be for the A10 
northbound traffic to free flow on the relief road and for the A10 from West Winch to form the minor arm 
of a priority junction that would need to give way to the through traffic. Ideally this new junction would be 
south of the existing Gravelhill/A10 junction making local access easier from Gravelhill Lane as the traffic 
flow on the A10 through West Winch would be significantly reduced. 
 
With regard to junction types on the relief road, and cycle and pedestrian routes and crossings, this may 
depend upon the nature of the new distinct neighbourhoods and whether the route is around the edge, 
rather than within, or if it includes frontage development. 
 
The design of the relief road will need to be considered in the context of the route needing to be 
attractive to traffic and it is likely that multiple signalised junctions and a 30mph limit will reduce its 
attractiveness.  
 
It may also be difficult to justify the need for shared use footway/ cycleways on both sides of the ‘relief 
road’. It would be much better to have the cycleways through the housing areas. Any strategic cycling 
routes would also be better routed along the existing A10. 

Noted.  
 

Policy GA09: 
Design of 
Relief Road. 
Page 45 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

There is no need to specify that the 
policy applies to the Growth Area as 
this policy relates specifically to a 
proposed new relief road which the 
plan is in support of.  

Policy GA09: 
Design of 
Relief Road 

28 We suggest additional sentence for road design to incorporate appropriate wildlife crossing points and 
features to minimise impacts on wildlife. (e.g. provision of badger tunnels, and hedges and trees 
alongside relief road to encourage low-level flight of barn owl and other birds of prey, across the road).  

Noted. 
Now included in Policy GA05. 4th 
bullet. 

Policy GA10: 
Principles of 
development 
design. Page 
46 

1 Generally an excellent set of principles. Noted.  
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Policy GA10: 
Principles of 
development 
design. Page 
46 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

The first line of the policy (now GA06) 
has been reworded as follows: 
“Development proposals in the West 
Winch Growth Area strategic 
allocation, will be permitted where 
they achieve the following.  

Policy GA10: 
Principles of 
development 
design. Page 
46 

1 Unclear what a ‘comfortable scale’ is, or how it would be judged. 
Ownership of land is not, of itself, a development plan matter.  Does not the preceding part about 
unused’ land cover it?  
Suggest: Redraft 

Noted.  

Page 47 99 Safety and the Development of Old West Winch as a Local Centre 
14. I fully endorse the issue of  identified at Page 47 – “the significant problem with the existing centre of 
West Winch is the very narrow A10 road corridor between the church and the shop. The heavy traffic on 
the road makes a threatening and unsafe environment for pedestrians and a dangerous access for 
motorists”. I have just reported to the local Highways Engineer that a barrier needs to be placed urgently 
on the short stretch of the A10 from the public footpath up to the entrance to the shop as a 6 year-old 
child was blown out into the road from the footpath due to the backdrafts from the lorries at this turbulent 
spot.  In the longer term, the realignment of the shop and Post Office to a more user friendly and more 
safely accessible spot is definitely advisable. 

We agree. 

 99 15. Lifetime Housing – all new houses should be wheelchair access with room for stairlifts and to store 
and charge mobility scooters for intergenerational occupancy. This provides for a community that serves 
the needs across people’s lifespans 

Noted. In order to be successful at 
examination the Neighbourhood Plan 
needs to demonstrate that it 
contributes towards delivery of 
sustainable development. The plan 
policies seek  to increase in 
accessible and lifetime homes but not 
possible to require this of all homes.   
 

 99 Health Infrastructure – A doctors’ surgery for the two communities must be  planned in before 
development site found. I suggest it should be co-located with an NHS dentist surgery. Manor Farm is 
the given option in the Neighbourhood Plan. Also, does a site for a future care home need to be 
planned? The NHS Future Workforce Task and Finish Group identified the need for a single point of 
contact for consultation about the NHS infrastructure in planning to get health infrastructure planning 
right.  We suggested Public Health at County Hall should be the link. 

We agree.  

 99 17. Food Security and Agriculture – 50% of England’s most productive agricultural land is in the Fens. 
Careful planning should minimise high-grade agricultural land taken out of production for building; 

Noted.  
The Neighbourhood Plan will be 
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brownfield sites should always preferred over green field. Hence no building should be on the third 
proposed development area around Chequers Lane 

tested at its own examination against 
the basic conditions and this includes 
testing whether it conforms with the 
strategic context established through 
Policy E2.1 of the Borough Council’s 
Site Allocations and Development 
management plan.  

 99 18. Transport – Public transport needs to be improved. West Winch can isolates young people, carers 
and the elderly and people without their own transport, as the bus service finishes early in the evening 
and is poorly integrated making it less serviceable as a means of getting to work. A direct bus service to 
the hospital is a must. The high proportion of homes in West Winch with second, third and even fourth 
cars speaks for itself. 

We agree. 

 99 19. Broadband – Fast Broadband fibre optic infrastructure for sustainable jobs for small business and 
homes should be planned for by developers so that new small businesses run  from home in the 
development can compete without any significant additional outlay. 

We agree. 

Policy GA11: 
Enhancing 
West Winch 
local centre 
(and preceding 
map). Page 49 

4 The proposed facilities at Manor Farm ideally including a GP Surgery ‘C’ on figure 8.0 – traffic to and 
from 
this will be using the A10 which already causes problems for those accessing existing properties in the 
vicinity. The new facility also appears to lie within the gas main outer zone, figure 3.  

Noted.   

Policy GA11: 
Enhancing 
West Winch 
local centre 
(and preceding 
map). Page 49 

1 This identifies a useful and admirable set of aspirations for the area.  The expression of these aspirations 
could be more effectively expressed.   
Suggest: Discuss opportunities for strengthening drafting. 

Noted . Policy has been moved to 
area wide section and is now WA08 

Polic`y GA11: 
Enhancing 
West Winch 
local centre 
(and preceding 
map). Page 49 

1 Not clear where it applies. Some of West Winch is outside the Growth Area, some of the parish is 
outside the settlement. 
Suggest: Define area on map, or clarify what the policy is really about and apply to growth area. 

Policy has been moved to area wide 
policies and bullet point inserted into 
GA01 stating the importance that the 
strategic growth allocations contribute 
towards the desired improvements in 
West Winch.  
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Policy GA11: 
Enhancing 
West Winch 
local centre 
(and preceding 
map). Page 49 

1 Policy does not exactly tally with the wording on the preceding map.  What is the intended status of the 
latter?  Better to remove it from the map (replacing it with a symbol to identify relevant location) and 
integrate it into the policy (amending where appropriate).  
It would be more appropriate to leave highway features design to the highway engineers:  These are not 
development plan matters.   
Suggest: Remove detailed proposals from map and integrate into policy. 
Show road and crossing marking on map as indicative. 

The purpose of Figure 8 is to provide 
additional clarity to the design options 
set out in the policy.  
The title of the map has been 
amended to: 
“Figure 6.0 Enhancing ‘old’ West 
Winch as a local centre – preferable 
design options.” 

Policy GA11: 
Enhancing 
West Winch 
local centre 
(and preceding 
map). Page 49 

78 County Infrastructure – The County Council has been consulted on both a major planning application 
and a pre-application proposal for major housing growth in this area. The Policies in the emerging 
Neighbourhood Plan should indicate in broad terms the infrastructure requirements associated with the 
planned housing and employment growth set out in the adopted Core Strategy.  As such the following 
amendments/additional text to policies is suggested: 
Policy GA 11 (Enhancing West Winch Local Centre) –  
There should be additional bullets in the first part of the policy indicating: 
• Delivering a new primary school site (up to 2 ha); 
• Providing funds towards the delivery of a new primary school and improvements/expansion of existing 
high school/s serving the development; 
• Providing funds towards to increase the size of the existing library in Kings Lynn or provide a sub-
library linked to some other community facility within the new development (e.g. as part of a community 
hall, retail area or even a doctor’s surgery); 
• Providing fire service provision (e.g. fire hydrants). 

A new policy has been inserted into 
the plan with regard to all 
infrastructure requirements.  
 
 

Policy GA12: 
Enhancing the 
A10 corridor 
(and following 
map). Page 50 

79 Policy GA12 Enhancing the A10 road corridor  
 
GA12 wording is confused as in the first line it states’ development will be permitted where 
enhancements of the A10 are provided’ but the last line says ‘permission will not be granted for schemes 
that prejudice the delivery of improvements. As the improvements are all outside of the new 
development any permitted development could not prejudice delivery of the A10 enhancements. 
 
(Figure 9.0) -  
It is likely that a signalised junction on the A10 with the Hopkins Homes development access would 
provide better cycle and pedestrian facilities. It would also help to calm the flow of traffic on the A10. The 
text in Figure 9.0 (third paragraph) should be amended to reflect this. 

First line of the policy  (now WA09) is 
amended to read:  
“Development proposals in the 
neighbourhood plan area that are 
anticipated to have traffic impacts on 
the A10 shall provide or help to 
provide the following A10 road 
corridor improvements” 
 
Last paragraph is deleted.  
 
Figure 7.0 (was Figure 9.0) is 
amended to state 
“Junctions for future development to 
be roundabout  incorporating defined, 
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safe cycle and pedestrian crossing” 
 

Policy GA12: 
Enhancing the 
A10 corridor 
(and following 
map). Page 50 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

First line of the policy  (now WA09) is 
amended to read:  
“Development proposals in the 
neighbourhood plan area that are 
anticipated to have traffic impacts on 
the A10 shall provide or help to 
provide the following A10 road 
corridor improvements” 
 

Policy GA12: 
Enhancing the 
A10 corridor 
(and following 
map). Page 50 

1 Not a development plan policy. 
Delete detail wording from map.    
Suggest: delete 

Not accepted but to improve clarity 
Figure 7.0 has been retitled to: 
 
Figure 7.0 Indicative A10 Road 
corridor improvements 

Policy 
GA13:Resident
ial street 
design. Page 
52 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

First line of the policy reworded as 
follows:  
“Development proposals coming 
forward as part of the implementation 
of the West Winch Growth Area ……” 

Policy 
GA13:Resident
ial street 
design. Page 
52 

1 Excessive detail, and again trying to do highway design, which is not a development plan matter.  Policy 
title refers to residential streets, but it is not clear whether parts of the policy are intended to apply 
elsewhere e.g. ‘all roads’. 
(1st bullet) Inappropriate to design main and bus routes to prioritise cycle/pedestrian traffic, even if these 
are also residential streets. 
(2nd bullet) Better in general design policy? 
(3rd bullet) First sentence unclear. Delete references to 20mph.  
Suggest: Delete (moving some items to general design policy), or radically revise 

Not accepted. No change made.  
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Policy 
GA13:Resident
ial street 
design. Page 
52 

79 Policy GA13 Residential street guide -  
Although this is based on Manual for Streets, it may be at odds with Policy WA05 (Adequate provision 
for cars). It is suggested that where on street parking is likely to occur it should be planned for by 
providing sufficient road width. Experience from other developments is that regardless of how much off 
street parking is provided, people will always want to park outside their house. In many instances on new 
housing developments in Norfolk where on street parking is discouraged, it still occurs and block 
footways, creates safety hazards and prevents the passage of buses. It is also likely that planned on 
street parking creates less visual intrusion than poorly parked vehicles in areas where it is discouraged. 

Noted 

Policy GA14: 
Cycle and 
footpath 
provision. Page 
53 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

First line of the policy reworded as 
follows:  
“Development proposals coming 
forward as part of the West Winch 
Growth Area should……” 

Policy GA14: 
Cycle and 
footpath 
provision. Page 
53 

1 (1st bullet) Potential impact on viability / deliverability.  Design & construction of paths to best practice 
standards would (all other things being equal) mean fewer/shorter paths than otherwise. As a certain 
minimum degree of connectivity is of strategic importance to the growth, best practice may not 
necessarily be achievable in whole or part. 
Suggest. delete 1st bullet 

Accepted.  
Bullet point amended to 
“cycle path design (widths, surfaces, 
signage, junctions etc) are 
implemented, where possible and 
viable, to current best practice 
standards.  

Policy GA14 
Cycle and 
footpath 
provision 

1 This is not a development plan policy. 
Suggest: Delete policy.  Remove 4th bullet to GA14: cycle and footpath provision. 

Not accepted. No change required in 
response to this comment.  

Policy GA14: 
Cycle and 
footpath 
provision. Page 
53 

9 "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including ……….GA14 – cycle and footpath provision…." 

Noted 

Policy GA14: 
Cycle and 
footpath 
provision. Page 
53 

79 P olicy GA14 Cycle and footpath provision 
Although this is based on current guidance on cycleways, the developer cannot be expected to provide 
cycle parking on third party land(destinations).  ‘Leisure routes’ are an interesting concept? All footways 
and cycleways can be used for leisure purposes 

Amend 7th bullet point (now policy 
GA08) to: 
 
“for development proposals providing 
destinations attracting visitors, 
shoppers, workers etc. appropriate 
provision is made at destinations for 
cycle parking.  
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Policy GA15: 
Public 
transport. Page 
54 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

First line of the policy (now GA09) 
reworded as follows:  
“Development proposals coming 
forward as part of the implementation 
of the West Winch Growth Area will be 
supported where……” 

Policy GA15: 
Public 
transport. Page 
54 

79 Policy GA15 Public transport 
The public transport section needs rethinking as it says nothing about bus services. Policies for lots of 
bus stops are no good unless the developers are required to provide appropriate bus routes and pump 
prime services in the new development areas. 

The following bullet point has been 
added to the policy and reference to 
this included in new GA02: 
• Financial contributions are made 

towards improving local bus 
services:  

 
 

Policy GA16: 
Building 
density / 
building height. 
Page 55 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy has been deleted.  WA07 deals 
with building height and density. GA01 
deals with landscape and settlement 
character.  

Policy GA16: 
Building 
density / 
building height. 
Page 55 

1 (2nd sentence) Some requirements here are unrealistic and undeliverable, e.g. all density ‘in line with’ 
existing. No reason why it should be. Density limits a very crude tool. Not all of the existing development 
in the area has a spatial layout that would provide a good model to follow.  Better to concentrate on the 
qualities you wish to achieve (e.g. in design policy). 
 
(3rd sentence) 1,600 plus homes built over a short period are inevitably going to be viewed by some as 
‘prominent’, ‘discordant’ and of ‘urban character’.  Not clear how this can provide a useful mechanism for 
judging proposals for the strategic development planned.      
Suggest: Delete policy.  Incorporate elements of first sentence into design policy. 

Policy has been deleted.  WA07 deals 
with building height and density. GA01 
deals with landscape and settlement 
character. 

Policy GA17: 
Affordable 
housing 
provision. Page 
55 

1 Reference to maximum of 4 is overly specific and rigid, and the exception provided to this is too limited. 
Suggest: Delete ‘4 or less’. 

Not accepted. No change made.  (now 
policy WA14).  
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Policy GA18: 
Opportunities 
for small scale 
builders. Page 
55 

1 Implies that developments which do not meet the criteria here would not be supported, without giving 
reasons.   Why a proportion of a development not the whole? Why the limit to 5 dwellings?  Why only in 
the Growth Area?  Design and materials already covered in other policies - no need to duplicate.  Time 
limit for completion unlikely to be practicable or enforceable.    
Suggest: Amend to something like ‘Proposals which facilitate development by small-scale builders 
and/or self-build will be supported’. Make this a whole area policy? 

To improve clarity change (now policy 
GA10) to: 
 
“Applicants of large development 
proposals coming forward as part of 
the implementation of the within the 
West Winch Growth Area strategic 
allocation will  be supported  where 
they are encouraged to offer a 
proportion of land (either as serviced 
plots or simply as small land parcels) 
for sale to small-scale builders or self-
build projects…. 

Policy GA19: 
Provision of 
play areas. 
Page 56 
   

1 How does this relate to the recreational provision in GA02?   
Suggest: Consolidate recreational requirements into a single policy to avoid confusion. 

Policy GA02 sets out the GI 
requirements needed overall with 
respect to the 1,600 new homes.   
Policy WA15 (was GA19)  provides 
specific standards for play provision 
and provides clarity on the level of 
provision required for different scheme 
sizes.  

Policy GA19: 
Provision of 
play areas. 
Page 56 
   

1 The Rospa etc. guidance is voluminous, and generally provides guidance rather than anything which 
could be said to criteria which are either complied with or not.  It does not provide a practical means for a 
decision maker to judge development proposals. 
Suggest: Remove references to Rospa & DDA guidance, and provide a pointer to them in the supporting 
text.  

Reference to Rospa and DDA 
guidance move to supporting text.  

Policy GA19: 
Provision of 
play areas. 
Page 56 
   

1 Requirement for all play areas to be fenced off is excessive, and counter to other design considerations. Bullet point amended to read: 
“Play areas designed for younger 
children are to be protected from dog 
access with fences and gate”  
NB: policy is now WA15 

Policy GA20: 
Dog walking 
provision. Page 
57 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy deleted and requirement for 
providing dog walking opportunities 
incorporated into Policy GA03:  
Providing ‘green infrastructure’ 
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Policy GA20: 
Dog walking 
provision. Page 
57 

1 Dog walking provision need not be specific areas, and is likely to often be in the form of routes and 
access.  
Suggest: Amend text to read, e.g. ‘dog walking opportunities’. 

Policy deleted and requirement for 
providing dog walking opportunities 
incorporated into Policy GA03:  
Providing ‘green infrastructure’ 

Policy GA20: 
Dog walking 
provision. Page 
57 

1 Who collects dog waste is not a development plan matter. 
Suggest: Delete reference to BCKLWN. 

Policy deleted and requirement for 
providing dog walking opportunities 
incorporated into Policy GA03:  
Providing ‘green infrastructure’ 

Policy GA20: 
Dog walking 
provision. Page 
57 

9 "We welcome and support the inclusion of a number of policies designed to help protect wildlife and 
landscape including …….GA20 – dog walking provision." 

Policy deleted and requirement for 
providing dog walking opportunities 
incorporated into Policy GA03:  
Providing ‘green infrastructure’ 

Policy GA21: 
External 
lighting. Page 
57 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

Policy deleted  and following text 
incorporated into WA07 Night lighting 
should be restricted to essential public 
spaces corridors and road junctions. 
All street lighting and other external 
building and space lighting should be 
designed to minimise energy wastage 
and light spillage.” 
 

Policy GA21: 
External 
lighting. Page 
57 

1 This policy is in tension with others seeking lighting (e.g. cycle & footpaths)  
Suggest: Review priorities and consistency. 

Policy deleted  and following text 
incorporated into WA07 Night lighting 
should be restricted to essential public 
spaces corridors and road junctions. 
All street lighting and other external 
building and space lighting should be 
designed to minimise energy wastage 
and light spillage.” 
 

Policy GA21: 
External 
lighting. Page 
57 

1 While protection from light spillage is a valid planning matter, the installation of light fittings will usually 
not be development requiring planning permission. 
Choice of lightbulbs is not a development plan matter. 
Recent ministerial policy is that planning should not be used to control the energy performance of 
buildings.  
Suggest:Redraft policy to focus on what you are trying to achieve, rather than rules 

Policy deleted  and following text 
incorporated into WA07 Night lighting 
should be restricted to essential public 
spaces corridors and road junctions. 
All street lighting and other external 
building and space lighting should be 
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designed to minimise energy wastage 
and light spillage.” 
 

Policy GA22: 
Provisions for a 
successful 
primary school. 
Page 58 

1 Excessively prescriptive 
Suggest: Replace ‘necessary’ from 4th line with desirable. 

Accepted. Amendment made.   
 
 

Policy GA22: 
Provisions for a 
successful 
primary school. 
Page 58 

1 The aspiration for a school that is readily accessible and discourages car dependency is potentially in 
tension with other policy seeking low density development. 
Suggest: Review priorities and consistency of policies. 

Noted. No change required.   

Policy GA22: 
Provisions for a 
successful 
primary school. 
Page 58 

1 Recent ministerial policy is that planning should not be used to control the energy performance of 
buildings. 
Suggest: Delete reference to energy efficiency. 

Written Statement to Parliament on  
25 March 2015  says this for dwellings 
not buildings per se: “local planning 
authorities and qualifying bodies 
preparing neighbourhood plans should 
not set in their emerging Local Plans, 
neighbourhood plans, or 
supplementary planning documents, 
any additional local technical 
standards or requirements relating to 
the construction, internal layout or 

performance of new dwellings.”  
Ie not schools. No change to the 
policy considered necessary.  

Policy GA22: 
Provisions for a 
successful 
primary school. 
Page 58 

78 Primary School Provision (page 58) Policy GA 22 – There should be a reference (e.g. first bullet) 
indicating the need for a minimum 2 ha site for a new primary school.  

Following amendment made (now 
policy GA11): 
 
Development proposals in the ‘growth 
area’ will be supported where 
provision is made for the development 
of a new primary school on a 
minimum 2 ha site to support the 
1,600 dwellings proposed to 2026, 
along with suitable pre-school 
premises, commensurate with 
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predicted demographics. The 
following provisions are considered 
necessary desirable. 
 

Policy 
GA23:New 
Community 
Hall. Page 59 

1 Not readily obvious what the ‘northern local centre’ is.  
Suggest: Clarify what is meant, and/or show on proposals map.  

This policy has been deleted as a 
stand alone policy and the following 
text incorporated into GA01 which is 
accompanied by a map.  
 
The provision of a new community 
centre in the  
northern local centre is particularly 
sought. It should be located and 
designed so as to provide maximum 
benefit and value to the community, 
contributing to a sense of place, civic 
spirit, cultural diversity and low levels 
of car dependency.  
 

Policy 
GA23:New 
Community 
Hall. Page 59 

78 Policy GA 23 (New Community Hall) – the policy should be amended to include the potential for a new 
library/sub-library as part of any new Local Centre as follows: 
“A development for the northern local centre that includes provision of a new community centre and 
potential for a new library will be strongly supported…." 
 
The above amendment are considered necessary to make the Plan “sound”. 

See policy amendments which are 
now part of GA01 
 

Policy GA24: 
Provision of a 
Health Centre. 
Page  60 

1 Does not define where it applies (apparently the whole NP area, not just growth area) 
Suggest: If the policy is to apply only in the Growth Area define this is the policy. 

This applies to development coming 
forward as part of the implementation 
of the West Winch Growth Area 
strategic allocation. This policy has 
been deleted as a standalone policy 
and the following text incorporated 
into GA01 which is accompanied by a 
map.  
 
The provision of land or premises 
suitable for development of GP 
consulting rooms, clinics, a pharmacy 
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and/or other community health 
support initiatives will be welcomed 
and is especially encouraged in the 
proposed ‘old’ West Winch local 
centre. 

Policy 
GA25:Allotmen
t gardens. 
Page 61 

1 Requirement for provision already included in GA02. 
Requirements for equipment, etc. excessive and over prescriptive. 
Suggest: delete policy 

Policy has been deleted. Allotment 
provision is covered in GA03 
Providing Green Infrastructure.  
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Appendix A. 
Page 62 

78 Norfolk County Council, in its capacity as the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA) considers that the North 
Runcton and West Winch Neighbourhood Plan has not met the basic conditions test for a 
Neighbourhood Plan, and requires modification in order to meet the basic conditions test. 
 
The Localism Act 2011, Schedule 4B 5-5-b states that relevant considerations for the Neighbourhood 
Plan means:  “the strategic policies contained in the development plan for the area of the authority (or 
any part of that area)”.  The ‘Norfolk Core Strategy and Minerals and Waste Development Management 
Policies DPD 2010-2026 (adopted 2011)” (referred to hereafter as the ‘Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core 
Strategy’) forms part of the development plan for Norfolk and therefore applies to the administrative area 
of the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk alongside its adopted Core Strategy.   
 
The ‘Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy’ is particularly relevant to the North Runcton and West 
Winch Neighbourhood Plan because the Neighbourhood Plan area is within defined Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas for both sand and gravel and silica sand resources.  Policy CS16 of the Norfolk 
Minerals and Waste Core Strategy is a strategic policy dealing with the requirements for assessment, 
consultation and prior extraction to ensure Mineral Safeguarding in defined areas 
 
Mineral Safeguarding is not a ‘county matter’ in the terms of the regulations as it relates to non-mineral 
development, with prior extraction forming part of that proposal.  Therefore it is not excluded from 
Neighbourhood Plans.  Policy CS16 accords with national policy set out in NPPF paragraphs 143 and 
144. 
The Mineral Safeguarding Areas are shown in Norfolk County Council’s adopted Revised Policies Map 
(Oct 2013).  Norfolk County Council’s minerals and waste planning policy documents are available on 
our website at: www.norfolk.gov.uk/nmwdf 
 
A modification will be required to include the Norfolk Minerals and Waste Core Strategy as a relevant 
plan within the North Runcton and West Winch Neighbourhood Plan.  In Appendix A, under the heading 
of Local Planning Documents, the ‘Norfolk Core Strategy and Minerals and Waste Development 
Management Policies DPD (2011) must be included. 
 
Specific reference to Policy CS16 and mineral safeguarding is not required within the Neighbourhood 
Plan policies on the basis that this requirement is covered by Policy E.2 (West Winch Growth Area) of 
the submission version of the King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Site Allocations and Development 
Management Policies document.  

The Norfolk Core Strategy and 
Minerals and Waste Development 
Management Policies DPD (2011) 
included in Appendix A 

Appendix A. 
Page 62 

1 The following are no longer extant: 
• Planning Policy Statement 1 
• Norfolk Structure Plan 
Suggest: delete references 

References deleted.  
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Appendix A. 
Page 62 

1 BCKLWN Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 2011 - has been superseded by the Housing 
and Economic Land Availability Assessment 2014. 
Suggest: update reference 

Reference updated.  

Appendix A. 
Page 62 

1 Regional Cities East: A Business Case for Enabling Measures from Government - may be considered 
obsolete. 
Suggest: delete reference 

Reference deleted.  

Appendix A. 
Page 62 

1 Code for Sustainable Homes – recent ministerial policy is that this should no longer be used in plan-
making. 
Suggest: delete reference 

Delete reference 

Appendix A. 
Page 62 

78 The list in Appendix A of the Neighbourhood Plan includes the Norfolk Structure Plan from 1999.  This 
plan no longer exists and therefore should be removed from Appendix A.  The list also refers to the ‘– 
this FRA does not cover West Norfolk and therefore should be replaced in the list with the relevant SFRA 
carried out by the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk. 

The Norfolk Structure Plan from 1999 
is deleted and the document 
Partnership of Norfolk District 
Councils: Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment (2008) is deleted and 
replaced with The Strategic Flood 
Risk Assessment (2007/8 Revision) 
published in December 2008   

North Runcton 
and West 
Winch Surface 
Water 
Management 
Strategy 

28 We don’t wish to make detailed comments on the North Runcton and West Winch Surface Water 
Management Strategy. However, we wish to flag up our concern that some potential SUDs lagoons, or 
new drainage features, as shown on the sketch maps, lie within County Wildlife Sites, including West 
Winch Common and Brook Watering Meadow CWS. We are concerned that ecological features for 
which these sites are recognised will be damaged, or lost. We are keen to be consulted on any works 
that may impact on CWS. We would also advise that the legal aspects of carrying out works on 
registered commons are investigated.  

Noted. We feel this is something that 
should be addressed at detailed 
design stages – and certainly in the 
BCKLWN infrastructure delivery plan 
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Appendix K 

Comments from residents received during the Regulation 14 pre submission consultation 
(7 July 2015 to 1 September 2015) on the Neighbourhood Development Plan. 

Sixty one members of the community provided their input on the plan at the events held on 1 and 2 August 2015. These comments are logged 
in five different tables: 

Table 1 – Community responses received on the Overall Neighbourhood Plan.  

Table 2 – Community responses received on the Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies  

Table 3  - Community responses received on Local Economy Policies 

Table 4. – Community responses received on the Growth Area Policies 

Table 5 – Community responses received on the NDP 
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

1 WW     We believe that the speed limit proposed for the relief road should be 
raised to 50 mph to keep the traffic flowing better. 

Noted but not accepted.  

4 WW     I agree we need a bypass.  We cannot cope with a lot more houses as 
infrastructure will not be able accommodate with more traffic and people. 

Noted. The NDP seeks the timely provision of  
the link road and policy WA09 seeks 
improvements to the A10 road corridor 

5 Setchey   √ I find it very hard to agree with the current Neighbour Plan when you are 
suggesting doubling the size of our village.  EG Present population 2695 
as I see it Future population would increase to approx 5000.  In my 
opinion this would be unacceptable. 

The growth within the NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The NP seeks to shape how 
the required growth comes forward.  

6 WW   √ The Core Strategy for the development of West Winch and North 
Runcton states that at least 1600 new houses are to be built.  With an 
average of 3 people per household this would give an increase in 
population of 4800.  The current population is given as ~ 3200, an 
increase of 150%. 

Noted although average household size in the 
borough is 2.31 (Census 2011) 

7 WW   √ I don't think the A10 will ever cope (in its current state or otherwise).  
People live here because they like living in a VILLAGE, NOT A TOWN!  
Will become part of KL just like South & North Wootton. 

See response to Comment 5 

8 WW √   blank  

9 WW   √ To bring in an extra 4,500 people and 3,000 cars into villages so small is 
incredible.  Are there enough jobs for these people and how many 
schools would we need.  I'm against the idea even though I could profit 
from it. 

The growth within the NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The NP seeks to shape how 
the required growth comes forward. 

10 WW   √ Position of "new relief" road not feasible, coming onto A10 at top of 
Gravelhill Lane.  It is difficult joining the A10 now!  A roundabout would 
be the answer. 

Noted Definition of route of relief road is not 
within remit of this plan. NP Para 7.23 -7.24 
policy,GA05 address the design. 

11 WW   √ 1 The current roads, the A10 and A47 do not cope with the current level 
of traffic.  There are accidents daily and ambulance sirens every day.  2 
The road proposal to join the A10 to the A47 south of Setchey will not 
alleviate the problem.  3  An additional 1,600 houses will mean an 
additional population of between 5,000 to 6,000 people will cause more 
road congestion and accidents. 

The provision of the relief road is a proposal by 
BCKLWN and they have a commitment to 
provide a Transport Infrastructure Plan. The 
NP addresses the shaping of this provision in 
Para 7.19 -7.24 policies GA04 and GA05 

12 WW √      
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

13 WW   √ The massive increase in population will totally change the character of 
the village particularly if it is inundated with immigrants.  Just with the 
first phase of building the population will more than double in size.  
Although drainage is mentioned in the plan, will it be implemented?  I 
have been told that the developers cannot afford to build a bypass.  NO 
BYPASS, NO HOUSING 

See response to Comment 5 
See response to comment 11 

14 WW   √ The number of houses planned will more than double the number of 
people (i.e.. 2 plus/children per house) living in West Winch.  This in turn 
will change the community, which is one of the reasons we live here.  
With so many new people moving in at one time the core and heart of 
West Winch will change and not for better.  No development should be 
allowed to commence until a by-pass has been built.  Serious concerns 
are also voiced about flooding which when GREEN BELT is cemented 
over will happen. 

See response to comment 11 
WA04 also address the flooding issues 

15 WW   √ I believe the proposed by-pass road needs to start much further down 
the A10 (IE. Nearer to Oakwood Corner).  Also the infrastructure needs 
to start before the development rather than the development rather than 
afterwards to avoid the total chaos that will surely ensue.  You also need 
to have a train stop on the Common to avoid so much traffic travelling 
into Lynn. 

Noted the need for sustainable development in 
a logical order 
GA01. The route of the relief road is not within 
the remit of this plan. 

16 WW   √ Like the idea of relief road with fewer dev for building opportunities.  No 
new community just another area. 

Noted 

18 NR √   Policies seem as good as they can be. Noted 

19 NR √    No comments  

20 WW √   Provided the relief road is in place I have no major problems having new 
homes built. 

See response to comment 11 

21 WW   √ No development should be allowed to commence until a relief road is in 
place.  Some form of train station should be included the West Winch 
side of the A47. 

See response to comment 11 

22 WW ? ? Main area of concern is the provision of a proper bypass to reduce the 
noise burden of heavy traffic on A10.  Big fuss about upgrading A47 but 
A10 is far worse particularly during sugar beet season. 

See response to comment 11 
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

24 WW √   1.  Brewery was in Parish of Wormegay - Page 7.  2. Clarkes Chase 
from Common at Watering Lane to River Nar should be inc. as Green 
infrastructure.  3.  Puny Drain also Green Infrastructure.  4. Page 50 - 
Schemes that prejudice. 5. Page 56 - Play areas are to be protected.  6. 
Is there mention of residential infill development within the document 
other than that shown on the Plan at Page 17? 

1. Deleted reference 
2,3 covered by WA01 C2 
4,5 noted 
Plan is BCKLWN document 

25 WW √   No comments   

26 WW √   I believe that the original plan as on Page 48 is about as good as we can 
expect. 

Noted 

28 WW √   The influx of new population in small villages can lead to uncertain social 
problems as the society now is mixture of cultures, race, religion & 
languages may cause feelings of unease between neighbours. 

Noted 

29 WW √   If West Winch is to grow it needs better roads, bus services, bigger 
school more shops.  It will change so much, different nationalities, 
religion, cultures don't always go together in a village but I guess you are 
trying to eventually turn it into an extension of King's Lynn. 

Noted.  Growth area is defined by BCKLWN 

30 WW √   Gravel Hill Lane no junction should be made better and not attached to 
"new" bypass which should be further south.  Road works should be a 
priority and all infrastructure done prior to village enlargement. 

Noted. Definition of route of relief road is not 
within remit of this plan. The Growth Area 
policies address the provision of infrastructure 

31 WW √   Development land adjacent Gravel Hill Lane should remain development 
free.  Arable/Grazing land - as it affords wonderful views over the 
landscape, cattle graze this - and it would be detrimental to the 
environment and local community if this was lost.  Drainage behind 
homes on Gravel Hill is very poor - which would also impact if more 
property was installed. 

Definition of the Growth Area is not within remit 
of this plan. 
Drainage is a problem and has been 
addressed by North Runcton/West Winch 
Surface Water Management Strategy 
(2014) and Policy WA04 

32 WW √   At the present development of the land adjacent to Gravel Hill Lane has 
been omitted from the Plans.  This area is currently used for the grazing 
of cattle and strongly believe that it should remain for this purpose due 
to drainage concerns which is at present affecting the residents of 
Gravel Hill Lane.  It is also my belief that the views over the green belt 
should not be perturbed. 

Definition of the Growth Area is not within remit 
of this plan. Views have been addressed in the 
section protecting sites of local value. A 
includes views. 

33 WW √   A good plan overall Noted 

34 WW   √ A10 must be bypassed before any further developments of housing.  
Shops and medical centre + school expanded, or another school. 

See response to comment 11. 
Further infrastructure including school is 
addressed Para 7.5, 7.6 and policy GA02 
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

35 Hunstanton √   A considerable amount of traffic along the A10, especially at weekends 
is heading towards the A148 and A149.  The relief road is essential 
before significant housing development occurs in this area.  The relief 
road will not help much if it unevenly discharges onto the Hardwick 
roundabout - it should cross or go under the A47 and then link into the 
new roundabout near to Sainsbury.  If that was done the expense and 
inconvenience associated with dualling the A47 or altering the Hardwick 
would be avoided.  Much more thought should be given to provision of 
public transport - perhaps light rail utilising the sand line to access the 
town centre and connect the areas of residential growth with areas of 
employment. 

The NP addresses provision of the relief road 
with Para 7.19 -7.22 policy GA04. 
Alterations to the Hardwick Interchange are the 
remit of BCKLWN. Policy GA09 addresses the 
need for public transport 

36 NR √   Routes of A10 West Winch by-pass and A47 dualling should be decided 
before further residential development. 

The NP addresses provision of the relief road 
with Para 7.19 -7.22 policy GA04. 
 

37 NR √   Concerns at scale - Inappropriate level of development will result in 
villages merging as part of enlarged King's Lynn.  Traffic generation - 
Neither A10 or A47 have sufficient capacity to cater for envisaged 
numbers.  Highways Agency have lodged a holding objection in the 
absence of full transport assessment.  Otherwise excellent and concise 
document/ 

See response to comment 5 

38 WW √   Agree that Draft Neighbourhood Plan on Page 48 should be adopted. Noted 

39 NR √   The Plan has been carefully thought out in most areas, see overleaf for 
exceptions. 

Noted 

40 WW √    blank  

41 NR √   A brilliant document which as far as I can see has thought of everything 
- well done! 

Noted 

42 NR √   No comments  

43 NR   √ Not wanted, not needed, not liked.  No supporting jobs. Total lack of 
infrastructure.  Local demand does not justify who will fill these 
houses!!! 

The growth within the NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The NP seeks to shape how 
the required growth comes forward. 

44 WW √   In principle we agree that a Plan should be in place.  We live in 
Coronation area and the only thing we would ask is some kind of 
traffic/noise screening if the relief road is put in, as will be extremely 
close. 

Addressed by policy GA05 

45 NR √    No comments  
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

46 NR   √ A.  Why is Chequers Lane not mentioned when it will be most affected?  
B.  Historical development is immaterial.  C.  Agree - it would be 
inappropriate to seek further development.  D.  I will be seeking 
compensation in respect of relief road.  E.  A relief road will NOT 
mitigate traffic.  F.  There is no call for expansion south of Chequers 
Lane.  G.  The N/S relief road to reduce traffic on the A10 is ridiculous 
and would constitute a TOTAL mismanagement of this document. 

A. Policy GA05 second bullet requires 
Chequers Lane to remain as a through road. 
B. Historical context is important. C. noted. D. 
noted. E, G See response to comment 11 
F. Definition of the growth area is outside the 
remit of the NP. It does address the direction of 
growth Para 4.7 
 

47 NR   √ Roundabouts will add to already traffic problems of flow.  Heavy traffic 
back up on A10 from Hardwick past Watlington & A47 from Hardwick 
past Middleton.  Proposed new road will become a rat run.  Consider the 
traffic, roads and area not suitable.   

See response to comment 11 

48 NR √   Emphasis must be placed on retaining the rural aspect of both North 
Runcton & West Winch while minimising the use of high grade farm 
land. 

Para 6.15 - 6.19 policy WA06, WA07 

49 NR   √ I do not agree to this Draft Plan.  The concept of providing 1600 homes 
is far too much for the following reasons.  We hear via the media that the 
A47 is to be dualled and some of this is already underway elsewhere 
and the Hardwick is already in place.  Crossroads at Chequers Lane 
would be impossible, a single narrow lane, no room to widen (Common 
land) it would be a licence to kill. 

The growth within the NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The NP seeks to shape how 
the required growth comes forward. 

50 NR   √ Sorry but I do not see the need for such a vast building project.  The 
relief road is not needed & not welcome.  Too much disruption on the 
A10 WW church area.  Hospital would not cope with such a vast influx. 

The growth within the NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The NP seeks to shape how 
the required growth comes forward. 

51 NR √    No comment  

52 WW √    No comment  

53 WW √    No comment  

54 WW √    No comment  

55 WW √   I believe the Neighbourhood Plan has been put together in a 
professional and considerate way.  The Parish Council have listened to 
the local residents and put a lot of time and effort into creating the 
document.  My only wish is to see it followed and respected by all 
concerned.  I hope the Council stand firm and protect the areas 
identified by the Plan and do not override all the hard work done by the 
Parish Council and their residents. 

Noted 
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Table 1 - Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the overall neighbourhood plan 
1 & 2 
August 
ID 

Parish Agree 
ONP 

Disagree 
ONP 

Overall Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering group response and any 
changes required to the NDP 

56 WW √   I agree because there are many people who have moved to this area 
from other parts of the country (we have moved from Essex).  We 
moved in order for a quiet, peaceful, rural area with a strong 
neighbourhood feel, wildlife and green spaces.    I feel even though 
development will happen - this Plan is aiming to maintain the above 
factors.  Cycle networks & walkways are important for safety, noise 
pollution, other environmental factors, sport & health. 

Noted 

57 WW √   I believe this Plan to be very well thought out and comprehensive in its 
content.  As a resident of this village since 1959, I have seen much 
change from the sleepy rural village it once was.  This further 
development if not constrained by this Plan will just turn this village into 
an extension of King's Lynn and we will lose our identity completely.  
The relief road will be much welcome as will the creation of green space.  
We have only one.  Also important to retain in this rural area is the 
necessity to restrict as much as possible the removal of hedges, trees, 
flora and fauna which allows the deer, birds etc. to survive.  Too much is 
being taken away from nature, only to be replaced by concrete. 

Noted 

58 WW √    No comments  

59 WW   √ Having read through the 67 page booklet, my concerns are that, if the 
short relief road is accepted, with the new expensive roundabout it will 
be hated by people near Gravel Hill Lane roundabout because of the 
noise and through traffic to Gravel Hill Lane by confused motorists and 
also hated by people living further south on the A10 who will have even 
worse traffic jams and it will cost nearly as much as the full bypass 
originally planned, Soon after building the short relief road, the full 
bypass will be required because Cool-Stak's lorries turning in stop traffic 
in both directions and the A10 south of the Gravel Hill Lane roundabout 
to the existing roundabout is winding and narrow.  The short relief road 
would also make Garage Lane junction even more dangerous.  The 
extra carriageway area for the full bypass will yield topsoil that can be 
used for gardens, allotments or poorer farmland.  I personally have no 
use for cycleways.  I would hope for few or no junctions along the 
bypass so that traffic can make good speed and consequently will not 
choose to take the old A10 road from Hardwick roundabout south or 
from Gravelhill Lane roundabout to King's Lynn, Wissington and the 
west. 

The provision of the relief road is a proposal by 
BCKLWN and the route is outside the remit of 
this plan. BCKLWN have a commitment to 
provide a Transport Infrastructure Plan. The 
NP addresses the shaping of this provision in 
Para 7.19 -7.24 policies GA04 and GA05 

61 NR   √ Do not see the need for such a vast building project.  I have lived here 
for the last 60 years so please leave well alone. 

See response to comment 5 
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Table 2: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies 
1 and 
2 Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
WNPA 

Disagree 
WNPA 

Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

2 WW √    No comment  

5 Setchey   √ You try to lead local residents to believe you are going to protect and preserve our green areas, 
e.g. ancient pasture land and the wild life these areas support.  With the size of suggested 
development our green areas would be put at high risk. 

See response to 
comment 5 

6 WW   √ The Policy is to retain "rural" character of the village.  The proposed development completely 
ignores this. 

See response to 
comment 5 

7 WW   √ As of reasons on front page  

8 WW √    No comment  

9 WW   √  No comment  

11 WW   √ The additional 1,600 houses with the minor road changes will be a disaster. See response to 
comment 5 

12 WW √   No comment   

13 WW   √ In general I agree with the policies in this section but do not believe they will be implemented as 
stated.  I believe that people will not give up their cars for transport particularly when the public 
transport is so poor.  The hype surrounding cycling is superfluous! 

Noted 

16 WW     Infrastructure - should be build bypass first then the houses not the other way round.   Para 7.19 -7.21 and 
policy GA04 address 
this 

18 NR √    No comments  

19 NR √    No comments  

20 WW √   Will older homes have grants for noise insulation Grants are not within 
the remit of this plan 

21 WW   √ A railway station should be included the West Winch side of the A47. Noted 
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Table 2: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies 
1 and 
2 Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
WNPA 

Disagree 
WNPA 

Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

22 WW ? ? Page 26.  New houses built in guard against noise on A10/A47 road due to increase in traffic.  Is 
compensation going to be given to existing houses in the form of upgrading their sound insulation 
(in the form of grants).                        Page 28 Cycling into K.L. is a nightmare.  

Grants are not within 
the remit of this plan. 
Para 7.30 and 7.31 
and policy GA08 
address provision of 
cycle paths. 
 

24 WW √   WA01 Section D - Windmill should be included - Local Heritage Interest.                                            
WA06 - Excessive provision for bicycle storage. 

Noted 

25 WW √    No comments  

26 WW √    No comments  

27 WW √    No comments  

28 WW   √  No comments  

29 WW   √  No comments  

30 WW √    No comments  

31 WW √   All development should remain on Runcton side of A10, as schools, GP surgeries extra - if 
together with housing - will lessen impact of crossing and re-crossing A10! 1 zebra crossing now 
on A10 when in use backs up traffic flow immediately - causing long delays. 

See response to 
comment 5 

32 WW √   The Primary school near the William Burt Centre is already at max capacity.  It is therefore my 
belief that any schools that (will need) to be built, will be better the other side of the A10 where, 
not only North Runcton can benefit along with the new housing developments but would also 
avoid the need for school children to keep crossing over the A10 where it would seriously hamper 
the flow of traffic. 

Policy GA2 addresses 
this 

33 WW √   Has consideration been given to a relief road to be built from further south of Setchey rather than 
at Garage Lane? 

See response to 
comment 11 

35 Hunstanton √    No comments  
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Table 2: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies 
1 and 
2 Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
WNPA 

Disagree 
WNPA 

Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

36 NR √    No comments  

37 NR √   Overall happy with document but some elements are more "wishes" than practical solutions. noted 

38 WW √    No comments  

39 NR most yes   The growth areas are within established small communities which will treble the size of North 
Runcton, even with green planting buffer zones. 

The growth within the 
NP area is required by 
the borough plan. The 
NP seeks to shape 
how the required 
growth comes 
forward. 

40 WW √   The two villages need to retain the character they have and also still be countryside villages not a 
King's Lynn overspill. 

Para 6.1, 7.1 -
7.4Policy GA10 

41 NR √   I particularly like the attention to bin storage (P29).  So many houses today have no facility for bin 
storage. 

Noted 

43 NR   √ Plan claims protecting "rural" character, current applications proposal will run straight through this. Noted 

45 NR √    No comments  

46 NR   √ A. The footpath runs adjacent to my property Chequers Lane to Rectory Lane NOT as described 
"Common Lane to Rectory Lane".  B. "Some houses near to A10 etc." if the relief road is installed 
as proposed my NEW house that I have just bought will be blighted to such extent it would be 
intolerable. 

Noted. 
See response to 
comment 11 

48 NR √   Limit dwelling design to bungalows & two storey detached or semi-detached properties. Para 6.20 Policy 
WA07 

49 NR   √ 1600 new homes = at least 1000 plus cars minimum, plus eventual extra vehicles, wives & 
teenagers etc.  New houses must have sufficient parking spaces and off road additional parking 
spaces. 

Policy WA10 
addresses this 

50 NR   √ Must retain our rural character also ALL views to open countryside & farmland.  Must not build on 
arable farmland. 
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Table 2: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies 
1 and 
2 Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
WNPA 

Disagree 
WNPA 

Whole Neighbourhood Plan Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

51 NR √    No comments  

52 WW √   Strongly agree that rural character must be retained.  Development on any scale means more 
traffic.  The A10 is already very busy and dangerous.  The road infrastructure must be addressed 
before any development takes place.  Generous levels of parking must be provided.  I drive 
emergency ambulances, it's usually very difficult to manoeuvre around modern developments with 
multiple vehicles parked on the pavements/streets. 

Noted. 
See response 
comment 11 
Policy WA10 provision 
for cars. 
Para 7.27 -7.29 GA07 

53 WW √   Traffic - consideration needs to be taken into account that existing A10 is extremely busy.  Huge 
delays beyond Hardwick roundabout towards hospital.  Getting onto A10 from West Winch is very 
difficult. 

See response to 
comment 11 

54 WW √    No comments  

55 WW √   Policy WA01 - Protecting sites of local value seems fair and should be respected by the Council 
and developers.  As much open space and green land should be protected, despite any 
challenges from the landowners.  A10 - Land south west of Gravel Hill Lane directly affects me 
and I would very much like to see these fields remain and the Council to support this. 

Noted. 

56 WW √   Agree strongly - A10  

57 WW √   Hopkins Homes need to put in place a means of replacing a great deal of natural habitat in the 
Constitution Hill area.  It abounds with wildlife which will increasingly be found dead on our deadly 
A10! 

Noted 

58 WW √    No comments  

59 WW   √ See My thoughts on the North Runcton & West Winch Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2026 June 2015 Noted 

61 NR   √ Do not build on arable farmland. WA06 addresses this 
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Table 3: Responses received on 1 and 2 August on the Local Economy Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug ID 

Parish Agree 
LE 

Disagree 
LE 

Local Economy Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

2 WW √    No comments  

6 WW √    No comments  

7 WW   √ As of reasons on front page  

8 WW √    No comments  

9 WW   √  No comments  

11 WW   √ No details of additional infrastructure, schools, doctors, dentists etc. GA02 addresses this 

12 WW √    No comments  

13 WW   √ Do not believe new businesses will come to the area without government support and funding.  
There is likely to be an increase in unemployment with increased population. 

noted 

14 WW   √ Why should we support farm shops when it is farmer’s greed in selling green belt land for 
development? 

noted 

15 WW     The attraction of these small parishes is that they're not full of shops etc - but close enough to 
K/L.  Why develop prime land - instead redevelop brownfield sites in K/L. 

Not within the remit of 
this plan 

16 WW     Employment Will priority be given to those purchasing the houses over the present locals. Not within the remit of 
this plan 

18 NR √    No comments  

19 NR √    No comments  

20 WW √    No comments  

21 WW √    No comments  

22 WW ? ? Not being an economist I have great difficulty in understanding how building 1,600 houses can 
produce employment for the area, except when being built. 

 

24 WW √    No comments  

25 WW √    No comments  

26 WW √    No comments  

27 WW √    No comments  

28 WW   √  No comments  

29 WW   √  No comments  
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Table 3: Responses received on 1 and 2 August on the Local Economy Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug ID 

Parish Agree 
LE 

Disagree 
LE 

Local Economy Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

30 WW √   You should make mini shopping areas in large housing areas.  Provide new local pub and mini 
centres of new housing. 

Para 6.48 Policy 
WA17 

31 WW   √ Local Economy - If more people are housed in this area - job employment and more importantly 
job satisfaction will be paramount which is unlikely to be fulfilled in this area - without it becoming 
an industrial polluted area with West Winch as a suburb filled with provincial residents.  Also 
public transport is struggling now with supplying a regular service. 

Noted 

32 WW   √ Even if everyone in the new housing development could find a job (highly unlikely) they would 
most likely be employed in the main industrial areas of King's Lynn, like the Hardwick industrial 
Estate.  This would mean that there would be huge volumes of traffic not only on the A10 but 
also on the Hardwick roundabout which is already highly congested at peak times.  Self 
employment like cleaners, window cleaners etc. is already high in the area taking advantage of 
the elderly population.  Consequently there are not that many job titles under self-employment 
which are not already taken by people already living in West Winch. 

See response to 
comment 11 
Noted re jobs 

33 WW √   The area does need improved facilities and by developing retail areas and moving the existing 
shop would be a great benefit to the economy and safety of the area.  Provision of take away 
outlets would be good.  A new school and GP Surgery will improve employment opportunities.  
Think a public house in the village should be included. 

Addressed by WA08 
and preamble. 

35 Hunstanton √    No comments  

36 NR   √ Employment places locally should be encouraged to reduce traffic flow. Addressed in Para 
6.38 -6.47 policy 
WA16 

37 NR √    No comments  

38 WW √    No comments  

40 WW √   The area does not lend itself to large scale industrial work, smaller unit factories for start up 
companies would be good. 

Addressed in Para 
6.38 -6.47 policy 
WA16 

41 NR √   But the local employment opportunities DO NOT match with the number of dwelling houses 
which must put the whole exercise into question.  No guarantee of SUSTAINABLE employment 
for new residents. 

See answer to 
comment 5 
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Table 3: Responses received on 1 and 2 August on the Local Economy Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug ID 

Parish Agree 
LE 

Disagree 
LE 

Local Economy Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

43 NR   √ Planned development will require much more high quality jobs to be created.  From what.  
Average pay for area far too low to support quality of life. 

Noted 

45 NR √    No comment  

46 NR   √ A.  Having just moved (to retire) from Kent we notice complete absence of Park and Ride re 
King's Lynn/Downham Market.  B.  We have cycles and cannot use them (no cycle path).  C.  No 
buses support N Runcton although clearly a bus shelter exists. 

Para 7.30-7.33 policy 
GA08, GA09 

48 NR √   Include land to the east of the A149 & north of A47. See answer comment 
5 

49 NR   √ Regarding Fig. 6 One to Six.  Unemployment is at 3% even allowing for the time factor 2026.  
Finding employment for at least 3000 new people is hard to envisage.  I doubt the service 
industries will provide them. 

noted 

50 NR   √ Page 30, Fig. 6 No's 1 & 2 are the only sites that could expand but not to the figure of 3000.  3 & 
4, very little that I can see & 5 & 6 are laughable.  This project can only go ahead if we have the 
jobs for the people.  We have no jobs to support this. 

See answer to 
comment 5 

51 NR √    No comment  

52 WW √   Do jobs exist to accommodate new residents?  The latest figures in unemployment reveal a rise. See answer comment 
5. 

53 WW √   Unemployment is on the rise - is there demand for these houses See answer comment 
5. 

54 WW √      

55 WW √   I don't believe the planned expansion of the Hardwick Industrial Estate would provide enough 
employment options for the amount of proposed housing.  There is a shortage of employment 
options now for residents without adding thousands more people into the mix. 

See answer comment 
5. 

56 WW √   If unemployment is low - where are new residents going to even find work.  Local agriculture & 
farms use many of the green areas that are to be used for development for cattle & crops etc.   
This is not really supporting local economy. 

See answer comment 
5. 

57 WW √   Provided a link road is built to cater for the additional traffic which will relieve the addition of more 
cars, persons which employment in these areas mentioned will bring. 

See answer comment 
11 

58 WW √    No comments  
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Table 3: Responses received on 1 and 2 August on the Local Economy Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug ID 

Parish Agree 
LE 

Disagree 
LE 

Local Economy Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

59 WW   √ See My thoughts on the North Runcton & West Winch Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2026 June 
2015 

 

61 NR   √ There are no jobs to support. See answer comment 
5. 

 

 

Table 4: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Growth Area Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
GAP 

Disagree 
GAP 

Growth Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

2 WW √    No comment  

5 Setchey   √ Our few remaining green areas must be protected for future generations.  It will be too late if they 
area destroyed. 

Policy GA03 
addresses this 

6 WW √   Agree with policies, however the proposals do not conform to these. Noted 

7 WW   √ As of reasons on front page  

8 WW √    No comment  

9 WW   √  No comment  

11 WW   √ No comment  

12 WW √    No comment  

13 WW   √ Cannot believe an increase in population will improve the transport services.  The supplier will not 
change their policies. 

Noted 

14 WW   √ No by-pass - no development.  Traffic does not keep to present 40 mph.  30 mph is too slow for an A 
road. Transport for hospitals and doctors - very bad now, with having to get two buses to hospital - 
this will get worse with more cars/vans etc. all using the A10 without seasonal traffic, we have 
enough traffic jams already. 

See answer to 
comment 11 
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Table 4: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Growth Area Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
GAP 

Disagree 
GAP 

Growth Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

15 WW     The current traffic (HGV's etc.) that runs through West Winch is unsustainable and environmentally 
damaging.  Are we moving the problem to new roads?  Also see my comment re a train stop in West 
Winch (with car parking) to alleviate some traffic. 

See answer to 
comment 11 

16 WW     I didn't think development could occur on greenfield sites. See answer comment 
5. 

18 NR √   Transport is biggest concern and opportunity.  Improvements such as safe cycle/pedestrian paths on 
A47 would be good.  Safe crossing of new relief road will be essential.  Totally agree with minimising 
noise - using best road surface for that purpose and effective soft landscaping.  

Noted 

19 NR √    No comment   

20 WW ? ?  No comment  

21 WW   √ The relief road should start further south before the Garage Lane Industrial Estate.  This would help 
improve the safety of the current access.  Solar panels should be mandated on all new builds. 

See response 
comment 11. 

22 WW   √ Page 44. The planned relief road does not start far enough south and should include Setch village 
which has a very poor section of road including dangerous bends at its centre.               Page 55.  
GA16 already being contradicted by planning permission granted for building on Chapel Lane/Back 
Lane site (housing height) 

See response 
comment 11. 

23       Maps & plans too small Noted and changes 
made 

24 WW √   GA03 - Due to the problems with surface water drainage in the village, all proposed main surface 
water systems incl. any necessary attenuation ponds should be maintained from source to the final 
positive outfall of the IDB's main drains via a public body, IE Anglian Water, Borough Council & IDB.  
It's no good being reliant on riparian owners or private company's to maintain any part of the system.   
GA10 Once the bypass is in place there will be no necessity to realign the road opp. the church as 
the traffic will be greatly reduced & access to the site will not be a problem.        GA03 Enlargement 
of Puny Drain far more appropriate than building separate surface water attenuation systems on site 
& also offsite such as the Common which get badly interfered with by the cattle.     

Noted 
Para 6.10 -6.13 Policy 
WA04 addresses this 

25 WW √    No comments  
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Table 4: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Growth Area Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
GAP 

Disagree 
GAP 

Growth Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

26 WW √   Press for relief road to be progressed as a matter of urgency. noted 

27 WW √    No comments  

28 WW   √ A potential problem to arise would be the increase of cars & traffic in an already congested location.  
Needless to say, this problem already exists!! & does not need any further aggravation. 

See answer comment 
11 

29 WW   √  No comment   

30 WW √    No comment  

31 WW   √ We believe green spaces which are well kept! And large to absorb the community are key to the 
quiet and peace expected from mainly retired people who reside in this area.  We moved here for a 
typical village lifestyle, which we know, will be lost when the area becomes more suburban. 

Policy GA03 
addresses this 

32 WW   √ Public transport is already pushed to a limit.  Additionally private companies build on our land and 
make their millions in profits and then leave our local Council to foot the bill in maintaining the quality 
of the roads, street lighting, green spaces and footpaths.  It is important that the green spaces are 
well kept and is large enough to absorb the increasing population. 

Policy GA03 
addresses this 

33 WW √   The A10 enhancement needs to be completed before any significant housing development.  The 
A10 is far too busy & cannot cope with added traffic.  Cycle path need to be protected from the main 
road where possible as the present route along the A10 is not good to use. 

See response to 
comment 11 

35 Hunstanton √   but See comments above   

36 NR   √ More cycling.  Mix of residential with employment, health, educational, cultural and other community 
amenities should be sought to build the community and reduce traffic, given paucity of public 
transport and increase in traffic from large growth. 

Noted 

37 NR   √ Transport issues & scale are established as part of Borough proposals - Neighbourhood Plan 
attempts to address as required but development on this scale will form a new & distinct settlement 
in isolation.  Scale and implications for the area are inappropriate & unsatisfactory. 

See response to 
comment 5 

38 WW √    No comment  
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Table 4: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Growth Area Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
GAP 

Disagree 
GAP 

Growth Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

39 NR   √ The vastly increased level of traffic, a proposed 50% of current A10 using the relief road will be a 24 
hour intrusion through what is now a quiet village.  How will residents traverse Rectory Lane? 

See response to 
comment 11.Policy 
proposals include 
Rectory Lane through 
road 

40 WW √   Very concerned as to the road.  Building planned as the existing road network cannot cope and will 
only increase with the increase in housing. 

See response to 
comment 11 

41 NR   √ I don't believe that the relief road will solve any of the problems.  It will all end up at the same 
bottleneck (Hardwick roundabout) and at the expense of development of greenfield land. 

See response to 
comment 11 

42 NR   √    

43 NR   √ Massive unnecessary development unsupported by transport and other local facilities. See response to 
comment 5 and 
comment 11 

45 NR √    No comment  

46 NR   √ A.  Is the proposed community centre Winch or Runcton.  

48 NR √   Restrict the numbers of dwellings to ensure that all the green space objectives can be met but 
without affecting the community proposals. 

The NP is unable to 
alter growth area 
policies and 
welcomes support for 
the green 
infrastructure policies  

49 NR   √ May I suggest that if future planning is to provide relief for the A10, it should not be from Gravelhill 
Lane, across Chequers Lane and Rectory Lane which in my opinion is sheer madness and makes 
no sense at all as it will destroy life in North Runcton.  

See response to 
comment11 

50 NR   √ The Plan shows the new road going over the gas mains!!!  The proposed new relief road would be a 
disaster.  I live on Chequers Lane which is a single track lane, no passing for two vehicles.  The 
drains are very, very old and extra traffic could cause damage.  A crossroad on the relief road would 
cause accidents as it would be a constant stream of HGV both ways.  (At the A10 we have a lull in 
traffic caused by traffic lights at W.W.) 

See response to 
comment11 

51 NR √      
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Table 4: Responses received on 1 and 2 August 2015 on the Growth Area Policies 
1 & 2 
Aug 
ID 

Parish Agree 
GAP 

Disagree 
GAP 

Growth Area Policies Steering group 
response and any 
change required 
to the NDP 

52 WW √   Public transport must be enhanced with a view to reducing number of car journeys.  Extensive cycle 
routes are required.  New GP Surgery required.  Are there sufficient GPs available? 

Policies GA08 and 
GA09 address these 
points. The NP cannot 
influence availability 
of GPs 

53 WW √   Hospital, doctors surgeries and dentists are already at maximum capacity - there is no local Doctor's 
surgery in West Winch or North Runcton. 

noted 

54 WW √    No comments  

55 WW √    No comments  

56 WW √   Transport - We work for the ambulance service and already find the Hardwick roundabout, A10, A47 
very difficult when driving on blue lights in order to respond to an emergency call.  This is putting 
people's lives at risk.  I do not believe a "relief road" would help this - extra roundabouts, speed 
restrictions, animals, people & children hinder progress. 

See response to 
comment 11 

57 WW √   I believe the transport system to KLynn/DMarket needs to be improved IE More buses.  Not 
everyone cycles, or can cycle especially the elderly. 

noted 

58 WW √    No comments  

59 WW   √ See My thoughts on the North Runcton & West Winch Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2026 June 2015  

61 NR   √ Reference road.  The proposed new relief road will be a disaster. See response to 
comment 11 
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Table 5: Responses received on 1 and 2 August on non specific (further comment) issues 
1 & 2 
Aug ID 

Parish Further Comments Steering group response and 
any change required to the NDP 

7 WW Why not regenerate all the empty properties that are already built?? (Town) etc.  Leave villages to BE village!! See response to comment 5 

8 WW I bought my property at the bottom of Westland Chase because of the wonderful view to the rear of my 
property.  I feel developing this land would be prohibitive due to its low lying aspects, marsh and how wet the 
land can get.  I do understand we need extra housing but it needs to be in the right areas to provide homes 
not liable to flooding and that will enhance our village.  With more development the infrastructure needs to be 
there too, such as a GP Surgery, business's etc. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

11 WW Before any plan is submitted the current problems, particularly busy and dangerous roads should be 
addressed. 

See response to comment 11 

14 WW Where are all these new people going to work as more and more shops in Lynn are closing and no large 
companies are moving in.  If no employment available who is going to subsidise and keep them when they 
start to default on repayment loans. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

15 WW I welcome the traffic calming proposals for West Winch village.  It would appear that favour has been given to 
North Runcton to preserve its rural feel whereas the significant development of West Winch will I believe 
decimate its community feel and divide the village (or should I say Greater King's Lynn). 

Noted. BCKLWN have defined north 
Runcton village. 

16 WW Having proposed 1,600 properties traffic congestion is going to occur. See response to comment11 

17 WW Transport EXCLUDES pedestrian provision.  Only includes vehicle & cycle provision.  Public transport is poor 
along A10 corridor.  No buses use A10 after 5.45pm weekdays and Saturdays and do not exist on Sundays.  
Could a railway station exist subject to permission by Commoners to cross WW Common for access? 

Noted 

20 WW I feel the relief road should start at either Oakwood roundabout or at Setch.  This would then give noise relief 
to all who live within the area affected by high noise levels generated by lorries. 

See response to comment 11 

21 WW The whole plan is to West Winch (A10) central and should split the development to allow a proportion of 
homes and suitable access road to access the A47 with the intention to reduce the inevitable major disruption 
to traffic flow on the A10 over what will be a major period of time. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

23 
 

Maps & plans too small. Noted and enlarged where possible 
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25 WW The A10 relief road must be a pre-requisite for any further developments.  The A10 is a single carriageway 
country road with a motorway volume of HGV's and cars. 

See response to comment 11 

27 WW Relief road must be built before houses.  Roundabout proposed at top of Gravelhill Lane giving way to traffic  
on A10 will never get out onto roundabout. 

noted 

29 WW If you live in Coronation Avenue there is no parking spaces now.  We don't need anymore cars. noted 

30 WW See about REF Shops, Pub, mini Community Centres, Road and Infrastructures.  There is no Pub in West 
Winch.  WBCS is a private members club therefore a PUBLIC Pub should be built. 

noted 

31 WW We believe the locality cannot absorb the scale of development and it will destroy the environment and 
community neighbourhood which has developed over many years in West Winch. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

32 WW It is my belief that the local community cannot support such a large scale development as the population in 
the area is mainly elderly retired people who want a peaceful and quiet village lifestyle.  I believe West Winch 
will lose its character and will eventually become a built-up suburb of King's Lynn, which would be extremely 
detrimental and disappointing. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

33 WW I think overall this is a good plan.  My main concerns are that all necessary infrastructure are in place before 
development.  This includes water, drainage and even telecommunication network. 

noted 

37 NR The allocation appears idealistic rather than offering a practical solution to housing supply.  This is the 
Borough's responsibility & not the Parish's.  The Neighbourhood Plan appears to be at the heart of local 
residents aspirations to achieve the best & most appropriate form of development given an apparent "fait 
accomplis".  All residents should appreciate the time and effort in producing a document/input that represents 
a serious planning consideration in the future development of the local area. 

noted 

38 WW Relief road for A10 needs development as soon as possible.  Prior to other developments. See response to comment 11 

39 NR How is it that brownfield sites within Lynn are being left undeveloped and prime agricultural land is being built 
on. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

40 WW Well thought out Plan. noted 

41 NR Key issues are schools - primary and secondary; hospital capacity and location; GP Surgeries; Dental 
surgeries; Allotments or park areas, all of which are in short supply NOW.  Age structures North Runcton and 
West Winch need to be rationalised  to show information in same format for each. 

Noted and changed where possible 
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42 NR I look forward to better transport links, for the children to be able to get to college, at the moment there are 
none and a cycle path. 

noted 

43 NR Please no more cycle lanes. noted 

45 NR We feel that the western end of Chequers Lane should be closed to through traffic.  This would stop it 
becoming a "rat run" from the new relief road from the A47 and causing excessive disturbance through the 
central part of the village.  As Rectory Lane, a much wider road, already acts as a conduit for through traffic it 
seems unnecessary to have two through routes.  A substantial bund along the relief road would also go some 
way to reducing traffic noise. 

noted 

46 NR A.  My primary concern is not enough endeavour has taken place in respect of the adjacent A10.  Yes it is 
abysmal and on Chequers Lane we are constantly frustrated by traffic using N/Runcton as a rabbit run.  B.  
Adding several roundabouts will only exacerbate the problem.  C.  North Runcton would appear to stand in the 
shadow of West Winch as far as this document is concerned.  D.  Having just moved from Kent, I appreciate 
that the said document has been some 5 years in its completion. 

See response to comment 11 

48 NR The need for good infrastructure & traffic management is primary to the development.  To ease the amount of 
traffic on the A10 the road system within the development to be designed to allow the free movement of 
CARS ONLY between the A10, development & A47.  This would also provide the opportunity for links with 
existing roads which cross the development.  North Runcton to maintain its current status with measures put 
in place to prevent it becoming a rat run. 

See response to comment 11 

49 NR I would respectfully suggest a new road from Tottenhill roundabout to Saddlebow would be more appropriate, 
this would then relieve the congestion on the A10 and the Hardwick roundabout and also meet with approval 
from West Winch.  Properly planned and not ad-hoc, it would - or should - satisfy the needs of all. 

See response to comment 11 

50 NR North Runcton village will be destroyed by this proposed Plan, especially putting (a so called) relief road 
through our village.  This is a mini motorway by the looks of it.  You do not see village lanes crossing over 
busy motorways.  Any plans for cycle & path ways would have to be so wide & we do not have the land to 
accommodate this.  The only sensible route would be a proper motorway financed by the Government.  This 
should go from Setchey roundabout over to Saddlebow direct, not Gravel Hill to the A47 where it would meet 
on the bend on the hill.  I can see North Runcton as a rat run from A47 to A10 as this relief road will cause 
hold ups & delay from start to finish. 

See response to comment 11 
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52 WW I understand that land South West of Gravel Hill Lane which was not included for development in the 
Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2026 has now been put forward again.  I strongly object to this.  The areas already 
offered are sufficient.  This area (A10) is an area of ancient grazing land, providing a lovely outlook for many 
residents, which denotes the edge of the village.  The area hosts an abundance of wildlife and acts as a 
natural flood plain.  I dread to think what traffic would be like on the main A10 should this area get the go 
ahead for building.  I don't think even the proposed relief road would solve this. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

53 WW I understand the section of land south west of Gravel Hill Lane (designated A10 on sites of local value map) 
has been put forward again for development.  I want this land to remain as it is because: Wildlife will be 
affected (Hedgehogs, deer); my outlook will be detrimental.  If built upon, these houses will have cars and 
people  will park in adjacent areas.  Build up of traffic and pollution.  There will be loss of green space.  The 
areas already proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan should be fit for purposes. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

55 WW There are plenty of houses/properties available within West Winch and North Runcton - where is the demand 
for 1100 plus homes in this area?  I don't believe there is at all.  The existing roads and services struggle now 
and simply would not cope with more development.  The local hospital is struggling and would not cope with 
any more local residents - not enough schools, doctors, dentists for such a development.  Local homes 
particularly around Silvertrees Way, Gravel Hill Lane will drop in value if the fields are built on.  West Winch is 
a village and will be ruined by mass development - please protect all the areas identified in the 
Neighbourhood Plan. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

56 WW Where is the evidence that we need to home 1600 plus people?  Appreciate this is nationwide but there 
cannot surely be this many people waiting to move to King's Lynn.          QEH cannot cope with the demand it 
currently has on it - A&E is always quite busy.  Beds run out very quickly in the hospital.  If a large number of 
people were to infiltrate we would not be able to provide adequate health service - even with extra GP 
Surgeries. 

The growth within the NP area is 
required by the borough plan. The NP 
seeks to shape how the required 
growth comes forward. 

58 WW A laudable document that makes sad reading however well it's dressed up.  The villages of West Winch and 
North Runcton as we know them presently are destined to disappear under a deluge of new residents - all 
6,000 of them!  What a shame!! 

noted 

59 WW After my first glance through the 67 page Neighbourhood Plan, I knew I would have to make a Road Names 
survey of the area to be able to make any sense of the proposals, so I enlarged Figure 2.0 and added in most 
of the road names from my survey.  I read about maintaining the cross links between North Runcton and West 
Winch such as Chequers Lane but found that Chequers Lane to Common Lane was gated. 

When I worked for Surrey County Council Highways in the Forward Planning Section, I costed numerous 
alternatives for motorway by-pass schemes which I had first drawn up on contoured ordnance survey maps.  

See response to comment 11 
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The costing was simply the cost of the calculated cut and fill earthworks plus the length of the carriageway 
required at £x million per mile, plus the number of roundabouts at £y million each, plus the cost of the number 
of overbridges plus the cost of the number of bridges over wide rivers all at so many millions.  Past, real 
completed schemes had been analysed and figures calculated to enable these costings.  New roundabouts 
were very expensive, not just the same as the same length of main bypass road equivalent.  I suppose that is 
due to re-siting of services and provision of new street lighting around the roundabout, signage, reducing 
noise, maintenance etc. 

When I worked on smaller highway links that served as short cuts and bypasses for less houses when I was 
with Derbyshire County Council, the new roads did not generally have many connections to other roads along 
their length but served a dedicated purpose of getting traffic moving at good speed and away from built up 
areas. 

When I was a schoolboy, I was once knocked or forced off of my bike by a lorry driver who I am sure did it 
deliberately because the position of the incident was so co-incidental.  As soon as I could stop using bikes 
and use cars I did so and have never cycled since then.  At school at Wisbech Grammar School from 1960 to 
1965, even then when there was perhaps less than a third of the traffic on the roads, many pupils came in by 
school buses from the surrounding villages and the school took all pupils in a class to swimming lessons at 
the local pool in a bus.  I think that children without parents or friends who can take them to school by car are 
subject to danger unless school buses are provided. 

The original West Winch bypass as planned a few years ago showed a proper bypass from the Hardwick 
roundabout to the roundabout where traffic can take the A134 to Thetford or the A10 to Cambridge.  That is 
the sensible scheme and all lorries and tractors pulling trailers full of sugarbeet should be banned from the 
A10 so as to make West Winch and Setchey as quiet and pleasant as Dersingham.  I found it difficult to 
believe that traffic near to St Mary’s church could have caused the church structural problems seeing as it is 
well set back but I would not be surprised if I were told that the bridge over the Nar Valley Way could not take 
heavy beet lorries. 

I think that the future might be seen as internet connections to work places from home or from small village 
internet centres.  Groups of children from surrounding villages might be supervised at a village internet centre 
for say one day a week. 

I think that if you were to work out the cost saved in fuel and perhaps also drivers’ time, for a good bypass for 
West Winch and Setchey, with reasonable speeds attainable rather than traffic crawling along or standing still 
for hours, and then if you were to add on the amount of money that bypassed dwellings instantly appreciated 
by, because people living in quiet areas can relax and think clearly and work well, the sum total could be more 
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than the cost of the bypass scheme.  That would mean that many of the bypasses that are built actually cost 
nothing to the country because they increase the value of the country’s assets. 

With the current Gravelhill roundabout scheme, I would feel sorry for anyone living near the end of Gravelhill 
Road because squealing tyres and heavy braking would bring continuous intolerable noise.  Also noise 
accelerating away would rattle windows of dwellings at the resonant frequencies.  To the rest of us on the 
south side of that new roundabout, it seems we would actually be getting more traffic than at present such that 
any improvement for the centre of West Winch would be paid for by those of us through Setchey. 

When lorries turn into Cook-Stak traffic in both directions is brought to a halt so this short bypass scheme is 
not going to improve traffic flows much if at all. 

I do not think that any farm land is better than peat which obviously must be reserved for farming.  I think that 
acres of modern greenhouses can now produce much more and better produce with hydroponics than is 
produced by traditional farming methods.  Robots are being used in such greenhouses at Wisbech.  I do not 
think that much farmland is efficiently used if at all.  I recall huge crops of strawberries being picked for the 
can I gathered, from one not too big field.  In West Winch reserving farmland for Circuses seems to be more 
profitable than farming. 

60  All references to the wording …Planning permission will be granted.. or similar …. Planning applications will be 
permitted…  should be DELETED or CHANGED. 

This wording was advised by the 
examiner in the “health check” and 
has also been advised by BCKLWN 

61  This terminology is giving the impression that planning permission will be granted or permitted.  The Parish 
Council is not the deciding authority and can only recommend to the Borough Council.  The terminology should 
not be used in individual statements or policies as they could be taken out of context but an application should 
be considered as a whole.* 

The Neighbourhood Plan will become 
part of local planning policy if it 
successfully passes through the 
required legal process. 

62  Page 7, Para 4 – Any planning application should be considered with a view to the impact on North Runcton – it 
will not be ring-fenced. 

noted 

63  Page 9, note 2 – Do these figures take account of Palm Paper HGVs, additional numerous HGVs for proposed 
Clenchwarton sewerage works which will use the A10, employment area near Sainsburys, Hardwick which has 
planning permission for potential large scale development.  The cumulative effect, together with the proposed 
development in King’s Lynn, Downham Market, Hunstanton, etc., North Runcton and West Winch, on a major 
strategic network and interchange will be negative for the whole area, tourism and trade in King’s Lynn.  The 
policies need to be strengthened for strategic transport/road planning and delivery. 

See response to comment 11 

64  Page 11, Para 6 – Pub? – Currently boarded up. Wording adjusted to note varying 
states of occupation of pub 
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65  Page 14, Para 7 – Transport – Local people will still need cars and should be supported. GA 04 and WA 10 acknowledge and 
address this 

66  Page 15, Para 4 – Transport  - Calming Measures – Need to be suitable for emergency vehicles.  Speed bumps
are not suitable for ambulances, fire engines and medical vehicles.  A10/A47 are daily/continuous main routes 
for these vehicles. 

Noted. The NP does not attempt 
detailed design of road safety 
measures. 

67  Page 16, Para 3 – Only? Page 16, Para 5 – The NP favours only. …Page 16, Para 7 - …. Principal 
requirements. Page 17, line 6 – However, it is not anticipated.? 

Noted 

68  The growth area; has been changed, therefore the number of dwellings allocated should be reduced. Not within the remit of this plan 

69  Page 22 – ‘Add’ open views from properties east of A10 (North Runcton). Page 21 Landscape/vegetation near 
Hardwick Roundabout. 

Noted 

70  Page 25 – Replacement contributions? Page 29 – Policy WA08 – ditto * Noted 

71  Page 30 – Unemployment in the area is presently low ….  (Is this due to an older retired population?) It is anticipated that the population 
demographics will change and Para 
6.38 onwards acknowledges concern 
re employment opportunities  

72  P31, Para 3 - Support for tourism?  Not large scale. 

P32 – Policy WA10 – Last line – outside? 

WA19 addresses this re residential 
and rural amenity and especially traffic 
impacts 

73  Page 33, Para 4 – North Norfolk setting can benefit the NP area? Noted –yes Gateway to NN 

74  Page 35, Para 3 – ‘Local’ – need choice to have cars. Para 6.29 -6.30 and policy WA10 
acknowledge and make provision for 
car use and ownership. 

75  Page 37, Policy GA01 – ditto above * 

Page 39 – Policy GA02, Para 3 – Attenuation areas must not be classed suitable for children playing space 

Page 40, Policy GA03, – ditto above*.  Para 1 - ….supported by the IDB (would this also include NCC Authority)

Page 42, Policy GA05 – Who is this green infrastructure going to belong to? 

Noted. 
Policy suggests Attenuation can be 
combined with amenity. 
The policy is intended to apply, 
whoever has ownership. 
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75   

Protecting agricultural land and soils 

Para 2 – Local residents are resigned? 

 
 
 
Noted, many residents are unhappy 
about the proposals but BCKLWN 
plan is now adopted.  

76  Page 60, Policy GA23 – Needs re-wording – Provision of a new community centre for the northern local centre 
will be supported if it is suitably sited not to disturb nearby residential amenity. 

Page 60, Policy GA24 – (add) Housing with Care and Sheltered Housing.  Provision should be made for 
Housing with Care and Sheltered Housing (Care Act 2014 – older population and disabled housing/services). 

Page 61, Para 1 – (add) – ensuring health and well-being of parishioners. 

Noted GA23 and Current wording 
covers intention of policies. 
GA24. Policy is n intended to cover 
provision for health centre premises. 
P. 61 NP Policy is not able to ensure 
health and well-being, only offer 
opportunities. 



Appendix L – Pre Submission and Submission Policies 
 

 

 

Pre Submission Policies  Submission Policies  

WA01: Protecting sites of local value  WA01: Protecting sites of local 
value 

WA02: Protecting and replacing 
natural features 

 WA02: Sites with Local Heritage 
Interest 

WA03: Design to protect and enhance 
local character 

 WA03: Protecting and replacing 
natural features 

WA04: Private and light in the home Deleted.  WA04: Providing sustainable 
drainage 

WA05: Adequate provision for cars  WA05: Providing GI management 
resources 

WA06: Adequate provision for 
bicycles 

 WA06: Protecting agricultural land 
and soils 

WA07: Adequate outside space  WA07: Design to protect and 
enhance local character 

WA08: Adequate bin storage  WA08: Enhancing West Winch 
local centre 

WA09: Existing employment areas  WA09: Enhancing the A10 road 
corridor 

WA10: supporting development of 
local centres 

 WA10: Adequate provision for cars 

WA11: supporting farm-related 
businesses 

 WA11: Adequate provision for 
bicycles 

WA12: supporting tourism  WA12: Adequate outside space 
GA01: Creating Neighbourhoods  WA13:Adequate bin storage 

 
GA02: Providing ‘green infrastructure’  WA14: Affordable housing 

provision  
GA03: Providing sustainable drainage  WA15: Provision of play area 
GA04: Planning for climate change Deleted WA16: Existing employment areas 
GA05: Providing GI management 
resources 

 WA17: Supporting development of 
local centres 

GA06: Protecting agricultural land and 
soils 

 WA18: Supporting farm related 
businesses 

GA07: Environmental impact 
mitigation 

Deleted WA19: Supporting Tourism 

GA08: Ensuring transport 
infrastructure 

 GA01: Creating Neighbourhoods 

GA09: Design of ‘relief road’  GA02: Infrastructure Delivery in the 
West Winch Growth Area 

GA10: Principles of development 
design 

 GA03: Providing ‘green 
infrastructure’ 

GA11: Enhancing West Winch local 
centre 

.  GA04: Ensuring transport 
infrastructure 

GA12: Enhancing the A10 road 
corridor 

 GA05: Design of ‘relief road’ 

GA13: Residential street design  GA06: Principles of new 
development design 

GA14: Cycle and footpath provision . GA07: Residential street design 
GA15: provision of public transport  GA08: Cycle and footpath provision 
GA16: Building density/building height Deleted GA09: Provision of public transport 
GA17: Affordable housing provision  GA10: Opportunities for small-

scale and self-build development 
GA18:Opportunities for small-scale 
and self build development 

 GA11: Provision for a successful 
primary school 

GA20 Dog walking provision Deleted  
GA21 External lighting Deleted  
GA22 Provisions for a successful 
primary school 

  

GA23: New Community Hall Deleted  
GA24: Provision for a health centre Deleted  
GA25: Allotment garden  
 

Deleted  


	Appendix A - Memorandum of Agreement between North Runcton and West Winch Parish Councils.
	The Borough Council has designated the parishes of West Winch and North Runcton as an area for future housing development. The intention is to build up to 1600 houses by 2026.
	 Drafting planning policies that will complement national and district policy but will also be particular to the neighbourhood plan area (see below).
	Thank you for your help!
	1600 new homes by 2026 would require other facilities. New roads would be required, a new primary school and new public open space. We need to agree an appropriate housing density (dwellings per hectare – dph).
	4. That a network of sustainable wildlife corridors are created that provide refuge, habitat and safe movement corridors for our wildlife – as well as providing paths and passive recreation areas for human residents.
	6. Support and promotion of the arts, life- long learning and healthy lifestyles. Community initiatives to acknowledge and celebrate local history and heritage – including our natural heritage.
	4.  Ensure that development includes an excellent network of cyclepaths and footpaths so that the development is ‘walkable’ or ‘cyclable’ and that use of cars for local journeys is less favourable. Such links must especially connect community faciliti...
	We welcome your comments on this and the other draft documents.
	North Runcton and West Winch Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group



